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ABSTRACT

This dissertation traces the impact of censorship on
women dramatists from the Renaissance through the late
eighteenth century,
Cary, Aphra Behn,

focusing on the plays of Elizabeth

Mary Pix,

and Susanna Centlivre.

types of censorship--political, religious,
affected the work of these playwrights,
agencies--the Master of Revels,
manager,

Several

and moral--

and several

the audience,

the theatre

and the prompter--were involved in censorship of

their works.

When early modern women wrote for the stage,

they confronted the strictures against publication and
public exposure.

The four playwrights discussed here used

a combination of self-censorship and subversive strategies
in their work.
Self-censorship was particularly significant for
Elizabeth Cary,

the first Englishwoman to write and publish

an original full-length play.
Tragedie of Mariam

(1613),

Her closet drama,

The

demonstrates the extent to which

she had internalized Renaissance gender paradigms but was
able to utilize them to make a statement about women's
subjectivity.

The Master of Revels,

who became an

important censoring agent for women in the Restoration and
eighteenth century,

had a direct effect on a promptbook for

the revival of Aphra Behn's The R o v e r .

Behn's censored

play underwent substantial cuts and emendations in material
related to political,

religious,
v

and gender issues.

In the

1690s,

the audience became a strong censoring agent,

particularly as the movement for stage reform coincided
with the appearance of new women playwrights,
Mary Pix.

including

Although her efforts were lampooned in The

Female W i t s . Pix demonstrated the ability to please the
changing audience in a promptbook for a 17 07 production of
The Spanish W i v e s .

Efforts to reform the stage culminated

in the late 1700s when theatre managers took over the
censoring role.

A promptbook for David Garrick's

production of Susanna Centlivre's The Wonder demonstrates
that one hundred and fifty years after Englishwomen began
to write for the stage,

gender was still an important

factor in alteration of their works.

Cary,

Behn,

Pix,

and

Centlivre persevered despite efforts to silence their
voices and helped dispel the idea that when women wrote,
their "vertue vanish'd."

vi

I.
INTRODUCTION
Thus Afra, thus despairing Sappho mourn'd;
Sure both their Souls are to your Breast return'd.
By the same Tyrant-Passion all enslav'd,
Like you they wrote, like you they lov'd and rav'd.
But ah! the Vertue vanish'd, what remain'd?
Their Verse as spotted as their Glory stain'd?
They lost that Gem with which Orinda shin'd,
And left a sully'd Name and Works behind.
(John Dunton,

The Athenian M e r c u r y , 27 November 1694)

Who shall measure the heat and violence of the
poet's heart when caught and tangled in a woman's
body?
(Virginia Woolf, A Room of One's O w n . 1929)

Censorship is a source of intense fascination to
literary scholars.
is true:

What is allowable,

what is moral,

what

these are all issues that shape our understanding

of literature and influence its publication and canonicity.
Censorship becomes even more complex in dramatic literature
where the immediacy of performance creates an additional
level of interpretation for the author,
authorities.

audience,

and

The purpose of this study is to establish the

importance of censorship as an issue for early women
playwrights,

to show the effects of different types of

censorship on the works of four specific women dramatists,
to explore the areas of similarity and difference in
censorship of plays by men and women,

and to provide

information and a theoretical framework for further
scholarship in this area.
1

In order to demonstrate how censorship affected the
works and lives of early women playwrights,

this study

begins with an in-depth analysis of censorship in
sixteenth,

seventeenth,

and eighteenth-century England.

This historical survey examines censorship in terms of
political,

religious,

moral,

and libelous elements.

The

survey also analyzes how the importance of each of these
elements fluctuates throughout the history of English
dramatic censorship.

This section explores how dramatic

censorship functions through both internal and external
agents:

the former,

self-censorship;

the latter,

company

censorship practiced by the manager and prompter in
response to pressure from the government,
the Master of Revels.
types,

the audience,

and

After the review of the history,

and agents of censorship,

chapter two argues for a

stipulative definition that includes gender as a
determining element in dramatic censorship,

one which was

particularly important for the early women playwrights.
Several recent studies have explored dramatic
censorship in early modern England through new historicist,
cultural materialist,
perspectives.1

and hermeneutically-based

While these works make important

1 These are Janet Clare's 'Art made tongue-tied by
authority': Elizabethan and Jacobean Dramatic C e n s o r s h i p .
Richard Dutton's Mastering the Revels: The Regulation and
Censorship of English Renaissance D r a m a , and Annabel
Patterson's Censorship and Interpretation: The Conditions
of Writing and Reading in Early Modern E n g l a n d .

contributions to the ongoing study of early censorship,
they also continue to limit discussions of censorship to
male playwrights,

leaving the ramifications of censorship

on early women playwrights unexplored.

One of the reasons

for this omission is the fact that until about fifteen
years ago,

so little was known about women dramatists,

scholars were not even aware of their existence.2

many

An

offhand comment made in one of the more recent studies of
early dramatic censorship acknowledges that some
playwrights are left outside the parameters of discourse on
the subject:
We can only talk, of course, about what we know-about plays that have survived, or where some
record exists either of their licensing or of
contentious performance.
This is thin enough.
What we cannot assess at all is the range of
opinion that was totally excluded from the
theatre because no one would ever have thought of
casting it in dramatic form, or if they had would
never have had it accepted by an acting company,
much less 'allowed' by the Master of Revels.
(Dutton 93)
Although the author never mentions Renaissance women
playwrights,

his comment is directly applicable to their

situation,

for in the sixteenth and early seventeenth

centuries,

women dramatists were excluded from writing for

2 Studies such as Nancy Cotton's Women Playwrights in
England 1363-1750. Fidelis Morgan's The Female Wits: Women
Playwrights of the R e s t o r a t i o n , and Jacqueline Pearson's
The Prostituted Muse: Images of Women and Women Dramatists
1642-1737 have helped bring information about these women
to the forefront of English literary studies.
Dale
Spender's Women of Ideas has also delineated the processes
through which women writers have been excluded from the
canon.

the public theatre.

To make up for the dearth of knowledge

about the early women playwrights,
this time)

most scholars

(up until

have focused their efforts on resuscitation of

their lives and close analysis of their individual works.
Fortunately,
works,

along with records of these women's lives and

documents have also come to light which provide

information about public and official reaction to their
plays,

reaction which often amounted to various forms of

censorship.
One of the most powerful types of censorship for women
dramatists was self-censorship.

Chapter three focuses on

self-censorship by Elizabeth Cary, Viscountess Falkland,
her closet drama The Traqedie of Mariam,
Jewry

in

the Fair Oueene of

(written around 1602 and published in 1613) .

Cary

was the first English woman to write and publish an
original full-length play and probably only the fifth
English woman playwright

(Cotton 15). Cary serves as an

excellent example of the self-censorship practiced by
Renaissance Englishwomen:

the title page of Mariam states

only that it is "Written by that learned,
truly noble Ladie,

vertuous,

and

E.C," and the publication was delayed

until ten years after she originally composed the play.
Self-censorship is most often embodied in the assumption of
a pseudonym,

an abbreviated name,

presentation of dramatic material,

in the selection and
and in the assertion

that work is not intended for publication.

In addition to

an analysis of M a r i a m , this chapter includes attention to
Cary's life and other works which inform our understanding
of how self-censorship shaped her writing.
Although self-censorship was still evident in the
works of seventeenth-century women dramatists,

those who

overcame their own fears enough to seek public performances
of their work faced an additional form of censorship
through the office of Master of Revels.

Chapter four

explores official forms of censorship and their influence
on women's drama from 1660-1740 by tracing the changes that
the office underwent after the Restoration.

This chapter

also examines the changes brought about by the Licensing
Act of 1737,

both in the office of Master of Revels and in

the company's censorship of plays.

The best source for

examining these changes is the theatrical promptbook,
official record of the cuts,

additions,

made for the performance of a play.

the

and emendations

Many scholars use the

promptbook as a primary source for their study of
censorship,

but so far,

they have only examined promptbooks

for plays with male authors.

Some of these studies are

briefly reviewed in order to establish the types of
censorship found in promptbooks for male-authored plays
during this period,

and specific comparisons are made

between changes made in promptbooks for Edward
R a v e n s c r o f t 's The London Cuckolds and Aphra Behn's The
Rover.

To develop further the ramifications of gendered
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censorship,

The Rover promptbook

discussed in detail.

(for a 1740 production)

is

Because the censorship in it reflects

both the pressure exerted by the Licensing Act and the
difference in what was considered socially acceptable from
the Restoration to the early eighteenth century,

it is a

valuable resource for the.study of censorship in the works
of Restoration women.
Chapter five focuses more narrowly on the time period
from 1690 to 1710,

and particularly on a censoring force

that was very active at the turn of the century:
audience.

the

Works such as Jeremy Collier's A Short View of

the Immorality and Profaneness of the English Stage
and George Ridpath's The Stage Condemn'd

(1698)

(1698)

strongly

express the desire of such groups as the Society for the
Reformation of Manners to reform the stage.
Crisis is examined in depth,

especially its impact on the

writing of the "Female Wits," Mary Pix,
and Delarivier Manley.

The Collier

Catharine Trotter,

A promptbook for a 1707-1708 Smock

Alley production of Mary Pix's The Spanish Wives

(1696)

serves as an example of the effect changing social mores
had on women dramatists during this period.

Pix's epilogue

to The Spanish Wives indicates her desire to appease the
audience's displeasure:

"With submission our author still

a p p e a r s ,/Counts your indulgence,
fears,/Lives on your smiles,
(A3v).

and your judgement

and at your frown dispairs"

The themes of women's freedom and sexual farce in

the play fell out of popularity by the middle of the
eighteenth century.
This study concludes with a chapter on the censorship
that the theatrical manager practiced increasingly in the
latter half of the eighteenth century to meet the more
sentimental standards of the audience.

In particular,

David Garrick is well known for his excision and revision
of earlier plays.

Susanna Centlivre,

female playwright of this period,

the most successful

had her play The Wonder

p erformed under Garrick's management.

Although Garrick's

favorite role was Don Felix in The W o n d e r , he felt that the
p lay was too racy and made cuts and additions during his
performances from 1756 to 1776.

An examination of a

promptbook with his changes of Centlivre's play
demonstrates the complex relationship between female
playwrights,

male managers,

and the way in which censorship

negotiated the space between their needs.
It is the brief emergence and subsequent disappearance
of women dramatists which is at the core of this study,

for

censorship plays a powerful role in defining the limits of
this period for women.

The purpose of this study is in

keeping with Judith Fetterley's statement about scholarship
on women's roles and writings in the past as "a political
act whose aim is not simply to interpret the world but to
change it by changing the consciousness of those who read
and their relation to what they read"

(viii).

While this

research aims to bring attention to documents which have
heretofore gone unnoticed,

it also aims to change the

consciousness of scholars of early theatre so that dramatic
censorship is no longer an area prescribed by male
playwrights.

The study of women's drama also increases our

understanding of early modern England by presenting us with
new perspectives.

Women's plays are more likely to open

and close with female characters;

thus we are introduced to

the dramatic world through their eyes,
as subject,

not object or "other"

"subjects" of this study,
Pix,

and they are defined

(Pearson 64).

The four

Elizabeth Cary, Aphra Behn,

and Susanna Centlivre,

Mary

can help develop our

understanding of early dramatic censorship and point the
way toward more exciting discoveries in the future.

II.
DRAMATIC CENSORSHIP:
BACKGROUND AND REDEFINITION

Perceptions of Censorship
In the twentieth century,

literary critics often

portray censorship as the tool of a totalitarian
government.

Ever since Orwell's powerful depiction of

governmental censorship in 1 9 8 4 . we are inclined to see any
attempt to censor as a plot to brainwash or mislead the
masses,

or as a violation of basic human rights.

How do we

reconcile our contemporary understanding of censorship with
that of early modern England?

Calhoun Winton argues that

we have an anachronistic understanding of censorship in
early English drama:
Most segments of British society with anything
approaching political or social influence
believed in dramatic censorship in one form or
another.
This is not to say that a given author
was happy when his play was censored; it is to
say that society as a whole was quite willing to
accept the process, usually without comment.
(Winton, "Dramatic" 286-87)
Annabel Patterson takes this viewpoint further in her
deconstructive reading of early dramatic censorship.

She

argues that there was an "equivocal and fragile
relationship

. . . between writers in the early modern

period and the holders of power" which was a "joint
project,
leaders."

a cultural bargain between writers and political
Her approach centers around the idea that

"the

historical condition of an era of censorship united writers

9
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and readers in a common interest as to how interpretation
in fact worked"

(Censorship 7).

She sees "prevailing codes

of communication" between authors and authorities,
being intelligible to all parties at the time,
fully deliberate and conscious arrangement"

"as

as being a

(Censorship

17) .
Other critics,

like L.W.

Conolly and Janet Clare,

tend

to view early dramatic censorship in a less positive light.
Conolly portrays early censorship as a powerful and
negative force in early English drama.

He voices the

conviction "that literary censorship of any kind is usually
indefensible"

and that "the censorship did nothing to

further the development of English drama,
hinder it"

(Censorship 10).

but plenty to

Janet Clare specifically

disagrees with Patterson's contention of an "implicit
social code governing relationships between authors and
authorities,

intelligible to all parties at the time as

being a conscious and collusive arrangement"

(Art x i i ) .

Clare states that plays were often "victims of censorship"
because of their topical associations or because the
playwright's desire for success overshadowed his fear of
the censor.

To Clare,

"the number of cases of actual

interference with texts by the censor and of p o s t 
performance intervention militates against a theory of a
shared perception as applicable to theatrical censorship"
(Art x i i ) .

How do these two opposing perceptions relate to
censorship of women writers?
in both views,

There are elements of truth

for dramatic censorship was certainly-

understood by most playwrights as a necessary process.
However,

this process was not willingly accepted "without

comment"

(as Winton c l a i m s ) , particularly since censorship

dovetailed with the larger controversy about women's roles
and women's right to free expression in this period.

The

"prevailing codes of communication" which Annabel Patterson
theorizes were never as clear and stable for female
playwrights as they were for male writers.
hand,

On the other

can women be considered "victims of censorship"

Conolly claims?

To some degree,

as

they can, but the

oppressors were not just members of the patriarchal
government or theatre community.
women,

They were sometimes other

and sometimes the women playwrights themselves.

Obviously while the existing work on early dramatic
censorship is helpful in understanding how it was applied
to male playwrights,

it needs to be expanded to include the

specific experiences of female playwrights.

We can start

by broadening the definition of censorship and then by
following its practice from the earliest years through the
eighteenth century and examining how it was applied to
drama by women.

By locating the women's texts within the

social and political contexts in which they were produced,
and by examining specific evidence of censorship in drama
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by men,

we can better understand how censorship functioned

to shape and sometimes silence the voices of women
playwrights.

Redefinition of Censorship
To have a clearer understanding of how sixteenth and
seventeenth-century England viewed censorship,

it is

important to examine the word in its original contexts.
The English word censor comes from the Latin censor and
French c e n s e r e .

In its original context,

it referred to

"the title of two magistrates in ancient Rome,
the register or census of the citizens,
supervision of public morals"
218).

etc.,

who drew up
and had the

(Oxford English Dictionary

It is significant that the first usage of the word

in English occurred in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries in histories and dramas about the Roman empire.
In 1533 Bellenden's Livy states,

"In this yere began the

office of c e nsouris," and in 1607 Shakespeare's Coriolanus
includes the line,

"Twice being Censor"

(II.iii .252) .

The

next recorded meaning of the word in the OED is "one who
exercises official or officious supervision over morals and
conduct"

(218) .

The first example of this usage is in 1592

in Robert Greene's A Quip for an Upstart C o u r t i e r : "A
severe sensor to such as offend the law"
224).

(H a r l . Misc.

II.

It was used again with the same meaning by Massinger

13
in 1622:

"Cleanthes

... for his manifest virtues,

such judge and censor of youth"

we make

(The Old Law v . i ) .

It is not until the early seventeenth century that the
word acquired its specific meaning as "an official in some
countries whose duty it is to inspect all books,
dramatic pieces,

etc.,

before publication,

they shall contain nothing immoral,
to the government"
writes,

(OED 218).

journals,

to secure that

heretical,

or offensive

In Areopagitica Milton

"He...must appear in print like a punie with his

guardian,

and his censors hand on the back of his title,

to

be his bayl and suretye that he is no idiot or seducer"
(1644) .

These two references provide a clue to the

materials most susceptible to early English censorship.

G.

E. Bentley uses five distinct categories to describe the
dramatic materials most likely to be censored:

1) critical

comments on the policies or conduct of the government,

2)

unfavorable presentation of friendly foreign powers or
their sovereigns,

3) comment on religious controversy,

profanity or blasphemy,
influential people

4)

and 5) personal satire on

(167).

Documents relating to male

playwrights and their works during this period show that
emphasis on certain kinds of censorship shifted over the
years,

according to current political and social changes.

A twentieth-century understanding of the noun censor
includes three basic meanings:
examine literature,

plays,

1) a person authorized to

or other material and who may

remove or suppress what he considers morally or otherwise
objectionable;

2) a person who condemns or censures;

or 3)

the psychological agent responsible for censorship
(American Heritage Dictionary 252).

This last part of the

definition complicates our understanding of censorship
since the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
first place,
censorship,

In the

it opens up the possibility of s e l f 
a term which none of the above critics define,

although they use it in an ambiguous way.

Self-censorship

is the inhibiting psychological factor which either keeps a
playwright from writing or seeking publication of a play,
or causes the playwright to change or edit the text to meet
with external approval.

The self-censorship is enforced by

the consciously or unconsciously-held beliefs and value
systems of the person doing the censoring or of the society
in which the censoring is taking place.
works by women,

When dealing with

one must always take into account the

contemporary views of women and women writers which may
influence the type of censorship applied to them.
This self-censorship is only the first step in a
series of possible stages where censorship could take
place.
play,

A second stage is in the official licensing of the
when the licensing official

Revels)

(usually the Master of

makes cuts or emendations which must be

incorporated before the play is accepted.

The licensing

official could also completely suppress the play so that it
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would never be performed.

The third stage takes place once

the play has been licensed,

and the company itself makes

changes in the play or when,
censure,

in response to audience

they suppress the play altogether.

When dealing with plays by women,

we find that

censorship can occur in any of these three stages and can
consist of any of Bentley's five areas of censorship listed
above.

Just as in men's plays,

censorship in women's plays

often deletes political commentary,
religious remarks,

blasphemy or offensive

and even personal satire.

However,

there are some important differences between censorship of
early male and female playwrights.

First,

self-censorship

was much more common for the early women playwrights than
for the men.

The self-censorship took several forms which

will be discussed in more detail in the next chapter and
illustrated by evidence from Elizabeth Cary and other women
of the Renaissance.

Second, women's plays were more

likely to be censored by the Master of Revels or the
Examiner for sexually explicit references or references to
female sexuality,

particularly at times when these

references were considered socially unacceptable.
once they were in production,
were revived,

Third,

or particularly when they

women's plays were subject to cuts by the

company itself,

cuts which again often deleted references

to women's sexuality or which sometimes deleted important
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expressions of female independence or friendship which the
manager or prompter considered unimportant.
To see how this censorship influenced and shaped the
work of women playwrights,

we must examine the specific

time period in which each of them lived and wrote,

tracing

their development from the early Renaissance through the
end of the eighteenth century.

History of Censorship:

The Renaissance

The history of dramatic censorship in England began
with the attempts under Henry VIII to eradicate Catholic
iconography and make religious doctrine commensurate with
that of the Reformation.
plays,

As early as the English mystery

in the reigns of Henry VIII and Edward VI, we can

see "revisions,

particularly the omission of plays on the

Assumption and Coronation of the Virgin"

(Happe 23).

This

censorship included alterations in content and erasures of
"Romanist elements."

Although the earliest attempts at

suppression were aimed primarily at specific Catholic
references,

eventually the plays themselves were

suppressed,

along with the monasteries and nunneries.

The

last recorded performances of complete cycles fall between
the 1560s
Wakefield,

(Corpus Christi)
and Y o r k ) .

and the 1570s

(Chester,

The Office of Master of Revels was

created during Henry's reign to deal periodically with the
practical business of staging masques and other
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entertainments.1
this office,

Although few documents exist relating to

we do know that the first Master of Revels was

Sir Thomas Cawarden,

appointed by Henry VIII in 1544.

The

position was full-time and for life, under the auspices of
the Lord Chamberlain.
This religious censorship continued under Edward VI
w ith royal proclamations issued in 1549 and 1551 requiring
a special license from the King or the Privy Council to
perform.

Under Mary plays were performed with more

freedom,

but in 1559 Elizabeth issued a proclamation

prohibiting unlicensed interludes and plays,
religion or policy"

"especially on

(Paul L. Hughes 115-116).

licensing by the monarch or Privy Council,
to the "Maior" or "Justices of peax."

In place of

power was given

In this year,

Elizabeth I appointed the second Master of Revels,
Thomas Benger

(155 9-1572).

Sir

Thomas Blagrove served as the

third Master of Revels from 1572 to 1578,

and during this

time Burbage built The Theatre just outside the city
jurisdiction.

City officials struggled for control of the

theatres for the next century and a half,

fearing that such

public gathering places contributed to public unrest and
the spread of plague.

Few records of Benger and Blagrove's

influence or duties remain,
Tilney

and it is not until Edmond

(Master of Revels from 1578 to 1610)

that the

xSee Appendix for a complete list of officials
responsible for censorship of English drama from 1544 to
1824 .
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connection between the Office of Master of Revels and the
exercise of dramatic censorship becomes clearer.
After Edmond Tilney was appointed Master of Revels by
Elizabeth,

he received a patent in 1581 which stated that

he should have recited before him all
plaies, Tragedies, Comedies or s h o w e s ...whom we
ordeyne appointe and aucthorise by these
presentes of all suche showes, plaies, plaiers
and playmakers, together with their playing
places, to order and reforme, auctorise and put
d o w n e , as shalbe thought meete or unmeete unto
himself or his said deputie in that behalf.
(Chambers 285-87)
As Richard Dutton points out,

this patent did not mean

initially that Tilney had sole authority over commercial
theatres;

instead,

it allowed him to exercise power over

the plays approved for court
reveal,

(49).

As far as records

there were no specific guidelines given Tilney,

other than what he thought

"meete or unmeete."

Tilney could both license and suppress,

his office carried

with it the double power to grant and to deny,
"permission" and a "prohibition"

Since

(Winton,

both a

"Dramatic"

288) .

Tilney's first recorded intervention in the public
stage took place during the Martin Marprelate controversy
of 1588-93,

when puritan pamphlets attacking the Catholic

tendencies of the Church of England were illegally
circulating.

A letter dated 12 November 1589 from the

Privy Council to the Master of Revels asked him "to stryke
out or reforme suche partes and matters as they shall fynde
unfytt and undecent to be handled in playes,

both for

Divinitie and State"

(Chambers 306-307).

In 1592 Tilney

accordingly made some cuts in the anonymously-authored Sir
Thomas M o r e .

This is the only play manuscript still in

existence which bears his censoring marks.

Tilney marked

out references to public riots and discontent and added
this note in the left margin of the first page:

"Leave out

the insurrection wholy and the Cause ther off and begin
with Sir Thomas Moore att the mayors sessions with a
reportt afterwards off his good servic'

don being'

Shrive

off London uppon a mutiny Agaynst the Lumbards only by A.
Short reportt and nott otherwise att your own perrilles"
(Long 45).

Rather than suppressing the play

(which was

sympathetic to More for his stand against Henry V I I I ) ,
Tilney had the company omit a scene of insurrection which
might inflame popular dissatisfaction with the Anglican
church and make only a "short reportt" of a mutiny.

The

fact that the pla y presents a religious dissenter in a
positive light did not seem to concern Tilney.
opposing political views then,
expression of heterodox,

it seems that

In terms of

"the

or at least provocative opinions

was not in itself grounds for censorship or restraint"
(Dutton 89).

Other cuts and excisions made by Tilney in

the play include the apprentices'

rebellion

(scene v,

suppressed), violence against public authorities

(scenes iv

and vi, partly r e w r i t t e n ) , street fights among rival gangs
(suppressed and replaced by scene v i i i ) , and possible
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criticism of royal behavior

(scene xiii,

reworded)

(Long

46) .
Along with the censorship in Sir Thomas M o r e , critics
have found evidence of other cuts or suppressions in more
than half a dozen other plays during the Elizabethan
period: -Doctor F a u s t u s . The Life and Death of Jack S t r a w . 2
Henry V I . 3 Henry V I . Thomas of W o o d s t o c k . Edmund I r o n s i d e ,
and The Isle of D o g s .

The fact that the deposition scene

in Richard II did not appear in print in the Elizabethan
editions of the play and was not published until 1608 is
another example of Tilney's role as dramatic censor
"Censorship"

8 9 ).

The exclusion of the deposition scene in

earlier editions could have been made by Tilney,
company manager,

(Clare,

or even,

the

in an act of self-censorship,

by

Shakespeare himself.
When James came to the throne,
Chamberlain,

he appointed a new Lord

but Tilney stayed on as Master of Revels.

While some critics such as Clare argue that there was less
repressive dramatic censorship under James,

others such as

Dutton see "no evidence for a significant change of
censorship policy or practice in the early years of James's
reign"

(Dutton 161).

In May of 1606,

Parliament passed "An

Act to Restrain Abuses of Players," forbidding actors to
"jestingly or prophanely speake or use the holy Name of God
or of Christ Jesus,
Trinitie,

or of the Holy Ghoste or of the

which are not to be spoken but with feare and

reverence"

(Chambers 338-339) .

While the Master previously

censored religious references which had to do with Catholic
doctrine,

now he was responsible for cutting oathes or

blasphemous swearing.
containing Masters'
restriction.

Many of the existing documents

cuts show careful attention to this

One example is the reference to Christ's

blood streaming in the firmament which was removed from a
revival of Doctor Faustus
In 1610 Tilney died,

(Clare, Art 103).
and the position of Master of

Revels reverted to Sir George Buc, who held it until 1622.
Two manuscripts with his censoring marks still exist:

The

Second Maiden's Tragedy and Sir John Van Olden B a r n a v e l t .
The cuts made by Buc can be classified into several
categories.

First,

he made deletions to conform to the

1606 Act of Abuses mentioned above.

Second,

he made cuts

of material which might seem to have dangerous political
consequences.

For example,

he made cuts in The Second

Maid's Tragedy which refer to regicide and cuts in Sir John
Van Olden Barnavelt which relate to political or social
unrest and a large passage which relates, to seizure of the
crown.

The third classification of cuts made by Buc are

those which seemed to have contemporary parallels in
members of the court circle.

Since the execution of Sir

Walter Raleigh had parallels in Sir John Van Olden
B a r n a v e l t , it received particularly close attention.
one point Buc wrote

At

"I like not this" in the margin of the
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play

(Dutton 207).

In The Second Maid's Tragedy Buc made

cuts in references to the reputation of court women which
might be too easily construed as women who were members of
James's court.

Particularly,

Buc may have seen parallels

between some of the comments and the scandal of Lady
Frances Howard or other possible parallels to the
relationship between Arabella Stuart and William Seymour
(Dutton 198-99).
This latter category of cuts illustrates the
seventeenth-century understanding of "libel."
seventeenth century,

the term libel

In the

"carried the thrust of

sedition and destabilization as well as slander"
Art 61).

(Clare,

Libel was punished by the King's Privy Council or

the Star Chamber who created the libel statues,
Scandalum M a a n a t u m .

the

These statues were meant to protect

the king and others in his circle from politically damaging
rumours or satires.

Between 1603 and 1625 libel was at

issue in 577 Star Chamber cases
Interestingly enough,

(Finkelpearl 124).

none of the prominent poets or

playwrights were punished for libel during Elizabeth or
James's reign,

a fact which can be attributed to the work

of the Master of Revels who was likely to remove offensive
references before a play was performed
As James's reign progressed,
sensitive issue.

(Finkelpearl 124).

censorship became a more

Most now famous cases of censorship

during this period are those in which the government

intervened or suppressed the play after it was performed,
rather than when it was submitted to the Master of Revels.
Quite a few works during this period were subject to
censorship,

including 2 Henry I V . Henry V , Merry Wives of

W i n d s o r . Every Man Out of his H u m o u r . Cynthia's R e v e l s .
P o e t a s t e r , E p i c o e n e . Richard I I I , and A Game at C h e s s .
George Calvert,

Secretary of State from 1619-1625,

remonstrated that

"the players do not forbear to represent

upon their stage the whole course of this present time,
sparing either king,
absurdity,

state,

or religion,

and with such liberty,

afraid to hear them"

not

in so great

that anybody would be

(Clare, Art 98).

There were several Masters of the Revels during
James's reign.

Sir George Buc was replaced by Sir John

A stley in 1622,

and then by Sir Henry Herbert in 1623.

A lthough no records exist during Astley's tenure,

Herbert's

records prove to be some of the most important in
understanding the censoring powers of the Master of Revels.
Herbert served as Master of Revels from 1623 to 1673,
longest tenure of any in that office.

the

The records that

remain of his work are collected in The Dramatic Records of
Sir Henry Herbert.

Master of the Revels 1623-1673 and

provide invaluable insight into the theatre of those years.
Herbert is also particularly interesting in that he bought
a "life-interest in the post"

from Astley,

rather than
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having it revert to him.
made until 1629

The reversionary grant was not

(Dutton 229).

One of the most well-known theatre scandals occured at
the beginning of Herbert's career.

In June of 1624,

Herbert licensed Middleton's play A Game at C h e s s , and in
August of the same year,

the play was performed.

The

satire on England's relations with Spain was performed for
six days because both James and Henry Herbert were away
from court.

After hearing there might be some offence in

the play,

James sent word to have the playwright and actors

examined,

and the copy of the licensed play was sent back

to Herbert.

Herbert found the original not offensive,

said there must have been on-stage
people and events

(Dutton 244).

but

"personating" of real

This extends the "libel"

restriction from the text to the actual performance and
interpretation on stage.
When Charles I came to the throne in 1625,
Herbert as his Master of Revels.
fortunes spiralled downward,

he kept

As Charles's political

the purpose of dramatic

censorship seemed increasingly to be to protect the
interests of the crown.

In January of 1631, Herbert

refused to license Massinger's Believe as you List without
substantial revisions.

Herbert supported his refusal of

the play by saying "itt did contain dangerous matter,
the deposing of Sebastian,
[Secount,]

king of Portugal,

as

by Philip the

and ther being a peace sworen twixte the kings
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of England and Spayne"

(Herbert 19).

his records mention "dangerous matter"

Herbert's entries in
several times as

reason for suppression or excision of plays.
of the Dutchess of Suffolk was
in January of 1623,

The History

"much reformed" by Herbert

and a play titled The King and the

Subiect was ordered to alter its name in June of 1638.
Along with dangerous political references,

obscenity

seemed to be an increasingly important subject for Herbert.
In July of 1633, Herbert mentions the comedy The Yonqe
A d m i r a l 1 . which
being free from oaths, prophaness, or obsceanes,
hath given mee such delight and satisfaction in
the readinge, and may serve for a patterne to
other poetts, not only for the bettring of maners
and language, but for the improvement of the
quality, which hath received some brushings of
late.
(Herbert 19)
Herbert clearly understands the power he wields and sees
himself in a long line of officials who will exercise this
power.

At the end of this entry he affixes this

explanation:

"I have entered this allowance,

to my successor,

for direction

and for example to all poetts,

write after the date hereof"

(Herbert 20).

that shall

In June of 1633

Walter Mountfort submitted his play The Lanchinge of the
Mary of The Seamans honest wvfe for Herbert's approval.
Herbert returned the play with the statement that

"all the

Oaths" must be left out and "all other Reformations" be
strictly observed,

adding,

"I command your Bookeeper to

present me with a fairer copy hereafter and to take out all
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Oathes,

prophaness,

it at his peril"

and publick Ribaldry as he will answer

(Boas 184).

marked as "Reformations"

The passages which were

included the blasphemous swearing,

references to the Catholic church,

and some references

w hich seemed to apply to contemporary political events.
Herbert stayed in office until the theatres closed in
1642,

and his records until that time provide many valuable

references relating to his duties.

However,

his records do

not provide much information about the few women
playwrights during this period.

Of the works written by

women,

two were intended to be

seven were closet dramas,

performed at court,
aristocratic circle,
a nunnery.

one was written for a small
and one was written for performance at

Because their works did not require licensing,

Herbert had little reason to record them.

The first woman

playwright for whom we have records is Katherine of Sutton
(c. 1363-1376),

an abbess at Barking Nunnery,

some of the traditional liturgical drama

who rewrote

(Cotton 27).

next two women translated drama from the classics.
1550,

The

Around

Lady Jane Lumley translated from Euripides Inhigeneia

in A u l i s , and in 1561,

Elizabeth I translated Seneca from

the chorus of Act II of Hercules Oetaeus
of these were closet works.
of Pembroke,

(Cotton 28).

Mary Sidney Herbert,

Both

Countess

was the first to have her work published for a

small aristocratic circle.

The Countess's translation

Antonie was published in 1592,

and her pastoral dialogue
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"Thenot and Piers in Praise of Astraea" was published in
1602

(Cotton 30).

The Countess's niece,

wrote a pastoral play in five acts,

Lady Mary Wroth,

Love's Victory,

some

time in the 1620s.
One of these early women dramatists was Queen
Henrietta Maria who arrived in England in 1626 from the
French court, where women's involvement in drama was much
more socially accepted.

Her case clearly illustrates the

lack of support for women dramatists and actresses during
this period.

She acted at the English court the year of

her arrival in a pastoral play and masque which she had
written.

Although she had hand-picked a small court

audience,

some English noblemen strongly disapproved of her

participation because of her gender and her role as the
monarch's new wife

(Cotton 37).

The records of Henry

Herbert include another incident three years later when a
visiting troupe of French actors

"created something of a

sensation" because they brought women as actresses.

The

records quote a Thomas Brande who writes on November 8,
1629 :
Furthermore, you should know that last daye
certaine vagrant French players, who had beene
expelled from their owne contrey, and those
women did attempt, thereby giving just offence
to all vertuous and well-disposed persons in
this town, to act a certain lascivious and
unchaste comedye in the French tonge at the
Blackfryers.
Glad I am to saye they were
hissed, hooted, and pippen-pelted from the
stage, so as I do not thinke they will soone
be ready to try the same a g a i n e .--Whether
they had license for so doing I know not; but
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I do know that if they had license it were
fit that the Master [of the Revels] be called
to account for the same.
(Herbert 59)
Herbert's records also include the Puritan William Prynne's
criticism of this same event:
monsters,

rather,

"Some French-women,

in Michaelmas term,

1629,

attempted to

act a French play at the playhouse in Blackfriars,
impudent,

shameful,

unwomanish,

whorish attempt"; yet he adds:
resort"

(Herbert 59) .

in another play,

When,

graceless,

or

an

if not more than

"to which there was great

in 1633,

Henrietta Maria acted

The Shepherd's P a r a d i s e , William Prynne

had the ill fortune to have his attack on the stage,
H i s t r i o m a s t i x . published a few days later.

In

H i s t r i o m a s t i x , Prynne called "Women-Actors, notorious
w h o r e s , " and asked "And dare then any Christian woman be so
more then whorishly impudent,
on a Stage

(perchance in man's apparel,

proved sinful and abominable)
and women?"

as to act,

(Cotton 39).

to speak publicly
and cut hair,

here

in the presence of sundry men

As a result,

for Prynne to have his ears cut off,

an order was issued

one of the most

extreme penalties exacted in censorship cases.

Ironically,

the punishment was issued because the subject of his attack
was the monarch's consort,

not because what he said about

woman actresses was considered inappropriate.2

2For a thorough history of attacks on the stage, see
Jonas Barish's The Antitheatrical P r e j u d i c e , which includes
information on Prynne and the Puritan stance against the
theatre.

The last two known women dramatists before the
Restoration were sisters,
Elizabeth Brackley.

Their stepmother,

Duchess of Newcastle,
voluminous writing,
three decades.

Lady Jane Cavendish and Lady
Margaret Cavendish,

was to become well known for her

including closet dramas,

in the next

The sisters wrote two plays from 1644-1646:

a pastoral which is still in manuscript,

and The Concealed

Fansves which was not published until 1931.

Because the

plays and translations by Lady Jane Lumley,

Elizabeth I,

Mary Herbert,

Lady Jane Cavendish,

and Lady Elizabeth

Brackley were only intended to be closet works,
no need for them to be licensed by Herbert.
find information about these plays,

there was

In order to

and to understand how

and why these women dramatists practiced self-censorship,
scholars will need to go to personal correspondence and
original manuscripts of the w o r k s .
Another important source for understanding why there
was such a negative reaction to women's involvement with
the stage during this time period,

is the social and

theological pressures which shaped Renaissance t h o u g h t .

In

her essay "Did Women Have a Renaissance," Joan Kelly
outlines several criteria useful for gauging the power of
Renaissance women and for determining the quality of their
historical experience:

1) the regulation of female

sexuality as compared with male sexuality;
economic and political roles;

2) women's

3) the cultural roles of
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women in shaping the outlook of their society;
ideology about women,

and 4)

"in particular the sex-role system

displayed or advocated in the symbolic products of the
society,

its art,

literature,

and philosophy"

(20).

The

role of women in English Renaissance society is described
as part of the order of the Great Chain of Being,

clearly

exemplified in the sermon "An Exhortacion concernyng Good
Ordre and Obedience to Rulers and Magistrates" which Henry
VIII had read from the pulpits in 1547:
Almightie God hath created and appointed all
thinges, in heaven, yearth and waters in a moste
excellent and perfect ordre.
In heaven, he hath
appoynted distinct orders and states of
archangelles and angels.
In yearth, he hath
assigned kynges, princes, with other governors
under them, all in good and necessary
ordre. . . . Every degre of people, in their
vocacion, callyng and office,-hath appoynted to
them their duetie and order.
Some are in high
degre, some in lowe, some kynges and princes,
some inferiors and subjectes, priests and laimen,
masters and servauntes, fathers and chyldren,
husbandes and wifes, riche and poore, and every
one have nede of other: so that in all thinges is
to be lauded and praysed the goodly ordre of God,
without the whiche, no house, no citie, no common
wealth can continue and endure.
(Bond 161)
This sermon clearly inscribes women's place in the sets of
power dichotomies in which they are identified with
servants,

children,

and the poor.

Women's cultural,

political and economic roles were thus deeply ingrained in
the social and cosmic order of the Great Chain of Being.
Antonia Fraser has described how the term "weaker vessel"
from St.

Paul's epistle to the Ephesians was frequently
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ascribed to women to exemplify the belief that they were
both morally and physically weaker than men
Debate over the

"woman question"

(1-4) .

is reflected in

literature of the early seventeenth century:
Swetnam's The Araignment of L e w d e , idle,

froward.

unconstant women: Or the vanitie of them,
whether

Joseph
and

choose you

(1615), Rachel Speght's A Mouzell for Melastomus

(1617) , Hie Mulier

(1620) , and Haec-Vir

(1620) .

Although

early advocates of women argued against the idea of moral
inferiority,

they continued to emphasize the idea that men

and women were fundamentally different,

and that nature,

rather than nurture was responsible for those differences.
Debaters used Biblical and mythological exempla to support
their claims of innate female goodness.
law,

women had no legal rights:

Under Renaissance

as unmarried women,

were subject to the control of their fathers,

and as

married women they were subject to their husbands.
Ladies Calling

(le"^)

they

The

describes the roles open to women:

"The principal and distinct scenes in which a woman can be
supposed to be an actor,

are these three,

virginity,

marriage,

(Mendelson 10).

Women's roles

and widowhood"

were defined in terms of their relationships to men,
leaving the possibilities of autonomous roles
actress or playwright)
In most cases,

(such as

unconsidered.

women during the first decades of the

seventeenth century were cautious about publicly displaying

their literary or dramatic skills.
that

Kate Millett points out

"sexual politics obtains consent through the

'socialization'

of both sexes to basic patriarchal politics

with regard to temperament,

role,

and status"

(26).

Although Elizabeth I played a powerful role as monarch,
insisted on her two bodies:
monarch.

After her death,

change in their status.
well-educated woman

the weak woman,

she

and the strong

most women experienced little

James I's notorious response to a

("but can shee spin?")

typifies how

little the Stuart period provided new opportunities for
women.

Despite the lack of support for women writers,

this

period marks the beginning of a growing body of literary
works by women.

Sara Mendelson explains that this small

group of Stuart women "were diffident about chronicling
their expressions,

for the pen--like the sword--was

considered a masculine prerogative"

(4).

was associated with God and creation,
Adam's prerogative,

not Eve's

urged to be quiet or modest,

Language/logos

thus naming was

(Pearson 3).

Women were

and the negative stereotype of

the talkative woman reinforced this frequently on stage.
Modesty in women was associated with self-restrant, which
was in turn associated with chastity.
work was

Publishing one's

"publishing one's private thoughts to the w o r l d " --

immodest behavior

(Goreau, Whole 13).

Jacqueline Pearson

notes that "the most damaging effect of the general
hostility to women writers was... [that]

female writers
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themselves absorbed and internalised this hostility,

and

few do not show deep ambivalence about their dual role as
both women and artists"

(13).

Women apologize in their

works for their boldness in attempting to write or seek
publication.

Some women even reinforce denegrating female

stereotypes in an effort to make their works more
acceptable.
Self-censorship was the single most important
censoring factor for Renaissance women.

Although there are

records of male playwrights practicing self-censorship,
they did it for different reasons.

Male playwrights

usually feared punishment for political references in their
plays.

For example,

Fulke Greville burned his tragedy of

A nthony and Cleopatra for fear that it would be

"construed,

or strained to a personating of vices in the present
governors and government"

(Clare, Art 67) .

Clare

attributes the absence of Renaissance plays which deal
openly and directly with "recent history,
conflict,

doctrinal

the debate over the justification of tyrannicide

and the royal prerogative" to "circumspect self-censorship"
by male playwrights

(Art 214).

For female playwrights

self-censorship had more to do with the fact of their
gender as well as the fear that their subjects may not be
considered of value.
Plays which feature the female realm of activity are
notably missing from the Renaissance stage.

With the

exception of some of Shakespeare's plays

(such as Measure

for M e a s u r e , As You Like I t , and Antony and C l eopatra) and
perhaps Webster's Duchess of Malfi and Middleton's The
C h a n g e l i n g . there were no plays performed which dealt
realistically with women's sexuality and women's
friendship.

There are also no plays in which the events

are presented realistically from a woman's perspective,
with the action beginning and ending in scenes dominated by
women.

Presentations of women in Renaissance drama by men

tend to fall into patterns:

women are either idealized

beyond the physical or degraded,
4).

sinful a:nd dangerous

(Rose

Those plays in which depictions of women are more

complex often end with an affirmation of traditional roles
for women.

Overall,

most portrayals of women were

developments of Medieval stereotypes and versions of the
woman controversy

(Henderson and McManus 114).

Within this cultural context,

it was inevitable that

women playwrights would engage in s e lf-censorship.
their writings,

In

Renaissance women reveal both anxiety and

ambivalence about seeking to display their works in public.
Even Constantia Munda,
reveals these feelings:

in her vigorous defense of women,
"Though feminine modesty hath

confined our rarest and ripest wits to silence,

we

acknowledge it our greatest ornament; but when necessity
compels us,

'tis as great a fault and folly to keep silent

about things which should be spoken,

as on the other hand
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it is a serious fault to speak about things which should be
kept silent"

(249).

Further enforcing this self-censorship

was the fact that the theatre world was dominated by men.
Dutton supports this by observing:

"There was an initial,

tacit process of censorship before the Master of Revels was
even involved:

the test of whether professional men of the

theatre would contemplate applying for permission to put a
play on"

(93-94,

emphasis m i n e ) .

In other words,

the

author had to have the company agree to perform her play
before it was ever submitted to the Master of Revels.
This ambivalence caused the few women who wrote during
the Renaissance to react in several different ways.

Some

"adopted the values of their opponents and used their
gender as an excuse"

(Crawford 219).

This excuse usually

took the form of a preface to their works in which they
apologize for or explain their unusual behavior.
Leigh,

in her The Mother's B l e s s i n g , explained to her

children why she did not,
women,

Dorothy

"according to the usual custom of

exhort you by words and admonitions rather than by

writing:

a thing so unusual among us

. . . was the motherly

affection that I bare unto you all, which made me now
it often hath done heretofore)
you"

(292).

(as

forget my self in regard of

Other women showed anxiety about their sexual

identity and expressed fears that they would lose their
femininity

(Crawford 219).

Many women censored themselves

by writing only for their own sex or choosing topics deemed
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appropriate for women.

Religious topics were particularly

popular during this period,
women's writing

comprising about half of

(Crawford 221).

All of these ways of self-

censoring center around the Renaissance notion that silence
was important for womanly modesty,
equivalent to chastity.

and that modesty was

This was particularly difficult

for women playwrights because,
recorded for all to read,

not only were their words

they were also spoken aloud in

front of the general public.

As Patricia Crawford notes,

"Playwrights faced particular problems,

for ideas about

propriety restricted their choice of subjects and of words"
(216).

Along with the fear of appearing immodest,

women

faced several other obstacles:

they "knew of few women who

had been writers before" them,

leaving them "to discover an

appropriate persona,

subject,

aware that their culture

and form;" they were also

"either described women as

intellectually and morally inferior or created models of
impossible perfection"

(Beilin x x ) .

These obstacles worked

to keep the large majority of women from ever attempting to
publish.

In the half decade between 1616 and 1620,

instance,

women's publications accounted for only 0.5

percent of all publications

for

(Crawford 212).

In her study of censorship, Annabel Patterson
discusses some "principles of interpretation" which early
English writers used to avoid censorship of their work.
Although Patterson only applies her principles to male

writers,

one of them clearly applies to the early women

writers and how they mediated their own anxiety and the
disapproval of their society.

The principle is.the use of

"historical or other uninvented texts,
from the classics,

such as translations

which both allowed an author to limit

his authorial responsibility for the text

. . . and,

paradoxically,- provided an interpretive mechanism."
the reader was

"invited to consider not only the

timelessness" of the story,
the model,

but also

"the implications of

and the methods of selection,

adaptation"

Thus,

(Patterson,

Censorship 57).

transmission,

and

Most of the women

playwrights in this period translated works by male writers
like Euripides,

Seneca,

and Garnier,

or used models based

on their works.
Elizabeth Cary, Viscountess Falkland

(1586-1639)

particularly interesting use of this technique.
drama The Traqedie of Mariam.

(1613)

and her

translations are of the works of Jacques Davy,
Perron.

Her closet

Faire Oueene of Jewry

is modeled on the Senecan tragedy genre,

makes

Cardinal Du

In a note to the reader of her translations,

Cary

expresses how her concerns about publishing are outweighed
by the fact that she is publishing a translation:
I desire to have noe more guest at of me, but
that I am a Catholique and a Woman; the first
serves for mine honor, and the second, for my
excuse, since if the worke be but meanely done,
it is noe wonder, for my Sexe can raise noe great
expectation of anie thing that shall come from
me: Yet it were a great follie in me, if I would
expose to the view of the world, a worke of this
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kinde, except I judged it to want nothing fitt,
for a Translation.
Therefore, I will confesse,
thinke it well done, and so Had I confest
Sufficientlie in printing it. . . . (220)
In this note to the reader,

I

Cary exemplifies the

Renaissance woman's self-denigration,

but she also portrays

an interesting note of self-confidence.

She clearly feels

that her judgement of what is "fitt" to translate is valid.
Cary was a complex and interesting writer,

and her

play Mariam deserves more critical attention than it has
received.

In chapter two, Mariam is closely examined,

particularly in terms of Cary's use of genre,

and the

implications of her transmission and adaptation of the
story of Herod and Mariam.

In many ways,

Cary exemplifies

the concept of self-censorship which we see so often in the
Renaissance women playwrights,

but she also utilizes what

she had learned about censorship to bring to her work
interesting insights about the roles of Renaissance women.

History of Censorship:

The Civil War

The Interregnum marked a dramatic increase in the
opportunities available for women writers.

During the

Civil War, women were forced to become more assertive
through petitioning of Parliament,

managing of estates,

raising money for soldiers and equipment,
cases,

spying for the Royalist cause

Mendelson notes

and,

in some

(Pearson 1).

Sara
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It is true that the idea of authorship
as an exclusively male attribute was beginning
to break down by the middle of the century.
The flood of pamphlets by female authors of
the Interregnum paralleled a general rise in
popular publications, inspired by the heady
atmosphere of social ferment in the absence of
censorship.
(4)
Although the theatres were closed during this period,

the

other avenues which opened for women's writing gave women
the confidence to write and seek publication more readily.
In Writing a Woman's L i f e , Carolyn Heilbrun says that
woman's selfhood,

the right to her own story,

depends upon

her "ability to act in the public d o m a i n , " and she defines
"power" as the ability to "take one's place in whatever
discourse is essential to action and the right to have
one's part matter"

(17, 18).

1660 witnessed a virtual

The years between 1642 and

"printing explosion"

in which the

previous censorship restrictions were lessened,
particularly during the 1640s and again from 1659 to 1660
(Hill 219).

Both men and women took advantage of this new

freedom to express themselves in print.

A study of women's

published writings from 1600 to 1700 shows the dramatic
increase in new and reissued works by women at the
beginning of the Interregnum:
1611-15
(15),
212).

(6),

1636-40

1616-20
(11),

(12),
1641-5

1600-5

(7), 1606-10

1621-5

(11),

1626-30

(57),

1646-50

(80)

(8),

(9),

1631-5

(Crawford

The number of first editions by women never dropped

below twenty for any five-year period through the end of
the seventeenth century.

These first editions included political works,
and letters,

lives

prophetic and other religious writings,

practical and medical advice works.

The atmosphere was

charged with debate about the traditional hierarchical
structures of government,
system:

religion,

and the educational

"the meaning of tyranny and the rights of freeborn

Englishmen, ... the domination of the large landowners in
both the national and local political and social
str u c t u r e ,...the authority of the ministers and religious
orthodoxy of the Anglican and Presbyterian establishments,"
and reformers wanted to "open up English education"
9-10).

(Smith

Women's reactions to these controversies took

several forms during the war.
actual battle itself.

Some became involved in the

Antonia Fraser cites cases of women

such as the Countess of Portland,
Lady Mary Winter,

the Countess of Derby,

and Lady Chomley who defended their homes

and families from attack while their husbands were away
(183-90) .

Along with these aristocratic heroines,

there

were many women from the lower socio-economic strata who,
disguised as men,
battle.

Some,

women nursed,

followed their husbands or lovers into

like Lady Byron,
fed,

served as spies.

and clothed the wounded.

Other

Recognizing

their own courage seems to have developed self-confidence
among many w o m e n .
Another reaction women had to the issues raised by the
war was to plead in public for issues specifically

concerning their own well-being or the well-being of their
families.

In November of 1640,

Sarah Burton successfully

petitioned the House of Commons for the return of her
husband who was imprisoned,
suffered prison,

and Dame Isabella Twysden

long journeys while pregnant,

attempts to petition for her home and husband
240}.

and numerous
(Fraser 233,

In January of 1642 approximately four hundred women

presented their thoughts about trade problems and their own
distress in a petition to the House of Lords.

Their

actions were later ridiculed in a series of pamphlets,
Ladies Parliament and The Ladies,
(1647)

a Second Time.

and The Commonwealth of Ladies

(1650) .

The

Assembled

The

"high

point of female political activity" occured in April 1649
when another group of women presented a petition,

The

Humble Petition of divers well-affected Women inhabiting
the City of London.

Westminster,

the Borough of Southwark.

Hamblets and places adjacent to the House of Commons
(Fraser 267).
In addition to political tracts,
religious sermons,

prophecies,

women also wrote

and collections of prayers.

Many of the dissenting sects encouraged women to preach in
public,

an act counter to previous Renaissance

remonstrations against female volubility.

Around 1640

women began preaching in England and writing pamphlets
defending the beliefs of their faith.

Katherine Chidley

wrote and published The Justification of the Independent
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Churches of C h r i s t . A New Yeares Gift.

Or A Briefe

Exhortation to Mr Thomas E d w a r d s , and Good Counsell to the
Petitioners for Presbyterian Government that they may
declare their faith before they build their Church from
1641 to 1645.

Lady Eleanor Davies'

prophesies,

initial publication in 1633 brought her trouble,

whose
were

reprinted in 1651 as The Restitution of Prophecy with much
more acceptance.
never published,

Many other prophetesses,

whose works were

had their words recorded by others to

survive in manuscript form.
The increase in public appearance and courageous
action coupled with the increase in acceptance of women's
political and religious writings helped set the stage for
the emergence of women playwrights in the Restoration.
While the events of the Civil War played this important
role,

the gains for women writers should not be

overestimated.

Ironically,

the political and religious

changes which formed the core issues of the Revolution were
in reality mostly related to men.

With the Restoration of

Charles came the restoration of official censorship and the
institution of a bewildering set of social standards for
women,

typified in the Restoration cavalier's libertine

values.
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History of Censorship:

The Restoration

After the Civil War,
radical changes,
content.

the theatre underwent some

both in stage business and dramatic

Undoubtedly one of the most important changes was

the introduction of women as actresses,
that,

and soon after

as managers and playwrights in the theatres.

The

content of the new Restoration plays was quite different
from pre-Interregnum drama.

As Christopher Hill notes,

"the heroic was no longer plausible in the real world"
(225).

Renaissance heroes became Restoration rakes,

cynical swashbucklers who wooed for money and w i t .
Although the court circle dominated the theatre world in
the audience and as models for the rakish characters on
stage,

the society was

"purposefully retreating from

serious political engagement"

(Butler in Hill 225).

goal on stage was to display wit,

The

and battles of wit

between men and women became common Restoration drama
scenes.
As one of the monarchs most actively taking an
interest in the theatre,

Charles II supported and helped

form the new Restoration drama,
appeared on the stage.
theatres,

but he also controlled what

When Charles II reopened the

he only granted patents to Thomas Killigrew and

William Davenant which in effect gave their two companies a
monopoly of the London stage.
felt that

Charles apparently initially

"rationing by the purse was more effective than
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political censorship"

(Hill 228).

office of Master of Revels,

He also reinstated the

giving Henry Herbert the same

position he had held before the Civil War.

Nevertheless,

the structure of authority for censorship was changing:
Star Chamber,

Court of High Commission,

the

and Court of Wards

from Charles I's reign were not restored,

bringing

censorship more under the control of parliament and the
individual companies

(Hill 21).

Because of the tremendous power given to Killigrew and
Davenant,

Herbert soon found that the patentees often

resisted yielding to his licensing authority.

The patents

granted to them "stipulated that they enjoyed their rights
'peaceably and quietly without the impeachment or
impediment of any person or persons whatsoever'" (Winton,
"Dramatic"

290).

authorities,

In letters to the King and other

Herbert and his deputy Edward Hayward

attempted to reestablish their roles.
July 1663,

In a letter dated 25

Hayward tries to validate and define their role:
That the Master of his Majesties office of the
Revells, hath the power of Lycencing all playes,
whether Tragedies, or Comedies, before they can
bee acted, is without dispute; and the designe is
that all p r o p h aneness, oathes, ribaldry, and
matters reflecting upon piety, and the present
government may bee obliterated before there bee
any action in a publique Theatre.
(Herbert 125)

Hayward's definition of the Master's powers reinforces the
earlier emphasis on censorship of political,
sexual elements.

religious,

After the Restoration the Master

and

occasionally had help from members of court,

particularly

when it came to censoring political commentary.

An example

of this is the suppression of Sir Robert Howard's play The
Country Gentleman which was submitted for production in
1669.

The play was primarily suppressed because it

contained a caricature of Sir William Coventry
added by B u c k i n g h a m ) .
suppress the play:
second,
third,

(probably

There were three methods used to

first,

direct

"forbidding" by Charles;

inspection of the text of the play by Charles;
threats of violence to Thomas Killigrew,

the company,

by William Coventry

(Patterson,

and

manager of

"Country"

493) .
While political censorship was somewhat stringent in
the first decades of the Restoration,
elements was fairly lenient.

censorship of ribald

This was partly due to the

change in Master of Revels which occurred in 1673.
Herbert died,
playwright,

When

the office passed on to Thomas Killigrew,

and one of the original theatrical managers who

received a patent from Charles.

Killigrew was a cavalier

and shared the libertine leanings of his circle of friends.
There is no evidence that during his tenure as Master of
Revels

(1673-1677)

"Dramatic"

297).

he ever censored anything

(Winton,

During this period of relative freedom,

censorship of things previously considered offensive could
be too easily misconstrued as a puritanical act.
Killigrew's lack of censorship seems in keeping with the
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mores of the court and with the cavalier rebellion against
the Puritan dictates under which they had lost their
fortunes and suffered in exile.
out,

As Christopher Hill points

"one of the most lasting consequences of the

Revolution was its irreverence,

its rejection of the

traditional deference of a hierarchical society.
Irreverence was all-pervasive once censorship no longer
prevented it"

(221) .

This rejection of hierarchical order helped initiate
actresses,

and female playwrights and theatrical managers

into the public eye.
Restoration,
Philips,
Behn.

In the first decade of the

four women playwrights emerged:

Frances Boothby,

In 1663 Philips'

tragedy by Corneille)
Dublin.

Katherine

Elizabeth Polwhele,

Pompey

and Aphra

(a translation of the French

was produced by the Theatre Royal in

The play was a success,

and the first issue of the

publication of it sold out in Dublin within weeks.
1664,

Philips died,

In

leaving a dramatic translation of

Corneille's Horace unfinished.
finished by someone else,

The translation was

and in 1668 her tragedy Horace

was performed at court and Drury Lane.

Again,

publication of the play was quickly sold out.

the
In 1668 the

Duchess of Newcastle added to her publication of closet
plays by bringing out Plavs Never Before P r i n t e d , and in
1669 Frances Boothby's tragicomedy Marcelia;

or.

Treacherous Friend was performed at Drury Lane.

The
While the

theatre world was more approachable for women playwrights,
some vestiges of the Renaissance self-censorship remained.
Some of the Restoration women playwrights continued to
write closet dramas:

Lady Anne Wharton wrote one around

1685, Anne Killigrew wrote a pastoral dialogue in 1686,
the Countess of Winchilsea wrote two closet plays,
1688 and the other in 1690.

which were never performed,

had one play produced
(1671) .

(1670)

one in

The Duchess of Newcastle

published two collections of "Dramatic Sketches"
1668)

and

(1662 and

and Elizabeth Polwhele

and one which remained unacted

One woman had her play performed under a

pseudonym:

"Ephelia"

in 1678.

It is during this particularly relaxed period of
dramatic censorship that Aphra Behn emerged as a prolific
and popular dramatist.
Marriage;

or,

Behn's first play The Forced

The Jealous Bridegroom was performed at

Lincoln's inn Fields in 1670.

By the end of her career,

she had between nineteen and twenty-one more plays produced
for the London stage.

Behn's comedies are typical of the

Restoration stage in that they emphasize wit and intrigue.
They are unusual,

though,

in their presentation of women's

point of view and in their repeated criticism of marriage
for money or arranged marriage.

Despite their novelty,

Behn's plays were popular in the first decades after the
Restoration.

Four of her plays were performed at court,

accomplishment surpassed only by Dryden.

Behn's most

an
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popular play,

The R o v e r , enjoyed ninety-three performances

from 1660 to 1800.
Behn's successful career can be attributed partially
to her friendship with Thomas Killigrew whose position as
Master of Revels offered her freedom from stringent
official censorship.

When he passed on the office of

Master of Revels in 1677 to his son Charles,

Behn was

already firmly established in the London theatrical world.
Charles Killigrew held the position for more than forty
years,

a tenure which started in the relative freedom of

the early Restoration and went through the political crises
of the Popish plot and the Glorious Revolution,
early eighteenth century.

on into the

Most of the official censoring

during his time in office had to do with these tumultuous
political events.

In 1680 Nathaniel Lee's Lucius Junius

Brutus was suppressed for its "Scandalous Expressions and
Reflections upon the Government," and Nahum Tate's
adaptation of Richard II was ordered closed
"Dramatic"
Smerk,

297-98).

In 1681 Killigrew cut the parts of

an Anglican priest,

Catholic priest,

(Winton,

and Tegue 0 Divelly,

in Shadwell's The Lancashire Witches

because of their implied criticism of the clergy
"Dramatic" 298).
period,
stage.

however,

an Irish

(Winton,

There were other forces during that
which exerted their influence on the
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In the prologues and epilogues to her plays,

Behn

frequently expresses the knowledge that women playwrights
may not be looked on favorably.
play Sir Patient Fancy
cast on her play:

(1678),

In the introduction to her
she describes the aspersions

"that it was Bawdy,

Excusable fault in the Men writers,
crowd,

the least and most

to whose Plays they all

as if they came to no other end than to hear what

they condemn in this: but from a woman it was unnaturall"
(7).

Behn's comments point to a complex double standard

which existed during the Restoration.

The Cavaliers'

libertine morality emphasized wit and aggressive sexuality,
but only for men.
meant,

for men,

through dueling.

The Restoration emphasis on "honor"

that personal affronts must be revenged
For women,

had in the Renaissance.
circle:

honor meant virtue,

just as it

Behn was a member of the Cavalier

Rochester was her patron and friend,

and Killigrew

worked with her in the theatre and gave her a commission in
Charles II's intelligence service spying in Antwerp in
1666.

Her expression of libertine values,

and particularly

her extension of them to her female characters,
exacerbated the criticism leveled at her.

often

Many of her

female characters openly discuss their sexuality,
several of her plays,

and in

primary characters are prostitutes.

In his anti-Tory satire,

the Whig playwright Thomas

Shadwell combined his hostility toward the Tory crowd with
his hostility toward women writers when he wrote,

"Such
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stupid humours now the Gallants seize/Women and Boys may
write and yet may please./ Poetess Afra though she's damn'd
to day/To morrow will put up another Play"

(284) .

Although the first two decades of the Restoration
seemed to indicate a new acceptance of women playwrights
like Behn,
long.

there were early signs that it would not last

The resistance to women writers did not die in the

Civil War;

there were still many people who felt

uncomfortable with women expressing their thoughts so that
others could see or hear them.
Samuel Pepys'
diary.

A famous example of this is

reaction on finding and reading his wife's

He stated that he found it
so picquant,
and wrote in English and most of it
true, of the retirednesse of her life and how
unpleasant it was, that being writ in English and
so in danger of being met with and read by
others, I was vexed at it and desired her and
then commanded her to teare it.
(Pepys 9)

Pepys'

fear seems to be primarily the true reflection of

his relationship with his wife.

Other critics of women's

writing focused more on moral issues.
Julian

(1686-87),

Behn is described in scatalogical

language as "that lewd
been lame

In The Epistle to

harlot,

that poetic queen" who has

"long with a sciatica," "her limbs distortured,

nerves shrunk up with pain."
summary of her attributes:
plagues enough for one"

The attack ends with the a

"Poverty, poetry,

(Summers l v i i ) .

pox are

This personal

attack embodies the method behind growing criticism of
women playwrights as the century drew to a close.

Many
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critics revived the Renaissance equation of silence
equalling chastity,

and used this to impugn the personal

morality of the playwright in the criticism of her play.

History of Censorship:

1690-1710

By the 1690s the criticism of female playwrights was
exacerbated by a popular movement to reform the stage.
A fter 1688,

official attention began to focus on debauchery

or profanity in plays,

reflecting rising public criticism

of the stage for its influence on contemporary manners
(Liesenfeld 11).
shift.

Critics cite different causes for this

Some claim the rise of the bourgeois shopkeeping

class as members of the audience was the main factor.
Others claim the change was a direct result of the shift in
control of the theatres from the libertine circle of
Charles to the less extravagant circles of William and
Mary,

and then Anne.

Certainly the "decisive audience"

from 1660 to 1672 had been the court of Charles
237).

(Pedicord

Critics have also attributed this interest in

morality to an increasing "sentimentality."

Calhoun Winton

points out that while an increasing interest in sentimental
plays may have accompanied this effort to enforce morality,
evidence

"does not indicate that most or even many of those

calling for reform of the theaters were interested in
introducing sentimental elements as such into the drama."
Instead,

they were "concerned with the exemplary effect of

the stage,

the manner in which they supposed drama

influenced the aud i e n c e , " for there was

"widespread

agreement that the stage was capable of influencing for
good or ill,

the conduct of the audience"

"Sentimentalism"

99).

(Winton,

Whatever the reason,

the original

cynicism of the Restoration was being replaced by a call
for morality.

Ironically,

this change in attitude was

focused on what appeared on the stage,
page:
for

not on the printed

"The same audience that would boo and catcall a play

'low'

dialogue would read,

Tristram S h a n d y " (Winton,

discuss,

"Dramatic"

and approve

294).

Actors could be

prosecuted for uttering "indecent expressions" when laws
censoring the plays were enforced

(Liesenfeld 13).

Much of the criticism of the stage during this period
is exemplified in the "Jeremy Collier controversy."

In

1698 Jeremy Collier published an attack on the stage titled
A Short View of the Immorality and Profaneness of the
English S t a g e .

Collier condemns current drama,

including

The Country W i f e . The Double D e a l e r . Love for L o v e . The
Mock A s t r o l o g e r . The Spanish F r i a r . The Old B a c h e l o r , and
Don S e b a s t i a n .

Completely ignoring the female playwrights,

he aims his remarks specifically at male dramatists,
complaining that

"the poets make women speak smuttily"

Immediately after Collier's publication,
Condemn'd appeared,

(8).

The Stage

in which the author George Ridpath

explained that the work's purpose was to support and follow
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Collier's arguments and to take them even further.

This

work's criticism of the stage traces its immorality back to
Charles I.

Ridpath specifically mentions a performance of

Britannia Triumphans by Inigo Jones and William Davenant in
1637 and criticises the money spent by Charles on the
production "when at the same time he extorted money from
his subjects in a Tyrannical manner by ship-money,
& c ."

(12).

Loans,

These attacks were amplified by the Society for

the Reformation of Manners,

whose criticism around the turn

of the century relied on the fact that actors could be
prosecuted under the "Act for Reducing the Laws relating to
Rogues,

Vagabonds,

Act of Parliament"

Sturdy Beggars,
(Winton,

and Vagrants,

"Dramatic" 292).

into One

Actors were

often included under statutes for vagrants as an attempt to
control their actions.

Violators of this act could be

"imployed in some of her Majesties Plantations"
years

(Winton,

"Dramatic" 292).

After the turn of the century,
continued.

for seven

these attacks

In 1706 Rev. Arthur Bedford wrote a 227 page

criticism of the stage entitled The Evil and Danger of
Stage-Plavs:
Religion,

Shewing their Natural Tendency to Destroy

and introduce a General Corruption of M a n n e r s .

He followed that in 1719 with A Serious Remonstrance In
Behalf of the Christian Religion,

against the Horrid

Blasphemies and Impieties which are still used in the
English Play-Houses

. . . From almost Seven Thousand
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Instances,

taken out of the Plays of the present Century,

and especially of the five last Y e a r s .
Because of the increasing audience pressure calling
for stage reform,

after 1695 the theatre companies began to

increase their own censorship.
had been established,

Once this "new consensus"

there was never a return to the

"licentious freedom" of the early Restoration period
240).

In 1715 Richard Steele,

then governor of Drury Lane,

was directed by King George I to eject
Mutinous persons"
New Play,

(Hill

"all Scandalous and

from Drury Lane and to ensure that

or any Old or Revived Play be Acted

"no

. . .

containing any Passages or Expressions offensive to Piety
and good Manners,

until the Same be corrected and Purged by

the said Governor

. . .

(Winton,

"Sentimentalism"

Colley Cibber commented on how the Master of Revels
then,

licens'd all the Plays,

Reformation,

for the Stage,

with a more zealous Severity,

w ould strike out whole Scenes of a vicious,
Chracter,

tho'

punish'd"

(Winton,

"who

assisted this

than ever.

He

or immoral

it were visibly shewn to be reform'd,
"Dramatic" 299).

100).

or

Colley Ciber noted the

effects of this moral reformation on the play's attendance:
"Indecencies were no longer Wit; and, by degrees,
Sex came again to fill the Boxes,
Comedy,

without Fear or Censure"

the Fair

on the first Day of a new
(151).

Often the criticism was particularly harsh on women
writers whose morals were called into question for their

efforts.

Anne Finch

(1661-1720),

a poet and playwright,

wrote in the introduction to her collected poems,

"Alas!

a

woman that attempts the pen,/Such an intruder on the rights
of men/Such a presumptuous Creature,

is esteem'd,/The

fault,

(4-5) .

can by no virtue be redeem'd"

Finch herself

was satirized in the play Three Hours after Marriage c o 
written by Pope, Arbuthnot,

and Gay in 1717.

The play

portrays Finch as the character Phoebe Clinket who was

"so

much affected with the itch of versifying that she had
implements of writing in every room in the house that she
frequented"

(Finch lxii-lxiii) .

As Anne Finch was writing,

three of her contemporaries were experiencing this effort
to reform the stage.
Manley

Mary Pix

(1666-1709),

(16677-1724) , and Catharine Trotter

Delarivier
(1679-1749)

were

part of the next wave of women playwrights after Aphra
Behn.
"The Female Wits",

as they were collectively known,

were satirized in an anonymous play performed at Drury Lane
in 1697,

titled The Female Wits:or the Triumvirate of Poets

at R e h e a r s a l .
morality,

The playwrights'

personal

and knowledge are all targets in this play.

Another work from this period,
Two Stages

abilities,

(1702),

of the female wits,

the Comparison between the

attributed to Gildon,

was also critical

particularly Delarivier Manley.

When

the character Rambler brings up Manley's The Lost L o v e r ,
the Critick angrily says,

"I hate these Petticoat-Authors;
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'tis false Grammar,

there's no Feminine for the Latin word,

'tis entirely of the Masculine Gender,

and the language

won't bear such a thing as a she-author"

(Finch l x i ) .

Although the characters Rambler and Sullen try to convince
Critick of the merit of Manley's work,

he remains

unconvinced.
Promptbooks for women's plays during this period
demonstrate the effects of the increasing audience pressure
on the performances of their work.
work was accepted by the company,

Once the playwright's
it was turned over to the

company prompter for staging preparation.

The prompter was

the fourth member of a theatrical company responsible for
its success:
treasurer,
company.

the other three,

the owner, manager,

and

worked with the day-to-day business of the
The prompter was primarily responsible for

preparing prompt copies,
the manager in rehearsals

copying the parts,

and assisting

(Milhous 24-25).

There are two

types of information available to the contemporary critic
from p r o m p t b o o k s : 1) the notations for handling the
scenery,

lights, music,

staging a play,

and other stage business needed for

and 2) the deletions,

additions,

and

restorations which "may have nothing to do with the staging
but concern social problems often unrelated to the theatre-moral judgment,
Hughes 121-122).

taste,

sensibilities,

even politics"

(Leo

It is this last category which is most
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helpful in discussing the company reaction to audience
sensibilities.
Very few promptbooks for plays by early women writers
still exist,

but there are two which are particularly

interesting in terms of this time period.

The first

promptbook particularly shows the influence of the Jeremy
Collier controversy.
Wives

(1696)

in 1707-1708.

It is

for Mary Pix's The Spanish

which was revived for a Smock Alley production
The few years which pass between Pix's

original production and the revival reveal how quickly the
audience's sensibilities were changing.
promptbook is for Aphra Behn's The Rover
revived for a 174 0 production.

The second
(1670) which was

The passage of seventy

years is well illustrated in the changes made by prompter
Richard Cross for this later production.

The Rover

promptbook also illustrates one of the most important
events in the development of English dramatic censorship:
the Licensing Act cf 1737.

History of Censorship:

The Licensing Act

As the eighteenth century progressed,

and theatrical

companies began to assume more of the responsibility for
censoring their own plays,
Revels began to decline.

the power of the Master of
After the period of intense

scrutiny of drama from the 1690s to the 1710s,
low point again in official regulation.

there came a

Charles
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Killigrew's powers as Master were tested in 1715 when
Richard Steele,

manager of Drury Lane,

play for Killigrew's approval.

refused to submit a

A passage from Colley

Cibber's Apology explains why the managers felt their
actions were justified:
The Patent granted by his Majesty King George the
First to Sir Richard Steele and his Assigns, of
which I was one, made us sole Judges of what
Plays might be proper for the Stage, without
submitting them to the Approbation or License of
any other particular Person. (276)
This is the same situation in which Henry Herbert had found
himself in 1660 when he petitioned the king to reaffirm the
authority of his office.

In a letter to the King,

Killigrew outlines his problem,

calling on his past record

of service and the tradition handed down to him by his
father in support of his request.

He states that the Drury

Lane actors had "first presented a theatre play,
never been done,
to examine,

which had

without having given it to him beforehand

basing themselves on the fact that Your Majesty

has deprived him cf the rights of his charge by means of
the Letters Patent that Your Majesty has accorded to Sir
Richard Steele"

(Hume and Milhous,

"Charles" 77).

George I

did not respond to help Killigrew reclaim his power as
Master.

The successful evasion of censorship by the Drury

Lane company began a move toward the virtually unregulated
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theatres of the 1730s and to the allowance of the satires
that finally brought about the Licensing Act of 1737.3
In 1725 the office of Master of Revels passed from
Charles Killigrew to Charles Henry Lee.
Master of Revels

Under Lee,

the

"seems to have exercised control only over

plays that were voluntarily submitted to him by managers"
(Liesenfeld 10).

The lack of censorship of political and

moral elements was noted in several attacks against the
stage printed during Lee's tenure.

In 1726 William Law

wrote in The Absolute Unlawfulness of the StageEntertainment Fully Demonstrated that the stage should be
condemned "as Drunkenness and Lewdness,
Prophaneness are to be condemn'd;

as Lying and

not as Things that may

only be the Occasions of Sin, but as such as are in their
own Nature grossly sinful"

(Winton,

"Sentimentalism"

In 1729 an anonymous writer called plays

101).

"Nurseries of

A t h e i s m , Lewdness and Deba u c h e r y ." adding that they
"endeavour to represent Vice as profitable and pleasant,"
and "treat Religion with R i d icule," with their "Oaths and
C u r s i n g , " "obscene and filthy Words and Actions"

(Winton,

"Sentimentalism 102).
Just as the period of official laxity in censorship
had opened the way for Aphra Behn in the 1670s,

this period

of laxity saw the introduction of many successful plays by

3For additional background on the events leading up to
the Licensing Act, see Robert Hume's The Rakish Stage:
Studies in English Drama. 1660-1800, chapter nine.

women.

Eighteen new plays by women writers were performed

between 1710 and 173 6.

The playwright who achieved the

most obvious success was Susanna Centlivre

(16677-1723)

wrote nine of the eighteen plays by women,

and had nineteen

plays produced by 1750.

continued to

The "Female Wits"

who

have their plays produced: Delarivier Manley had two, Mary
Pix had five,

and Catharine Trotter had two.

The

eighteenth century also saw the appearance of several other
successful women playwrights:

Eliza Haywood who had four

plays produced during this period,
three,

Mrs. Hoper who had three,

Elizabeth Cooper who had two,

Charlotte Charke who had

Mary Davys who had two,

and Mrs. Weddell who had two.

Seven other women had one play produced:
(1701), Mrs. Aubert
Egleton

(1732),

(1719),

Penelope Aubin

Elizabeth Boyd

and Catherine Clive

(1750).

Jane Wiseman
(1730), Mrs.

(1739), Mary Leapor

(1745),

Letitia Pilkington had one

play produced in 1748 and another that went unacted in the
same year.

"A Young Lady" had her play produced

anonymously in 1706.
This situation existed until the political events
which led up to the Licensing Act of 1737.

The Licensing

Act was passed by Parliament to establish governmental
censorship over British drama and to create a governmentregulated monopoly in the theatres.

The Act reinstated the

earlier vagrancy statute against playhouses and established
the Lord Chamberlain's authority over censorship.

It

lasted until the Theatres Act of 1968 put an end to prior
censorship of plays.

Vincent J. Liesenfeld asserts that

"next to the laws protecting copyright,

the 1737 act has

probably had the most profound influence on English
literature of any official measure in the last three
centuries,

and has been in many respects the model

censorship device in modern Western society"

(3) .

1730s were a time of increasing unrest in London.

The
Fear of

a Jacobite revolution and riots against the Gin Act and the
toll gates created an atmosphere of instability.

Walpole

became the subject of political satire on the stage,
March of 1737,

and in

The Tragedy of King Charles the F i r s t ,

performed at Lincoln's Inn Fields,

made clearly

unflattering parallels between King George II and Charles
I.

This tension finally culminated in the "Golden Rump"

incident.

"The Vision of the Golden Rump" was a satire

published in the weekly periodical Common S e n s e , which had
been founded by the

"Old Pretender" James III.

Walpole

obtained a manuscript copy of a play based on the satire
and on May 24 read sections of it aloud in the House of
Commons.

Walpole himself was satirized in it for his use

of bribery.

The King was portrayed as a satyr-like figure

with a head of wood,

a trunk of silver,

and a rump of gold.

The references to the King's venereal diseases and the
methods used to cure his golden rump of them sent the House
into an uproar.

Although the author of this play version
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never submitted it for official approval and it had never
been printed or performed,
probably Fielding.

critics assume that it was

The immediate result was the creation

of the Licensing Act.

The provisions of the act were that

managers must submit new plays to the Lord Chamberlain for
approval.
Office,

The Lord Chamberlain created the Examiner's

which replaced the Master of Revel's Office.

The

act also restricted theatres to the Westminster area,
creating a government-regulated monopoly in the theatres.
For the next four or five years after the Licensing
Act,

plays were heavily suppressed or censored.

In 173 9,

Henry Brooke's Gustavus Vasa was suppressed because of
parallels between a character and Walpole.

Calhoun Winton

believes that many of these playwrights attempted "to test
the new act by writing plays that were in the context of
the time clearly attacks on the government"
305).

("Dramatic"

James Thomson's Edward and Eleanora and William

Patterson's Arminius are also examples of plays that were
banned under this new restriction.
Women dramatists as well as men were affected by the
Licensing Act.

Up until 1737 women playwrights like Eliza

Haywood, Mary Davys,

and the female wits had their plays

successfully produced at the major theatres in London.
Starting in 1737,
were unsuccessful:

though,

the next three new plays by women

in 1737 Mrs. Weddell's The City F a r c e ,

in 1739 Elizabeth Boyd's Don S a n c h o , and in 1742 Mrs.

Weddell's Incle and Yarico all went unacted.

It was six

years after the Licensing Act before a new play by a woman
was performed on stage again.

In 1742 Charlotte Charke's

Tit for Tat was performed at James Street.

Women

playwrights of this period never experienced the popularity
they had enjoyed up to the Licensing Act.

Between

Charlotte Charke's play and Catherine Clive's The Rehearsal
in 1750,

there were only four other new plays by women

performed.

Mrs.

Inchbald,

one of the women playwrights of

the latter eighteenth century,

bemoaned censorship's effect

on her trade when she noted that the novelist
land of liberty,

"lives in a

whilst the Dramatic Writer exists but

under a despotic government"

History of Censorship:

(16) .

Eighteenth-Century Morality

By the mid-eighteenth century,

the effects of the

Licensing Act became less pronounced because of the
increased censorship by several elements of the theatre
w orld to meet the changing mores of the audience.

The two

official censors after the Licensing Act were William
Chetwynd

(1738-1778)

and John Larpent

(1778-1824).

Larpent

and his wife Anna Margaretta attended the theatre
regularly,

and Anna Margaretta kept a diary which recorded

her own observations about the theatre
Wife").

(Connolly,

"Censor's

Chetwynd and Larpent also had Deputy Examiners

serving under them: Thomas Odell

(1738-1749),

Edward Capell
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(1749-1781),

and James Trail

abolished in 1782.

(1781-82).

Calvin Winton notes,

This position was
"It is true that

there was less--much less--direct governmental interference
with the stage during the last thirty years of the period
than during the first thirty,

but this probably reflects

the increased self-censorship of drama and stage"
("Dramatic" 288).

The shift in taste and expectations for

drama can be seen in the fact that

"plays which had been

fully acceptable in 1715 became only marginally acceptable
in 1755 and disappeared from the repertory in 1790"
(Winton,

"Dramatic 308).

These changes particularly

effected portrayals of women in drama as the sentimental
mode tended to require more passive,
characters.

During this period,

gender distinctions became

"even more rigid and comprehensive"
of the century,

victimized women

than the earlier part

as the "Tudor code of shame and honour"

developed into "exaggerated prudery"

(Mendelson 192).

a result of increased company censorship,
resignation of Walpole,

As

after the

the Examiner's office had few

instances to suppress plays for political reasons.
occasionally censored plays for personal satire,

It

but

censorship on the grounds of prophaneness or immorality was
quite rare in this last period.

Only three plays were

denied licensing by the Examiner for immorality or
prophanity between 1737 and 1800,
revised them,

and after the company

they were granted their license.
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The lack of need for official censorship is entirely
due to the increased censorship by the four elements
involved in theatrical production:
actors,

3) authors,

1) the audience,

and 4) company managers.

2)

The audience

was particularly "far more influential in the long run than
any Master of Revels or Lord Chamberlain"
"Dramatic"

308).

(Winton,

A new sense of propriety and restraint

marked the theatre audience of the latter half of the
eighteenth century.
and responsive"
time

The audience was much more

"articulate

in their critique of the theatre by this

(Stone 189).

Their responses were evident not only in

the written responses to plays in magazines and reviews,
but also in the riots that regularly broke out to show
their disapproval.

In addition to the pressure to reform

exerted by the audience,

the actors often presented the

desire for stage reformation themselves by refusing to
speak lines they found embarrassing or offensive.
with audiences who hissed offensive plays,
wrote negative reviews,

Faced

reviewers who

and actors who insisted on changes

to suit their own sense of propriety,

authors also shifted

their content to meet the changing tastes.
Along with all these other methods of dramatic
censorship is the type of censorship practiced by the
theatre managers.

David Garrick is an especially

interesting example of this.
was that

His public relations stance

"there are no hopes of seeing a perfect stage,

till the public as well as the managers get rid of their
errors and prejudices:
first.

the reformation must begin with the

When the taste of the public is right the managers

and actors must follow it or starve"

(Stone 204).

Garrick

is certainly well known for his bowdlerization of
Shakespeare to meet with new public tastes.

There are

several interesting examples in which Garrick clearly made
his cuts in response to audience reactions.
1751,

In October

Garrick cut some of the sexual references for a

revival of O r o o n o k o in December 1752,

he cut the harem

scene from Dryden's Don S e b a s t i a n ; and then in 1759,

he had

the play completely rewritten without the low comic
characters who were considered too offensive.

In 1754,

Garrick revived Fletcher's The Chances but left it without
much revision.
the

The audience expressed disapproval about

"shocking immorality" of the play.

revived the play again in 1773,

When Garrick

with "great alterations,"

it met with greater audience approval

(Hughes 138-39) .

The shift away from the Restoration libertine stage to
a stage with increasingly moralistic values continued to
affect the female playwrights.
Feminiad

(1754) praised women writers who fit the

stereotype of a chaste,
Centlivre,
foes"

John Duncombe's The

modest woman but criticized Manley,

and Behn as "Vice's friends,

(Pearson 8).

and Virtue's female

Women playwrights were increasingly

criticized for their lifestyle rather than their works,

and

as this criticism increased,
decreased.

the female playwrights

Various charges eventually suppressed the

writing of these early women playwrights:
intellectual inferiority,
claims of plagiarism,

1) claims of

2) claims of immorality,

and 4) assertions that women could

not make a worthwhile contribution to society.
eighteenth century progressed,
femininity" developed,

3)

As the

a "new bourgeois ideology of

according to which women were

paradoxically both "more highly valued" and "more confined
to a special feminine sphere"

(Spencer 15).

The domestic

sphere was increasingly described as the natural arena for
w omen in the eighteenth century; public plays were not as
appropriate as the novel which could be written and read in
private

(Pearson 253).

the theatre,

After their period of success in

women began to turn their literary efforts to

the novel and poetry,

and do not reemerge as a powerful

force in the dramatic world until the twentieth century.
Susanna Centlivre's career as a playwright reveals her
struggle with different types of censorship.
lifetime,

her plays were extremely successful,

During her
but they

still suffered censoring attempts from the audience,
the Master of Revels,

from

and from the actors themselves.

In

response to the audience reaction to her first play The
P e r i u r 'd Husband

(1700),

she asked pardon for her

"bluntness," knowing that modest language "from the truly
Vertuous is expected"

(A3).

In 1712,

Centlivre experienced

official censorship when there was a delay in licensing the
epilogue to her The Perplex'd L o v e r s .

The delay was caused

by a rumour that it was a "notorious whiggish Epilogue"
(Winton,

"Dramatic"

300).

Since that is where Centlivre's

political sympathies ran,
In 1715,

this rumour was probably true.

Centlivre's The Gotham Election was suppressed by

the Master of Revels because it criticised nepotism and
buying of votes,

and portrayed riots in a way which was all

too vivid during a period when the passage from Stuart to
Hanover rule was rocky.

Centlivre also experienced

opposition from within the company to her play The Busie
Body.

The actor Robert Wilks threw down the script and

swore no one would like the play;

ironically,

The Busie

Body became her most popular play by the end of the
century.

In 1716 Centlivre's A Bold Stroke for a Wife was

criticised for mocking religion,

and in 1722,

just before

Centlivre's death, her play The Artifice was criticised for
its immorality.

After her death,

continued to be performed,
progressed,

Centlivre's plays

but as the eighteenth century

they were also "reformed."

The W o n d e r , originally staged in 1714,

Centlivre's play
was revived by David

Garrick several times between 1756 and 1776.
character of Don Felix was his favorite,

Although the

he rewrote it in

ways that reveal late eighteenth-century ideas of
appropriate gender r o l e s .
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By the end of the eighteenth century,

women

playwrights had already reached the height of their
success,

and as the nineteenth century began,

gradually replaced by the women novelists.

they were

The public

arena of the stage was replaced by the private realm of the
home.

The time period between 1660 and 1800 saw the

percentage of women's plays first staged rise from 2.0 in
1670 to 21.7 in 1790

(Stanton 327).

The two most popular

playwrights of this period were Susanna Centlivre with the
three most frequently performed plays by women:

The Busy

B o d y , A Bold Stroke for a W i f e , and The W o n d e r , and Aphra
Behn with The Rover and Emperor of the Moon
Since the turn of the nineteenth century,

(Stanton 333).

women playwrights

have never experienced this degree of prominence in the
theatre world.

As Fidelis Morgan notes,

"in all of

London's principal West End theatres during the sixty years
from 1920 to 1980

(a time which boasts huge social and

political advances for women)

fewer plays by women writers

have been performed than were played by the two London
companies which held the dramatic monopoly from 1660 to
1720"

(xi).

Although the number of women dramatists'

steadily increased during this century and a half,

their

plays became increasingly "reformed," censored by the
audience,

licensing officials,

actors,

and managers,

until

the authors themselves returned to the self-censorship of
their Renaissance predecessors to conform to societal

tastes.

This increasing censorship helped women gain

access to the stage and to publication,

but it also

inhibited the freedom of expression the Restoration stage
had allowed them.

Ill.
"BE AND S E E M " : RENAISSANCE CENSORSHIP
AND ELIZABETH CARY'S MARIAM

Be that you are,
that is, a woman; if you be more, you're none.
(Angelo to Isabella in
Measure for Measure II,iv,134-35)

For hee by barring me from libertie,
To shunne my ranging, taught me first to range.
(Mariam in Mariam I,i,27-28)

In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries,

the

guerelle des femmes and rapid political and religious
changes constructed conflicting and often confusing
versions of female identity.

Definitions of women's roles

consistently seemed to place them in relation to men as
either fiancees,

wives,

or widows,

independent possibilities.

rather than allowing for

Femininity was outlined in

conduct books1 such as A Goodlie Forme of Householde
Government

(1598),

their husband's

in which women were instructed to be

"fellow-helper," and in The Lawes

Resolutions of Womens Rights

(1632), where they were

defined as submissive to and dependent upon their husbands
economically and legally.

Rather than a woman's ultimate

lAmong the many authors of conduct books for women
were John Wing, William Whately, William Gouge, Robert
Snawsel, and William Perkins.
For more information on
conduct books, see Ann Rosalind Jones, "Nets and Bridles:
Early Modern Conduct Books and Sixteenth-Century Women's
L y r i c s , " The Ideology of C o n d u c t , ed. Nancy Armstrong and
Leonard Tennenhouse (New York: Routledge, Chapman & Hall,
1987), 39-72.
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allegiance being to herself,
husband,

her monarch,

it was expected to be to her

and her God.

those loyalties conflicted?

What should she do if

It is not surprising that

portrayals of women in literature and popular culture of
the period are often as contradictory and puzzling to
twentieth-century scholars as they were to Elizabethan and
Jacobean women-.

At a period when English women were

beginning to attempt their own "self-fashioning,"2 they
found themselves confronted with a multitude of models
already constructed by men.

For women who sought to

express themselves through literary pursuits,

the process

was particularly complicated by the frequent injunctions to.
be "chaste,

silent,

and obedient"3 and by the equation of

writing and publication with sexual promiscuity.

In their

attempts to construct a subjectivity on their own terms,
women writers frequently adopted rhetorical,
linguistic strategies which at once confront,

generic,

and

reflect,

and

sometimes overcome the attempts of their society to
censor4 them.

Through their own writing,

these women re-

signify traditional constructs of female identity.

2See Stephen Greenblatt's Renaissance Self-Fashioning
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1980), which
introduces the interesting concept of self-fashioning but
unfortunately limits its focus to Renaissance men.
3See Suzanne W. Hull, Chaste. Silent & Obedient
Marino, California: Huntington Library, 1982).

(San

4For Renaissance women, this word had a double
meaning: both societal censure of their voices and official
censorship of their works.

Elizabeth Cary,
original drama,

the first Englishwoman to write an

exemplifies the conflict caused by early

attempts to construct female identity,

and her work

displays many of the strategies women used to deal with
censorship.

Her closet drama Mariam

(1613)

is important

not only because it is a literary "first," but also because
of the way it represents issues of censorship central to
our understanding of early women writers.5 The social
context in which Cary wrote and the events of her life play
a fundamental role in defining how censorship informs the
action of her play.

Of central importance is Cary's

attempt to integrate

"being" and "seeming"

in her life and

work.

Being and Seeming
Elizabeth Cary's biography6 indicates the importance
that the words
Life,

"be" and "seem" held for her.

Early in the

Cary's system of beliefs is illustrated through a

wedding present she gave her daughter,

a ring inscribed

5Ferguson argues that censorship can be considered a
"major theme" in Mariam (46) .
6The little biographical information about Cary which
exists comes primarily from The Lady Falkland: Her Life
(referred to hereafter as L i f e ) , written around 1655 by one
of Cary's daughters.
The Life was printed from a
manuscript in the Archives of the Department of the North
in Lille where it had been sent from the English
Benedictine nuns of Cambray around 1793.
Other
biographical information can be found in Fullerton and
Murdock, although Fullerton basically reprints large
portions of the L i f e .

with the motto "be and seem."

The biography states that

Cary "did always much disapprove the practice of satisfying
oneself with their conscience being free from fault,

not

forbearing all that might have the least show or suspicion
of uncomeliness or unfitness"

and what she "thought to be

required in this she expressed"

in the motto "Be and seem"

(Life 16).
For Cary "being" meant one's true "self," one's inner
nature,

and

"seeming" was the outward display of that

nature through words and actions.

The religious overtones

in the language describing this event
"conscience,"

"fault,"

"unfitness")

Cary's feeling on the subject.

("disapprove,"

underscore the depth of

The fact that Cary passed

on this motto to one of her daughters indicates that she
found this ideal essential in

constructions of female

identity.

It also indicates that Cary believed in a

definable,

autonomous,

inner nature or subjectivity for

herself and her daughter,

and felt it was imperative for

them to conflate their outer behavior with their inner
reality.

In her literary works,' Cary explores the issues

of "seeming" and "being" primarily through the relationship
of husband and wife

(Edward and Isabella in Edward II and

Herod and Mariam in M a r i a m ) , and she demonstrates how the
censoring power of social,

religious,

and political forces

functions as a framework for these issues.

While Cary

theoretically insisted on women's ability to act out their
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true nature,
parents',

throughout her life,

she struggled with her

her husband's and even her sovereign's efforts to

suppress or censor her expression of subjectivity.

The

reality of the difficulties implicit in women's free
expression in Renaissance England create fascinating gaps
and ambiguities in records of her life and especially in
her p lay M a r i a m .

Social Contexts for Censorship
Many of the concepts that Cary struggled with can be
found in Renaissance women's conduct books,

which ground

their arguments about female inferiority in biblical
exegesis.

The story of creation in Genesis is frequently

used to validate the idea that women are innately morally
w e a k e r ’than men.

As proof that women should be chaste,

male authors point to Eve's seduction of Adam into sin;
proof women should be obedient,

they point to Eve's

disobedience of the divine command;
should be silent,
A dam

(Otten 2).

Eve's behavior
nature

as

and as proof that women

they point to Eve's words which betrayed
This mode of biblical interpretation uses

(her "seeming")

(their "being"),

to generalize about women's

locating weakness specifically in

women's actions and words.

Unlike Cary, who believed

women's inner nature should determine their behavior,
theologians used women's behavior as a basis for an
essentialist argument for women's moral inferiority:

these
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Dominated by cold humors, subject to the
malignity of menstrual periods, swayed by an
unstable uterus (which in turn could ignite the
p a s sions--hate, anger, fear), woman was not the
kind of human being who had the intellectual and
psychological equipment necessary to produce
writing of any consequence or credibility.
If a
woman--granted her metaphysical, moral, and
medical limitations--did take to writing and
publishing, men feared that her writing would be
misleading, even threatening to the equanimity of
the anatomically and intellectually superior
male.
(Otten 2-3)
Because the female lacked the physiological
the male,

"equipment"

of

she was assumed to lack the "intellectual and

psychological equipment."

The biological and theological

bases for inferiority were incorporated into legal practice
as outlined in The Laws Resolutions of Women's Rights
(1632), which begins with the story of Genesis and clearly
ties it to women's powerless status.
Genesis,

After quoting from

The Laws continues,
See here the reason of that which I touched
before, that women have no voice in parliament.
They make no laws, they consent to none, they
abrogate none.
All of them are understood either
married or to be married and their desires are
subject to their husband . . . . The common law
here shaketh hand with divinity.
(Klein 33)

The Lawes brings the essentialist argument full circle,
from the theological generalization of women's inferiority
based on Eve's actions to the legal suppression of women's
actions based on Eve's inferiority to Adam.

The Lawes

compares a newly-married woman to a "small brook or little
river" who is incorporated into her husband
Humber or the Thames")

and "loseth her name"

("Rhodanus,
(Lawes 124).
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Once a woman is married,
the Latin n u p t a --veiled
obscurity

("veiled,"

she is legally called "covert," or
(Laws 125).

"covert,"

The metaphors of

"loseth")

signify the

cultural understanding that a woman was expected to hide
aspects of her own subjectivity in order to be "subject to"
her husband.
Most often the censoring effects of the theological
and legal definitions on women manifested themselves in
suppression,
be chaste,

as women internalized the moral strictures to

obedient,

and silent.

Many women's works were

not published during their lifetimes,

but instead were

circulated among a coterie of their friends.
attempt publication,

frequently demurred from including

their name on the title page,
with initials,

Women who did

identifying themselves only

or making the work anonymous or

pseudononymous.

Their self-censorship often resulted in

limiting their published writing to "safe" genres:
translation of male writers or original religious works.
Given the expectations of their society,

these women were

not free to imagine a subjectivity equivalent to their male
contemporaries.

Their attempts at self-fashioning were

necessarily "implicated in and informed by hierarchal
conceptions of sexual difference and gender relations"
(Kennedy 4).

The inability of many women writers to move

beyond these hierarchal conceptions resulted in

years of

silence about women's experiences in literary studies.

The difficulties of women's attempts to deal with
self-censorship and suppression can lead to frustration and
even tragedy.

Many of the female characters in Renaissance

and Jacobean drama struggle with these issues like their
real life counterparts.

The instability inherent in the

subject position of female characters compelled out of
silence is signified in the shifting terms and ambiguity in
their speech.

In this drama women "speak with equal

conviction from incompatible subject-positions,
a discontinuity of being,

an 'inconstancy'

characteristically feminine"

(Belsey 149).

displaying

which is seen as
Because these

characters have to mask their inner thoughts with modest or
submissive actions,

there is slippage between what they

feel they could "be" and what they should "seem."

The

Duchess of Malfi and Beatrice Joanna in The Changeling are
such complex characters precisely because of their
compulsion to construct their identities based on who they
really are.

In the end they are punished,

and their

difficulties are resolved unhappily.
In other Renaissance drama,

female characters'

struggles are never given any closure.

Isabella in Measure

for Measure demonstrates the difficulty in conflating being
and seeming,

and her position as a silenced woman and her

confrontation with a tyrannical male figure make her a

character similar to Cary's Mariam.7

At the beginning of

Measure for M e a s u r e . Isabella is a votarist of Saint Clare
who,

once sworn,

may not speak with men except in the

presence of the prioress and with her face covered.

When

Isabella's brother is condemned to death by the tyrannical
Angelo,

she is compelled to leave the nunnery to plead for

her brother's life.

While she begs

brother's sexual license,
herself:

she finds

Angelo to

forgive

she is at

war with

her

"There is a vice that most I do abhor./ And most

desire should meet the blow of justice;/For which I would
not plead,

but that I must;/For which I must not plead,

that I am/At war 'twixt will and will not"

but

(I I ,i i ,29-33).

Isabella's inner sense of justice and her love for her
brother cause her to transgress the bounds society has
established for her.

She urges Angelo to be a fair ruler

and not to misuse the powers temporarily granted him by the
Duke:

"0 it is excellent/To have a giant's strength;

it is tyrannous/To use it like a giant"
As Angelo listens to Isabella,
with desire for her,

but

(II,ii,107-109).

he finds himself consumed

and he eventually proposes to save her

brother if Isabella will sleep with him.

Isabella's horror

at his suggestion that she has no identity other than an
object of desire is compounded by the hypocrisy of his

7First printed in the 1623 folio, Measure for Measure
is supposed to have been written around 1603, a little
before Cary is supposed to have written M a r i a m . According
to Tylney's account of the expenses of The Revels, it was
played before the court on December 26, 1604.
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position.

She exclaims to him,

"Ha? little honor to be

much b e l i e v ' d ./And most pernicious purpose!
s e e m i n g !/I will proclaim thee, Angelo,

Seeming,

look for't!/Sign me

a present pardon for my brother,/Or with an outstretch'd
throat

I'll tell the world aloud/What man thou art"

emphasis;

II,iv,149-153).

(my

Despite her fierce assumption

that her words will reveal the truth and bring about
justice,

Isabella soon learns that she is powerless in a

world where more credence is given to "seeming"
"being".8

When,

at the end of the play,

proposes marriage to Isabella,
silent.

than to

the Duke abruptly

her response is to remain

This lack of closure at the end of the play raises

questions for the audience about the Duke's assumptions and
actions and about Isabella's true nature.
While some Renaissance women responded to patriarchal
theological and legal definitions with acceptance or self
censorship,

other women responded with questions about

gender identity.

Some women were propelled from silence

into volubility by internal convictions,

while others

8Her use of the word "seeming" echoes another of
Shakespeare's characters, in a play also written around
1602: H a m l e t .
Hamlet responds to Gertrude's hypocrisy in
a similar manner: "Seems, madam? nay, it is, I know not
s e e m s " (my emphasis; I,ii,76).
Both characters'
determination to bring the truth to light and to achieve
justice centers around the distinction between "seeming"
and "being."
Hamlet, more adept at courtier's games,
appropriates Claudius's dissimulation into his own "antic
disposition."
Isabella, on the other hand, less empowered
and less worldly, becomes an unknowing pawn in the Duke's
game of "seeming"--his masquerade as a friar.

constructed their own female subjectivity in response to
external forces,

such as political or financial pressure.

These women learned to subvert the gender biases of their
culture to develop strategies of s e lf-definition.
Elizabeth I's extraordinary role as the
granted her a much more powerful,

"virgin queen"

but also more precarious,

position than her female contemporaries.

While the

constraints of gender expectations are still evident in her
speeches,
advantage.

Elizabeth manages to use those constraints to her
In her excellent analysis of Elizabeth's

speeches,

Allison Heisch discusses the prominance of gender

issues.9

Heisch points out that the insecurity of

Elizabeth's position is often reflected in the "deliberate
obscurity of her language" and that throughout her reign,
"she pictures and presents herself as a loving and yet
virginal mother"

in her speeches

(32).

In a speech to

Commons in 1563, Elizabeth actually apropriated the gender
expectations of her audience for her own political
advantage.
petition,

Rather than giving a direct answer to their
Elizabeth delayed them saying,
The weight and greatenes of this matter might
cawse in me being a woman wantinge both witt and
memory some feare to speake, and bashfulnes
besides, a thing appropriat to my sex: But yet
the princely seate and kingly throne, wherein God
(though unworthy) had constituted me, maketh
these two causes to seme litle in myne eyes,
though grevous perhaps to yor eares, and

9See Heisch "Queen Elizabeth I : Parliamentary Rhetoric
and the Exercise of Power" Signs 1.1 (Autumn 1975), 31-56.
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boldeneth me to saye somewhat in this matter,
which I meane only to towche, but not presently
to answer.10
Elizabeth uses the same constructions which require women
to censor themselves
political manuver.

("a thing appropriat to my sex")

Elizabeth's repeated construction of

herself as both a woman and a man
of a weak and feeble woman,
stomach of a king")

as a

("I know I have the body

but I have the heart and

were central to her success as a ruler.

Another Renaissance woman who reacted to suppression
with subversion was the author Lady Mary Wroth,
romance The Countess of Mountgomerv's Urania

whose prose

(1621) was

censured by the court audience for whom it was intended.11
While Elizabeth wrote for political reasons,

Wroth

initially wrote because of financial pressures.

Wroth also

had more impetus to publish than most Renaissance women,
for she came from the literary Sidney family

(she was the

niece of Sir Philip Sidney and Lady Mary Sidney)

and was a

part of the coterie of Queen Anne and participated in
several court masques.
A m p h i l a n t h u s ), drama

She wrote~poetry

(Pamphilia and

(Love's V i c t o r y ) , and the two-part

10State Papers Domestic, Elizabeth, 12-27-36
Commons, 1563), Public Records Office, London.

(to

1:LJosephine Roberts provides an account of the
controversy surrounding the publication of Urania in "An
Unpublished Quarrel Concerning the Suppression of Lady Mary
Wroth's U r a n i a ," Notes and Queries 222 (Dec. 1977) and
analyzes the effect of that censorship in her forthcoming
"Lady Mary Wroth's Urania: A Response to Jacobean
C e n s o r s h i p ."

prose romance U r a n i a .

When the first part of Urania was

printed,

it encountered the wrath of Edward Denny,

Waltham,

who interpreted it as a roman a clef in which

events in his life figured.
about Wroth,

Baron of

Denny wrote a vengeful poem

describing her in terms of gendered metaphors:

"Hermaphradite in show,

in deed a monster/As by thy works

and words all men may conster/

. . . leave idle books

alone/For wise and worthyer women have written none"
(Roberts,

"Unpublished"

533).

Denny's language constructs

W roth as someone of deviant gender/sexuality and
marginalizes her from humanity

("in deed a m o n s t e r " ) .

He

indicates that she would be "wiser" and "worthyer" to
follow in the footsteps of women who conformed to cultural
expectations and censored themselves.
Denny

In a series of

letters to

Wroth,

admonished her to follow the "pious

example of

her vertuous and learned Aunt

[Mary S i d n e y ] ,

who

translated so many godly books and especially the holly
psalmes of David"

(Hannay 5).

Denny reinforces the aspect

of self-censorship which confines women's writing to "safe"
genres.

In response to Denny's anger,

Wroth wrote to the

Duke of Buckingham stating that she meant no offense and
would stop

the printing of Urania and use the king's

warrant to retrieve the copies already sold
"Lady"

-).

(Roberts,

Although Wroth actually continued writing

U r a n i a . the second part of the romance was never published.
Her attempts to discontinue the publication of the first

half and her unwillingness to seek publication of the
second,

make it appear that Wroth submitted to Denny's

gendered expectations.

The fact that Wroth continued the

Urania without publishing it indicates,

however,

that the

ideas she wished to express were more important to her than
the financial return from publication.
submissive,

While she seemed

she continued to write a work which expressed

her real ideas.

In the second half, Wroth pushed the story

forward in time and shifted the focus from the original
characters to their children.
roman a clef in part two,
of a broader,
(Roberts,

While Wroth avoided the

she extended her satire

"in favor

more inclusive critique of Jacobean society"

"Lady"

-).

and more corrupt,

The world in part two is less stable

its characters are less honorable,

their motives are more ambiguous than in part one.

and
While

the one-on-one correlation between her fictional characters
and members of James's court is not as evident,

the larger

comparison of the fictional court life to Jacobean court
life is clearer.

In response to suppression of her work,

Wroth transformed Urania into a much more subversive text.

Elizabeth Cary:

Censorship and The Life

Like Elizabeth I and Lady Mary Wroth,

Elizabeth Cary

adopted strategies of subversion rather than suppression in
her literary works,

but she also struggled with

conventional constructs of female identity,

and for many

years suffered both emotionally and physically under the
stress of constructing her own subjectivity.

Much of that

struggle is recorded in the L i f e , a compelling and complex
work which in its composition reflects many of the
ambiguities of Cary's life.12

Elizabeth Tanfield was

born in 1585 or 1586 to Laurence Tanfield and Elizabeth
Symondes of Burford.
learning French,

Elizabeth was a precocious child,

Spanish,

Italian,

Latin,

Hebrew,

and

Transylvanian at an early age with "very little teaching."
As an only child,

she "spent her whole time in reading,

to

which she gave herself so much that she frequently read all
night"

(Life 6).

When her mother forbid the servants to

give her candles so she could read at night,
bribed them for the candles,

Elizabeth

mounting up a one hundred

pound debt by the time she was twelve years old
Despite her midnight reading,

the Life records that

Elizabeth was an extremely dutiful child,
her parents with "very much respect;
most part,

always treating

so far as,

all her life to speak to her mother

was sitting)

(Life 6-7).

for the
(when she

on her knees, which she did frequently,

more than an hour together,

though she was but an ill

kneeler,

(21-22) .

and a worse riser"

for

12The L i f e . probably written by Cary's daughter Anne
who became a Benedictine nun, Clementina, is written as
part hagiography or vies edifiantes (See Rowlands 162).
The purpose of such works was to edify, and much emphasis
was placed in them on "corporal and spiritual works of
mercy" (Rowlands 164).

At an early age,

Elizabeth displayed an interest in

religious issues and a critical mind apt to seek the
truth.13

Tanfield was a successful lawyer,

and he

apparently allowed Elizabeth occasionally to accompany him
to court.

When she was about ten, Elizabeth became

involved in one of her father's cases,
perhaps for the first time,

demonstrating,

her interest in the difference

between "being" and "seeming."

An old woman was brought

before her father and charged with being a witch.
accusers questioned the woman,

As her

she trembled and wept,

repeatedly asking for pardon and acquiescing to all her
questioners'

charges.

The Life says that Elizabeth,

"seeing the poor woman in so terrible a fear,
simple a manner confess all,
idle;

and in so

thought fear had made her

so she whispered her father,

and desired him to ask

her whether she had bewitched to death Mr. John Symondes"
(Life 6).

When the accused answered "Yes" and promised "to

do so no more if they would have pity on h e r , " Tanfield
told her that Symondes was alive and sitting in the
courtroom

(Life 6).

The woman then admitted that she was

not a witch and that she had been threatened and told that
if she would confess,
(Life 6).

she would "have mercy showed her"

She was then declared innocent and acquitted.

13The Life records that when she was twelve, Elizabeth
received Calvin's Institutions from her father and found in
it "so many contradictions, and with all of them she still
went to her father, that he said, 'This girl hath a spirit
averse from Calvin'" (7).
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Elizabeth's attempt to pin down the woman's "being," her
true nature,

revealed the ambiguity of her situation.

The

slippage between "being" and "seeming" is apparent here,
the old woman felt compelled to be what she seemed.

as

The

woman's complete assumption of her accuser's definition of
a witch almost caused her death and presented a clear
lesson to Cary about the dangers of allowing others to
construct your identity.
Elizabeth's struggle with her identity became more
complex in her relationship with her husband Henry Cary,
master of the Queen's Jewel House.

The marriage was

arranged by Elizabeth's parents when she was fifteen,
clearly was not a love match.14
"married her only for being an
acquaintance with her
him),
(7) .15

and

The Life states that Cary
heir,

for he had no

(she scarce ever having spoke to

and she was nothing handsome,
Henry Cary, nine or ten

though then

years her senior,

very fair"
was much

more concerned with what Elizabeth "seemed" than what she
was.

For the first years of their marriage,

Elizabeth

14A s with other dates in Elizabeth Cary's life,
critics vary about the exact year of her marriage.
According to the dates given in the L i f e . the marriage
would have occurred around 1600.
Barbara Lewalski dates
the marriage at 1602, making Cary seventeen rather than
fifteen.
See Lewalski p. 384, footnote 17.
15The practice of arranged marriages in Renaissance
England denigrated women to objects of exchange.
For more
on the homosocial traffic in women, see Eve Kosofsky
Sedgwick Between Men: English Literature and Male
Homosocial Desire (New York: Columbia University Press,
1985) .
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lived separate from her new husband,
and then with her mother-in-law,

first with her parents

Lady Katherine Cary,

Henry Cary was away fighting in Holland.16

while

Henry left

for Holland in 1603 and did not return until 1606.
According to the L i f e . the newlyweds had little chance to
get to know each other:
...-he, in the time they had been married, had
been for the most part at the court or his
father's house, from her, and had heard her speak
little, and those letters he had received from
her had been indited by others, by her mother's
appointment: so he knew her then very little. (7)
The fact that Elizabeth Symondes had someone else write
letters from her daughter to Henry Cary conflates
censorship with "seeming."

The Life does not state whether

Symondes feared Cary would find her daughter's letters too
immature or too advanced,

but in either case her actions

indicate that Elizabeth's real nature should be suppressed.
When Elizabeth Cary moved from her parents'
mother-in-law's,

house to her

she began writing her own letters.

Cary received these letters,

he thought they were

very different style from the former,
to have been her own.
some other did them,

"in a

which he had thought

These he liked much,
till,

When

but believed

having examined her about it and

“ According to the L i f e , Henry Cary was captured by
the Spanish while he was abroad and was imprisoned in Spain
for a year.
A note by another hand on the manuscript of
the life states: "Almost three years he was abroad and in
prison" (8).
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found the contrary,
esteemed her more"

he grew better acquainted with her,

and

(Life 9).

Elizabeth Cary's relationship with her mother-in-law
was strained,

for Katherine Cary was one "that loved much

to be humoured"
chamber,

(Life 8).

She confined Elizabeth to her

took away all her books,

and commanded the

servants not to bring her daughter-in-law any additional
books.
8).

Elizabeth then "set herself to make verses"

(Life

The play Mariam was written around this time or in the

very first years that Elizabeth and Henry lived
together.17

Elizabeth Cary's response to her mother-in-

law's suppressive actions marks a pattern in her life and
works.

Just as she had responded to her parents forbidding

of candles by using subversive means to get more,

Cary

responds to attempts to suppress her mind by engaging in a
subversive activity for women: writing.

The fact that

Mariam engages the issues of suppression and subversion
reflects the events in Cary's life at this time.
Cary's next struggle with "being” and "seeming"
occurred when Henry returned from abroad and took Elizabeth
to live with him.

Around this time,

Cary began to have

17The exact date of M a r i a m 's composition is difficult
to determine, but some limits can be set.
A. C. Dunstan,
the editor of the Malone Society edition, sets the earliest
the play could have been written as 1602, the date of
publication of her source, Thomas Lodge's translation of
J o s e p h u s . The latest it could have been written is 1612
when it is entered in the Stationer's Register on December
17.
For more on the dating of the play, see Dunstan's
preface, page ix and Beilin page 47, footnote 6.

serious doubts about Protestantism,

and after reading

Hooker's Ecclesiastical Polity and finding it unconvincing,
began secretly to turn toward the Catholic church.

During

this period Elizabeth continued writing "for her private
recreation,
verse"

on several subjects and occasions,

(Life 9).

all in

Her struggles with loyalty to the

established church played themselves out in her attempts to
suppress her own inner turmoil by adopting traditional
ideas about familial authority.
of her eleven children.

In 1607 she had the first

The Life records that Cary

instructed her children that

"they must love Him

[God]

and

honour Him more than their father: He gave them their
father,
them;

He sent them every good thing,

the king was His servant,

gave them their kingdoms"
authority,

and made it for

and He made all kings and

(12).

In this hierarchy of

God comes before earthly rulers and fathers.

Cary placed herself on a much lower level,
children "as a duty to love him
herself"

(Life 14).

[Henry Cary]

In these early years,

own teaching to her children,

will,

"very absolute;

better than

she followed her

even though it compromised

her own desires and inclinations.
Henry Cary was

teaching her

The Life states that

and though she had a strong

she had learned to make it obey his"

(14) .18

18In this passage the Life echoes Dod and Cleaver's
popular conduct book, A godly forme of household government
(1588), which states that "The husband ought not to bee
satisfied, that hee hath robd his wife of her virginitie,
but in that hee hath possession and use of her will" (sig

Because Cary liked his wife to dress nicely,

and she felt

"dressing was all her life a torture to her",
herself to be dressed while

she allowed

"she was seriously thinking on

some other business" or "while she writ or read"

(15).

During this time,

"the desire to please him had power to

make her do that,

that others could have scarce believed

possible for her"

(14).

her husband,

Elizabeth Cary rode horseback with

even though she feared horses and had once

suffered a bad fall while pregnant with her fourth child.
When Henry Cary needed money,
her jointure,

she mortgaged a great part of

which displeased her father so much he

disinherited her in favor of her son,

Lucius.19

Elizabeth

evidently felt a great deal of inner turmoil during this
period,

and it manifested itself in deep melancholy and

depression.

Twice

(during pregnancies)

she suffered such a

serious depression "that she lost the perfect use of her
reason;

and was in much danger of her life"

addition to writing,

(Life 16).

In

Cary slept frequently as a way to deal

with her depression.
While Elizabeth struggled to construct herself as the
properly submissive wife,

Henry Cary rose steadily within

the court system, becoming comptroller of the household in

Le) .
19For more information on the structure and working of
the Renaissance patriarchal family, see Lawrence Stone, The
Family. Sex, and Marriage in England 1500-1800 (London:
Weidenfield and Nicolson, 1977) .
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1618,

and being raised to Scottish peerage as Viscount

Falkland in 1620.
in Ireland,

When,

in 1622 Henry was made Lord Deputy

the family moved and Elizabeth found outlets

for her inner convictions.

Elizabeth set up a trade school

of sorts for the many beggar children in her husband's
district,

teaching them how to weave,

dye,

spin,

hats and lace and other ways to make a living.
initially successful,
such as fire,

knit,

make

She was

but because of natural disasters,

and her lack of financial finesse,

school eventually dissolved.

the trade

After three years in Ireland,

Elizabeth returned to England with four of her children to
solicit suits for her husband and friends at court.

This

was the beginning of what was to be the most difficult
phase of her life.
Soon after her return,

Elizabeth converted officially

to Catholicism and became determined to have her children
convert also.

Cary's conversion was a defiant gesture of

self-definition.

Purposefully marginalizing herself from

the dominant religious and political discourses of her
country was a radical act of self-fashioning.
who feared the consequences of Cary's action,

Lady Denby
told her

brother the Duke of Buckingham who told the king.
"showed himself highly displeased,"
he heard of her conversion,
see her"

(Life 29,

16).

The King

and Cary's father,

when

"would neither speak to her nor

Cary was then confined to her

house for six weeks while word was sent to Viscount

Falkland of his wife's folly.

Henry Cary was extremely

angry and cut off financial support from Elizabeth,

leaving

her and her servant Bessie Poulter without any means for
food or creature comforts.20
king for support,

Elizabeth petitioned the

and from 1626 to 1630, was frequently on

the verge of starvation.

Letters by Elizabeth and Henry

Cary during this period clearly reflect his desire to
suppress his wife and make her conform to his expectations.
In a letter to Charles I, Henry refers to Elizabeth as "one
whom I have long unhappily called wife" and associates her
with Catholics whom he calls "these locusts of Rome,

whose

doctrines are as full of horrid treasons as many of their
lives full of horrible impieties."
situation with that of Charles
to Catholic women)
masters,

and states

(in terms of their marriage
"no man can serve two

when the heart of any of your subjects is

fulfilled with the love of the Pope,
the love of you,
Dec.

He compares his

8, 1626) .

their King?"

what place is left for

(State Paper Office,

Ireland.

In another letter later that month,

Henry

Cary states that he may resort to a "separation a mensa et
t h o r o " from his wife and insists that it is "unsafe"

for

him to "nourish that serpent longer in my bosom that deals
so treasonably with me"

(State Paper Office,

Ireland.

Dec.

20While "a husband could not be held responsible for
his wife's criminal acts [such as recus a n c y ] , on the other
hand society was very strongly convinced that the duty of
ensuring the proper religious behavior of the family lay
with the paterfamilias" (Rowlands 150).
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29,

1626) .

Elizabeth Cary's actions are censored as both

dangerous to the state and dangerous to the structure of
the family.
In March of 1627 Elizabeth wrote to Lord Conway
explaining that though Henry had requested she be confined
at her mother's house,
in.

Cary explains,

her mother had refused to take her

"if I have done amiss in anything but

the supposed fault of changing my religion,
content to suffer in the highest degree.
drink,

nor clothes,

I will be

I have nor meat,

nor money to purchase any of them,

long have I been in this misery.
I have no means to pay for it"
Vol.

and

I lie in a lodging where

(State Paper Office,

Domestic,

Charles I.

lviii. No.

19. March 24,

1627).

In April,

Henry Falkland continued to refuse to support his

wife and attributed her actions to "feminine wily
pretences,"

asserting that they were

conscience."

"fuller of malice than

He urges for "an utter and absolute divorce"

from Elizabeth "so that dishonour and confusion of face,
with ruin of fortune," will not
that with a divorce,

By May,

hate,

being made free,

Ireland.

leave her free"

April 4, 1627).

Elizabeth was desperate and wrote directly to

Charles I for aid.
write him

He says

he would be "contented then to quit my

claim of superiority--and,
(State Paper Office,

"overwhelm" him.

She explains that she was forced to

to avoid the "semblance of what" she "so much

which is disobedience."

She says all she desires is
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a "quiet life,

and to reobtain my lord's favour,

which I

have done nothing to lose but what I could not, with a safe
conscience,
May 18,

leave undone"

1627.

Vol.

(State Paper Office,

lxiii. No.

89).

Domestic.

In July Henry Falkland

describes Elizabeth as "being replete with serpentine
subtlety,

and that conjoined with Romish hypocrisy"

refers to her "deceivable and sinister purposes."

and
In the

same letter he again urges for a "fair and legal
separation"

(State Paper Office,

Ireland.

July 5, 1627).

In August Elizabeth grew more desperate and again wrote for
financial succor explaining that she will be ejected from
the house where she is staying and has "not means for one
meal's meat"
Vol.

lxxiii.

(State Paper Office,
No.

81. Aug.

13,

Domestic,

1627).

Charles I.

Finally in October

Henry Cary was ordered to provide his wife with 500 pounds
a year,

and in a letter dated May of 1628,

he agrees.

However there are letters dated as late as December of 1628
which indicate Elizabeth Cary was still in great distress.
Viscount Falkland returned to England in 163 0, and
after a period of time,

he and Elizabeth were reconciled

through the efforts of Queen Henrietta Maria and other
friends.

Then in 1633, Viscount Falkland fell during a

shooting party and contracted gangrene.

Elizabeth Cary

stayed beside her husband and cared for him on his
deathbed.
straits.

His death threw Cary back into dire financial
Cary endeavored to hide their financial condition

from the children,

even disfurnishing her own room,

except

for a chair to sleep in,

and keeping the

door locked so

that they would not know

(Life 83). .Cary again fell

into

depression and finally had to have her eldest son Lucius
take the remaining children to his own home.

In 1636 Cary

planned and executed a daring kidnapping of her two
youngest sons from Lucius Cary's home to send them to
Catholic monastaries on the continent.

For her actions,

Cary was brought before the Privy Council and briefly
imprisoned in the Tower of London.

After this episode,

Cary spent the last years of her life writing and reading.
She died in 163 9 and was buried in Queen Henrietta Maria's
own c h a p e l .
Cary was a prolific writer,
so few of her works survive.

and it is unfortunate that

The five surviving works are

her childhood translation of Abraham Ortelius'

Mirroir du

Monde21, her closet drama

The Traqedie of Mariam

(1613),

an epitaph on Buckingham

(c.

16 2 8 )22,her

Cardinal Perron's Reply to King James

translation of

(1630),

prose/dramatic history History of the Life.
Death of Edward II

(1680).

In addition,

that she wrote a Life of Tamburlaine

(9),

and her

Reign,

and

the Life reports
translated the

21Written when Cary was a young girl, the manuscript
of this translation can be found at the vicarage in
Burford, Oxfordshire.
22The epitaph is BL, Egerton MS 2725, f. 60, titled
"An Epitaph upon the death of the Duke of Buckingham by the
Countesse of Faukland."

epistles of Seneca

(10),

composed a manual of moral

guidance for her children
Magdalen,

Saint Agnes,

the Virgin Mary

(39).

(13), wrote lives of Saint Mary

St. Elizabeth,

and many verses to

Cary also apparently translated all

the works of Cardinal Perron and works of other French
theologians,

such as Louis de Blois

(Life 108).

widely: poetry in several languages,
and English history,

Greek,

works by Plutarch,

and Calvin,

among many others

Roman,

Montaigne,

and theological treatises by St. Augustine,
Luther,

Cary read
French,
Bacon,

St. Jerome,

(Life 113) .

Although Cary received recognition from male
contemporaries for her literary skill,

that recognition was

often encoded with the slippage between "being" and
"seeming."
Cary,

Cary's tutor,

along with Lucy,

Countess of Pembroke,
Sacrifice:

John Davies of Hereford,

Countess of Bedford,

praised

and Mary,

in a dedicatory poem for his Muses

or. Divine Meditations

(1612) .

Although his

section on Cary appears to urge her to publish,

it also

undermines itself b y implying that Cary must be an
exception for her sex:
Cary (of whom Minerva stands in feare,
lest she, from her, should get Arts Regencie)
Of Art so moves the great-all-moving Spheare,
that ev'ry Orbe of Science moves thereby.
Thou mak'st Melpomen proud, and my Heart great
of such a Pupill, who, in Buskin fine,
With Feete of State, dost make thy Muse to mete
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the Scenes of Syracuse23 and Palestine.
Art, Language; yea; abstruse and holy Tongues,
thy Wit and Grace acquir'd thy Fame to raise;
And still to fill thine owne, and others S o n g s :
thine, with thy Parts, and others, with thy
praise.
Such nervy Limbes of Art, and Straines of Wit
Times past ne'er knew the weaker Sexe to have;
And Times to come, will hardly credit it,
if thus thou give thy Workes both Birth and
G r a v e .24
By calling Cary a member of the "weaker" sex, Davies
reinforces the slippage between being and seeming.
thus,

does not

Cary,

"seem" to be what she really is--a woman.

"By praising a member of a class at the expense of that
c l a s s , " Davies

"places the exceptional woman in the d o u b l e 

bind situation so often discussed by modern feminists:
achievement is bought at the price of dissociation from
what the culture considers to be one's nature"
44}.

(Ferguson

This double-bind is also illustrated by the comments

of Lucius Cary's biographer,
Clarendon.

Edward Hyde,

Earl of

While praising Elizabeth Cary,

Clarendon

describes her as "a lady of another persuasion in religion,
and of a most masculine understanding. allayed with the
passion and infirmities of her own sex"

(emphasis mine 8).

His division of Cary's personal qualities into gendered
categories is reminiscent of Elizabeth I's division of her

23While Palestine refers to Cary's M a r i a m , Syracuse
refers to an earlier play, which unfortunately is not
extant.
24John Davies. The Complete Works of John Davies of
H e r e f o r d , ed. Alexander B. Grosart, 2 vols. (n.d., r p t . New
York: AMS Press, 1967), 2:5, "The Muses Sacrifice."
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own body into male and female parts.
case,

In the monarch's

the division is used to build up her identity,

but

Clarendon privileges the masculine qualities and ascribes a
particularly negative generalization "infirmities"
women.

Richard More's England's Helicon

to

(1614), published

soon after M a r i a m , was dedicated "To the truly vertuous and
Honourable Lady,
Again,

the Lady Elizabeth Carie"

(Fischer 231).

the idea of "vertue" as a trait particularly

p raiseworthy in women underlines More's comments.
Cary's 1630 translation of Cardinal Perron's Reply is
p refaced with three dedicatory poems which also contain
gender-biased assumptions.

The first,

the poem In laudem

nobilissimae Heroinae quoe has Eminentissimi Cardinalis
disputationes Anglice reddidit by Mr.

Clayton,

describes

Cary as "a wondrous quintessence of woman-kind,/in whome
alone, what els in all, we find"

(sig. C 2 ) .

constructs Cary as the sum total of
other women,

Clayton

what is fractured in

the assumption being that other women are

somehow incomplete.
to Father Leander,

The second dedicatory poem,

attributed

begins with this stanza:

Believe me, readers, they are much deluded
Who think that learning's not for ladies fit,
For wisdom with their sex as well doth suit
As orient pearle, in golden chase included;
'Twill make their husbands, if they have true
eyes,
Wise beauty, beauteous wisdome, deerly prize.
(sig. C2v)
Father Leander's poem intimates that the end purpose of
learning for women is to cause their husbands to prize them
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more highly.

Learning is compared to a pearl,

the

implication being that both are merely an adornment for
women's beauty.

The third poem is anonymous and contains

this section:
But that a woman's hand alone should raise
So vast a monument in thirty days,
Breeds envie and amazement in our sex,
Of which the most o'er weening witts, might vex
Themselves thrice so much time and with farre
lesse
Grace to their workmanshipp or true successe.
Why should I not speak truth without offence?
(sig. C3)
The praise for Cary's thirty-day translation anticipates
"offence"

in the last line,

translation "alone"

and the fact that Cary did the

(read: without the help of a man)

causes amazement in the writer.
poets clearly admire Cary,

While these dedicatory

they can't help couching their

admiration in backhanded compliments which reflect cultural
gender anxieties.25

Mariam and Tradition
The gender anxieties apparent in dedications to
Elizabeth Cary are also reflected in her work and in the
traditions within which she chooses to write.
ways,

In some

the traditions from which Mariam is created are male-

dominated and fairly conservative,

perhaps reflecting

Cary's desire for the play to be acceptable to its

250ther dedications to Cary include John Marston's
1633 Works and two poems in Michael Drayton's Englands
Heroicall Epistles (1597) to Elizabeth Tanfield.

seventeenth-century readers.

In other ways,

though,

Cary

transforms those conservative elements by also drawing from
newer,

more subversive traditions.

To begin with,

Mariam

belongs to a genre which was particularly suited to Cary's
interests:
Brandon,

closet drama.

Fulke Greville,

Thomas Kyd,

Samuel Daniel,

Samuel

and William Alexander all

published closet drama starting in 1594 and continuing
through the beginning of the seventeenth century.26
English closet drama usually centered around "issues of
public morality,

p h i losphically, didactically,

politically treated"

(Beilin,

"Elizabeth" 45).

and often
The issues

of public morality were usually debated by a small number
of characters on stage.

While some modern critics dismiss

closet drama as a marginal mode of discourse,
time,

closet dramas were

in their own

"often perceived as dangerous by

Elizabethan and Jacobean censors precisely because they
allow for the clash of ideological positions and for the
sympathetic representation of resistance and rebellion"
(Lewalski 179).

The closet dramas of the Pembroke circle

were not

"mere academic exercises,

authors'

fears and the censors'

as is evident from their

inquiries";

rather,

they

were a "recognized vehicle for the exploration of dangerous

26There were twelve closet dramas in this group: Mary
Sidney's Antony (1590); Samuel Daniel's The Traaedie of
Cleopatra (1594); Thomas Kyd's Cornelia (1594); Samuel
Brandon's Traqicomoedi of the vertuous Qctavia (15 98);
William Alexander's four Monarchicke Tragedies (1603-1607);
Samuel Daniel's Philotas (1604); Fulke Greville's Mustapha
(1596) and Alaham (1601); and Cary's M a r i a m .
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political topics"

(Lewalski 191).

Samuel Daniel was called

before the Star Chamber for his play P h i l o t a s . and Fulke
Greville burned his Antony and Cleopatra around the time of
the Essex Rebellion for fear that it might be interpreted
as a comment on the current government

(Lewalski 192).

Another male-dominated tradition which Cary's play
falls within is the

"Mariamne T r agedies," as described by

Maurice Valency.27

Cary is the first woman to write a

play based on the story of Herod and Mariam.

Valency's

extensive study divides the Mariamne plays into three
thematic categories:

in the first, Mariam is "the victim of

a lover whom she loves," which

(ironically)

Valency calls

"among the most interesting of the situations"
second,

"Mariamne is a developing character,

(70);

in the

and the effect

of the action upon her is, or should be, one of the main
features of the plot,

in which we should normally expect

her to take a central role"

(72); and in the third,

"Mariamne is not a developing character,

and there is no

marked change in her attitude toward Herod,

whom she

constantly d i s l i k e s , " and Herod is "the more important
character"

(72).

Valency's reading of Cary's play must

have been a cursory one,

for he places Mariam in the third

27According to Valency, the first five Mariam plays
were: Hans Sachs' Traaedia der Wutrich Konia Herodes (ms
dated 1552); Lodovico Dolce's Marianna (acted 1560, printed
1565); William Goldingham's Herodes Traaoedia (ms written
c. 1567); L.L. de Argensola's La Aleiandra (acted c. 1585,
printed 1772); and Alexandre Hardy's Mariamne (acted c.
1600, printed 1625).
Cary's play was the sixth.
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category rather than the second one.

Valency denigrates

the play as "a belated specimen of the type of drama
advocated by the Pembroke group," and says that it "is
certainly not to be numbered among the outstanding Mariamne
tragedies"

(87).

He adds that it is "a rather strange

p l a y , " a comment which would lead one to believe that his
reading of it."was perhaps influenced by his own gendered
expectations

(90).

Elizabeth Cary takes these two traditions--the closet
drama genre and the "Mariamne T r a g e d y "--and utilizes
certain aspects of them to create her own subversive
drama.28

First of all,

by creating a complex and

sympathetic character out of a historical female figure who
was more often depicted in a negative light,

Cary was

"fashioning" herself after someone who had made a name for
herself in literary circles as a translator,

poet,

playwright of closet drama--Mary Sidney Herbert,
of Pembroke.29

and

Countess

Mary Sidney was directly responsible for

the literary coterie who were producing closet dramas
modeled after the French Senecan tragedies of Robert

2BInterestingly enough, Cary's Mariam is said to have
had some influence on male playwrights of her time, notably
Middleton.
See Richard Levin, "A Possible Source of A Fair
Q u a r r e l ." Notes and Queries (April 1983), pp. 152-153 and
R. V. Holdsworth, "Middleton and The Tragedy of M a r i a m ."
Notes and Queries (September 1986), pp. 379-380.
29Margaret Hannay has noted that, without role models,
"the problem of the woman writer has traditionally been not
the anxiety of influence but the anxiety of absence" (1).

Garnier.

Sidney translated Garnier's Marc-Antoine and

published it as the closet drama Antonie in 1592,
urged to publish her works,
Davies'

dedicatory poem

along with Cary,

(quoted a b o v e ) .

and was

in John

Antonie was

reprinted several times between the period Cary wrote and
published M a r i a m , in 1595,
30).

1600,

1606,

and 1607

(Cotton

In Antonie Cleopatra is portrayed as a woman whose

great love for Antony and her refusal to conform to
societal pressures brings about her own destruction.
Cleopatra,
the play,

Like

Mariam is a complex and sympathetic character in
from her opening soliloquy to her death in Act IV

and the effects of her death on Herod in Act V.

Both plays

explore in great detail the tremendous conflict of emotions
the female characters undergo as they struggle with their
feelings about love and loyalty.
Along with transforming the closet drama genre by
creating more complex female characters,

Mariam also

utilizes subversive elements from the court masque.
According to the L i f e , Cary "loved" to go to masques and
plays,

"especially the last extremely"

(54),

and she did

not stop going to plays and masques until after her husband
died.

When Cary went to court,

she would have watched

Anne's female courtiers participating in dramatic
productions over which they exercised considerable power.
The court

"Masque of Blackness" and the "Masque of Queens"

clearly centered around female subjectivity and creativity.
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In Ben Jonson's preface to the "Masque of Blackness",

Anne

is described as "authoress of the w h o l e , " a weighty phrase
that signifies that the court masque

"was a collective

cultural construct which allowed the women of the court,
and specifically the Queen,
resonant discourse"

access to a politically

(Wynne-Davies 79-80).

The politically resonant discourse of the court masque
and the closet drama are both present and transformed in
Mariam.

While the political discourse of the court masque

was often representational in nature,
it was expressed through debate.

in the closet drama

The practice of intensive

debate follows the method used by Christine de Pizan in her
early defense of women,
(1405) .

Le Livre de la cite des dames

Pizan's appropriation of the stance of debate

"implicitly asserts that truth is discovered through
debate,

that wisdom can emerge from the exercise of words,

that dialogue can generate insight"

(McLeod 114).

Cary's

concern with issues of morality and identity is very well
suited to the debate format and provides a forum for
display of conflicting ideas about female identity.
choosing closet drama,

In

Cary appropriated a genre which

acted as a forum for male playwrights'

ideas about state

politics and transformed it into a forum for her commentary
on sexual politics.

Most importantly,

Cary chose a genre

in which the primary issue is frequently "that of s e l f 
definition,

of discovering and maintaining personal
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integrity when faced with a repressive state or the turning
of Fortune's Wheel"

(Gutierrez 237).

Just as Mariam both borrows from and transforms the
genre of closet drama,
in the same way.

it also engages

"Mariamne Tragedy"

While the play falls into a line of

others portraying Herod and Mariam,

rather than relying on

the interpretation of events in the previous Mariamne
plays,

it draws directly from the source of the story,

Josephus's Jewish Antiquities

(ca.

93 A . D . ) .

Mariam is

based on Thomas Lodge's translation of Josephus as The
Famous and Memorable Works of J o s e p h u s , which was
frequently reprinted throughout the seventeenth century.30
While Lodge's translation is an extensive prose history of
the Jews covering events from 29-28 B.C.,

Mariam draws from

a small section in chapter 15 and dramatizes the events as
taking place in one day.

Cary's use of Lodge as a source

is interesting because of the dichotomy between
conservatism and subversion in his life.
Lodge's plays,
England

such as A Looking Glasse,

(performed at the Rose in 1592)

On one hand,
for London and
have been described

as "heavily moral, with strong biblical tones"

(Rae 43).

30Lodge displayed a great thirst for knowledge in his
multiple careers as a playwright, poet, essayist, explorer,
and medical doctor.
Early in his career, Lodge also
participated in the controversy about the stage by
defending the theatre from an attack in Stephen Gosson's
1579 School of Abuse that included a letter to "the
Gentlewomen, Citizens of London" urging them to stay away
from the public theatres (Rae 21).
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At the same time,

Lodge was a secret Catholic who converted

and was imprisoned for his recusancy in June of 1581
26).

(Rae

Both the traditional elements of Christian morality

and the subversive elements of recusancy would certainly
have interested Cary and made her feel more comfortable
about using Lodge's translation.
Mariam rewrites the events in Lodge's translation from
Mariam's point of view and expresses issues of female
identity.

Just as in the traditions from which it comes,

the pla y uses elements that signify suppression and which
mark it as a subversive work.

The struggle between

conservative viewpoints and those which undermine them is
played out in terms of "being" and "seeming."

The slippage

caused by these two opposing elements gives Mariam a
complexity and ambiguity which resist easy closure.
The play's preservation of the unities collapses the
action into twenty-four hours and sets the events in motion
in Palestine the day Herod orders the execution of his
wife,

the Jewish princess Mariam.

control of the throne,

In order to gain

Herod has already divorced his first

wife Doris and murdered Mariam's grandfather Hircanus and
her brother Aristobolus.
Josephus,

Herod has also executed

the first husband of his sister Salome,

because

he revealed to Mariam that Herod had ordered her death if
anything should happen to him because he is "unwilling any

should enjoy her after him"
actions,

(A2v).31

As a result of his

Herod is despised by Alexandra,

and raises doubts in Mariam's mind,

Mariam's mother,

"who still bare the

death of her Friends exceeding hardly"

(A2).

opens,

is rumored to be

dead,

Herod,

who is away with Caesar,

As the play

and Mariam reveals that she feels a tremendous

tension between her love and loyalty to Herod and her inner
sense of what is right.

Like Mariam,

other characters find

that Herod's supposed death allows them to disclose their
conflicting desires:

Salome hopes to divorce her second

husband Constabarus in favor of a new lover; Constabarus
divulges that he has been hiding the sons of Baba whom
Herod had condemned to death many years ago; and Herod's
brother Phaeroras now expresses his desire to wed Graphina,
a servant girl,

rather than the infant princess Herod had

arranged for him to marry.
in Act IV,

When Herod returns unexpectedly

these hopes are destroyed,

and Mariam decides

she can no longer play the role of compliant wife.

When

Mariam refuses to be obedient and silent, Herod becomes
convinced that Mariam has been "unchaste,"

interpreting her

emotional distance from him as a sign of physical
infidelity.

Herod orders the death of Mariam and others

31A11 references to Cary's play will be from the
Malone Society's edition of The Tragedy of Mariam. 1 6 1 3 .
and quotes from numbered pages will be cited by line number
since this edition uses consecative line numbers
throughout.
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who he feels have been disloyal to him.

Once she is gone,

Herod begins to mourn Mariam's death.

Self-Censorship and Mariam
The elements of Mariam which signify suppression are
those which indicate that Cary had,

to some degree,

internalized the Renaissance modesty topos
chaste,

and obedient").

("silent,

Cary's suppression in Mariam is

indicated particularly in aspects of self-censorship in its
publication.
name,

On the title page,

Cary rejected using her

only supplying this clue to the author's identity:

"Written by that learned vertuous,
E.C."

and truly noble Ladie,

Cary's use of initials is indicative of the

reluctance of many Renaissance women to declare their
authorship.

In addition to omitting her full name,

Cary

delayed printing Mariam for five to ten years from its
composition.
1605,

Although the play was probably written around

it was not entered in the Stationer's Register until

December of 1612,

licensed by the Master of Revels,

published the following year.

and

Another aspect of the play's

publication which indicates suppression comes from an
incident described in the L i f e . which raises questions
about whether or not the play was published with Cary's
permission.

While Mariam's entry in the Stationer's

Register seems to argue that Cary complied with the
publication,

some critics have interpreted the following
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incident to mean that Cary did not intend to publish her
play under her own name.
Cary's was
"printed"

"stolen"
(9).

The Life describes how a verse of

from her sister-in-law's bedroom and

It then goes on to say that when Cary

discovered what had happened,
procurement called in"

(9).

the verse was by her "own
Elaine Beilin argues that this

verse must have been a dedicatory sonnet to Cary's sisterin-law,

which is extant in only two copies of M a r i a m .

("Elizabeth" 48, n.

6).

Since the verse states the

author's relationship to the dedicatee,

it would establish

Cary as the author of M a r i a m .
While changes made to a printed text are fairly clear
indications of self-censorship,
are not as easy to establish.

other types of suppression
Gary Waller points out that

critics should "look most particularly at the gaps,
silences,

and margins of the subject

[in a woman's

t e x t ] .... not so much on what women's writings
much as what they did or could not say,
Elizabeth Cary's play, while subversive,
scathing feminist critique.

'say'

and why"

so

(239) .

is not an openly

Cary clearly did not feel as

comfortable as some of the Jacobean women pamphleteers in
stating the inequalities inherent in her society.
argues that for Renaissance women,

Waller

"a very condition of

their ability to write is their acceptance of constraints
which deny them authentic speech.
not located in social systems,

Repression,

as such,

but very specifically in

is

Ill
language,

which provided the women poets only gaps,

silences,

and the role of the other,

(246).

within male discourse"

All of the women in Mariam are outwardly defined in

terms of their relationships with men.
wife,

Mariam is Herod's

Salome his sister and Constabarus's wife,

Herod's former wife,

Doris is

Graphina is Pheroras's lover,

and

Alexandra is Hircanus's widow and A r i s t o b o l u s 's mother.
They are all

"other," set in opposition to the male

characters in the play.

When Mariam attempts to express

her own "being" and move away from her role as Herod's
wife,

she is punished by receiving the ultimate silencing--

murder.
In several ways,

Mariam reflects the repressiveness of

a system of male discourse which denies women their own
subjectivity.

Mariam's highly moral character is certainly

one aspect of Cary's attempt to make her heroine more
acceptable to convention.

Even as Mariam bemoans the

wrongs Herod has done to her family,

she says,

"But yet too

chast a Scholler was my hart,/To learne to love another
then my Lord"
the play,

(29-30).

At this point in the beginning of

Mariam insists that she has not betrayed Herod

with another man,

and that her actions have truly reflected

her inner loyalty to him.

Another aspect of the play which

reflects attempts to limit female discourse is the chorus,
who points out that,

"Tis not enough for one that is a

wife/To keepe her spotles from an act of ill:/But from
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suspition she should free her life,/And bare her selfe of
power as well as will"

(1219-1222).

The role of public

approbation is stressed throughout the play by the chorus,
which acts as the voice of Mariam's society,

criticizing

her actions in terms of gender expectations.
conflating wives'

sexuality with volubility,

In a stanza
the chorus

blames Mariam for not bending her mind to Herod's will:
When to their Husbands they themselves doe bind,
Doe they not wholy give themselves away?
Or give they but their body not their mind,
Reserving that though best, for others pray?
No sure, their thoughts no more can be their
owne,
And therefore should to none but one be k n o w n e .
(1237-1242)
Body and mind are closely linked in this passage in a way
which recalls Elizabeth Cary's imagery of being and
seeming.

However,

unlike Cary,

who insists that women's

outward behavior should reflect their inner reality,

the

chorus insists that a married woman must transform her
inward being,

"that thought best," to conform to her

disenfranchised outer status.
has nothing,
silence.

In other words,

she must become nothing--a gap,

once a woman

a space,

a

Even Mariam's friend Sohemus remarks that

"Unbridled speech is Mariams worst disgrace,/And will
indanger her without desart"

(1186-87).

His use of the

word "disgrace" rather than a word like "sin" or "mistake"
indicates the public nature of his censure.
There are other instances in the play which indicate
the text's appearance of acquiesence to suppression.
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Salome is frequently referred to as a willful woman whose
actions are disruptive of the natural order.

When she

tells Constabarus she will seek a divorce from him,

despite

Jewish custom prohibiting women from seeking divorce,
shocked.

he is

His language to her is filled with imagery of the

natural order being overturned:
Are
Why
And
Let
Let
Let
Let
Let
Set

Hebrew women now transform'd to men?
do you not as well our battels fight,
weare our armour?
suffer this, and then
all the world be topsie turued quite.
fishes graze, beastes, swine, and birds
descend,
fire burne downewards whilst the earth
aspires:
Winters heat and Summers cold offend,
Thistels growe on Vines, and Grapes on
Briers,
us to Spinne or Sowe . . . .
(435-443)

The polarities in Constabarus's speech begin with the
question of reversed genders.

As they continue,

they

reflect both the Elizabethan Chain of Being and the
pathetic fallacy in which nature mirrors disruptions in the
events of humankind.

Constabarus describes Salome in terms

familiar from women's conduct books:

"She meerly is a

painted sepulcher,/That is both faire,

and vilely foule at

once:/Though on her out-side graces garnish her,/Her mind
is fild with worse then rotten bones"
as in the chorus's speech,

(880-883) .32

Again,

Constabarus seeks to reconcile

32This imagery echoes Matthew 23:27 in which scribes
and pharisees are described as "whitewashed tombs, which
outwardly appear beautiful, but within. . . are full of
dead men's bones and all uncleanness."
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the inside of a woman to the outside,

rather than the other

way around.
M a r i a m 's expression of these ideas about women reveals
the extent to which it was affected by self-censorship
prescribed by its patriarchal society.
though,

I would argue,

that by experimenting with female subjectivity in

the play,

Cary is successful in transforming those

constraints located in language,

while in her life she was

still frequently subject to the very real repression of
Renaissance social systems.

Subversion and Mariam
While Mariam reveals a degree of self-censorship in
its
text,

printing history,

in the silences and gaps in the

and in passages where women are urged to conform

their inner "being" to their outer "seeming," the play's
overall effect is subversive of the idea that women should
be silent.

The subversive elements are specifically

located in the alterations from the source J o s e p h u s . the
characterizations of women,

and the progress of the

character Mariam toward understanding and expression of her
inner truth.
One of most important alterations from Josephus is the
preservation of the classical unities.

The result of the

compression of time is that Herod's judgment of Mariam is
much more hasty than in the original and creates a highly-
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charged atmosphere in which characters must react quickly
according to their true feelings.
hour time frame,

Within the twenty-four

the play reveals how each of the

characters really feels about Herod's tyranny before he
appears in Act IV.

The play also revises Josephus by

depicting Herod much more critically.

Rather than

exclusively mi-rroring the narrative source,

Cary's

portrayal of Herod resonates with other negative
traditions.

Margaret Ferguson has noted that many English

Catholics in the Renaissance figured Henry VIII as a type
of Herod the tyrant

(66 n . 4 8 ) .

Other critics have remarked

on the similarities between Herod and Othello as jealous
husbands who needlessly cause the death of their wives.
After Desdemona's death,
that his hand,

Othello mourns his loss,

"like the base Judean,

away/Richer than all his tribe"
Theobald,

saying

threw a pearl

(V,ii,346-48).

Lewis

the eighteenth-century editor of Shakespeare,

argued that these lines allude to Herod,
who, in a fit of blind jealousy, threw away such
a jewel of a wife as Mariamne was to him.
What
can be more parallel in circumstance, than the
conduct of Herod and Othello?
Nor was the story
so little obvious, as Mr. Pope seems to imagine:
for, in the year 1613, the lady Elizabeth Carew
[sic] published a tragedy called MARIAM, the Fair
Queen of J E W R Y " (515-16) .33
Both husbands made precipitous judgements,
Othello,

who was misled by Iago,

but unlike

Cary's Herod misleads

33This is one of the earliest attributions of Mariam
to Elizabeth Cary and deserves further examination.
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himself.

In Act II,

scene iv, the chorus criticises the

other characters for believing the rumors of Herod's death,
but their words also ironically condemn Herod's hasty
assumption of Mariam's guilt:
To heare a tale with eares prejudicate,
It spoiles the judgement, and corrupts the sense:
That humane error given to every state,
Is greater enemie to innocence.
It makes us foolish, heddy, rash, unjust,
It makes us never try before we trust.
(957-62)
The chorus's statement further condemns any judgment based
on prejudice as a foolish error.
The preservation of the unities also shifts the
setting and situation of the confrontation scene between
Mariam and Herod away from the bedroom,

and signifies her

displeasure by transforming the issue from a sexual to a
moral one.

In Josephus a year after Herod's return,

he

"called Mariamme unto him to sport with her, being incited
thereunto by the great affection that hee bare unto her.
Upon this his command shee came in unto him; yet would she
not lie with him,

nor entertaine his courtings with

friendly acceptance,

but upbraided him bitterly with her

fathers and brothers death"

(398).

In this passage,

Mariam's sexual withholding and expression of anger are
linked when she refuses to "sport" with Herod.

In M a r i a m ,

the confrontation comes immediately upon Herod's return,
and Mariam's actions in this scene shift away from the
blatant sexuality of the source.

Rather than openly

declaring her refusal to sleep with Herod, Mariam uses
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clothing as a signifier of emotional and sexual
availability.
garments,

Mariam comes to Herod dressed in dark

signalling her mourning for the death of their

relationship.

When he asks her why her "dusky habits"

conflict with "a time so clear," she responds,

"My Lord,

I

suit my garment to my minde,/And there no cheerfull colours
can I finde"

(1354-55) .34

In doing so, Mariam reverses

the chorus's dictum to match her mind to her role,

instead

visually emblemizing her inner state for all to see.
Rather than the sexually disobedient wife described in
Josephus,

Mariam is a mourning widow, whose sorrow for the

loss of her family and her freedom can no longer be
disguised.
Throughout the play,

events are presented from

Mariam's point of

view,

Belsey has noted,

"Mariam is a subject:

definite position,
(172). Because of

rather than Herod's. As Catherine
she speaks from a

even when this is one of inner conflict"
the shift in viewpoint,

shaped by a female perspective

the

narrative is

as well as the male

discourse which appears in speeches of the chorus and male
characters.

Thus a dialogue is created within the play

between the patriarchal discourse and the female subject

34This passage is another interesting parallel with
Hamlet when Gertrude tells her son to cast off his "nighted
color" (I,ii,68).
Hamlet responds with the "seeming"
speech quoted earlier and continues that neither his "inky
cloak" not "custumary suits of solemn black" can "denote"
him "truly" (I ,i i ,77,78,83) .
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position.

Nancy Gutierrez has pointed out that there is

often a dialogue in a text between male and female versions
of a particular

"sign"

(235).

these signs is female speech,

In the case of Mariam one of
which signifies different

things to different characters according to their gender
expectation,

setting up debate about the validity of

societal strictures which silence women.
the other hand,
speech.

In J o s e p h u s . on

there is no dialogue or debate about female

He clearly states that Mariam's speech signifies

her "too unbridled manners"
libertie in her discourse"

and a "great and intemperate
(399).35

This view of women's

speech is demonstrated in tragedies by male authors of this
period in which female characters are reticent in
comparison to their male counterparts.

These women "rarely

offer the audience insight about the world of the play or
even about their own actions,"

and their soliloquies are

short and informative rather than reflective
240).

In M a r i a m , however,

complex,

(Mikesell

Mariam's speech is frequent,

and signifies her struggle to conform her outer

behavior with her inner convictions,

in other words,

to

3SJust as Josephus reads Mariam's speech through a
male gaze, the critic Valency reads the play to mean that
though Herod "is depicted as a tyrant, the blame for
Mariam's death is laid not to his suspicious nature, his
rashness, or cruelty, but to the queen's lack of humility
and the fact that she has permitted herself to be put under
suspicion" (90).
Valency concludes that the play's
"general moral" is that "even a tyrant is entitled to a
humble, patient, and loving wife; in any case, it is a
woman's duty to preserve appearances" (91).
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bring together her "seeming" and "being."

Mariam clearly

recognizes that "to speak is to possess meaning,
access to the language which defines,
power.

to have

delimits and locates

To speak is to become a subject.

But for women to

speak is to threaten the system of differences which gives
meaning to patriarchy"

(Belsey 191).

Mariam provides a

space for a female character to exercise the power of s e l f 
definition rather than to just react to society's
definition of her.
From the beginning of the play,
of women's speech and "being".

Mariam explores issues

The opening of the play

with Mariam alone on stage reflects the desire for female
expression,

but the soliloquy itself is full of the anxiety

attendant on women's speech.

Mariam's first lines express

her regret that she has "with publike voyce runne on"
(l)36.

She has criticized Antony for weeping at his enemy

Pompey's death,

but she now finds herself experiencing the

same conflicting emotions of sorrow and relief at the rumor
of Herod's death.
judgement"
saying that
10).

She feels she made

against Antony,

"too rash a

and explains her rashness by

"mistaking" is "too too common" in her sex

(8,

Her use of a gender stereotype to explain her

behavior ties in with the chorus and other characters who
resort to gendered explanations for female characters'

36A11 references to the play will be to the line
numbers in the Malone Society edition.

actions.

Like so many other speeches in the play,

though,

Mariam's words ironically apply to other characters and
forshadow Herod's hasty judgment of her at the end.
fact that Herod's mistaking is,

like Mariam's,

The

"too too

c o m m o n , " calls into question the gender stereotype that
women are rash.

In the next lines of Mariam's soliloquy,

this undermining of stereotypes is supported by Mariam
turning from culturally-constructed explanations for
women's actions to her own experience saying,

"Now doe I

finde by selfe Experience taught,/One object yeelds both
griefe and joy"

(11-12).

By affirming her own experience,

she privileges her feelings over what society has taught
her she should think and feel.

This contradiction between

her society's gender expectations and Mariam's own
experience is the beginning of the play's dialogue about
women's seeming and being.
As the play progresses,

various authorities are

examined and either rejected or affirmed until Mariam comes
to the conclusion that she must act out her inner
convictions.

In the end,

she is determined to seem what

she truly is, and rejects attempts of her society to
conform her thoughts and speech to the conventional role of
a submissive married woman.

In Act I, her mother

Alexandra urges Mariam to be loyal to her family by
rejecting Herod and seeking revenge for the deaths of her
brother and grandfather.

She points out that Herod did not
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come from the royal bloodline and had no legitimate claim
to Mariam's love or the throne:
What kingdomes right could cruell Herod claime,
Was he not Esaus Issue, heyre of hell?
Then what succession can he have but shame?
Did not his Ancestor his birth-right sell?
0 yes, he doth from Edoms name derive,
He ever thirsts for blood, and blood is red.
Weepst thou because his love to thee was bent?
And readst thou love in crimson caracters?
(104-113)
Alexandra uses class and bloodline as the framework for her
tirade--traditional patriarchal constructions.

Her

comments reflect the hierarchical fabric of Renaissance
society and its concern about legitimate heirs.
Mariam cannot

While

"read" the murders of her brother and

grandfather as signs of love in Herod,
her mother does not,

she understands,

as

that her relationship with him is much

more complex.
Alexandra's use of blood as a signifier of worth is
undercut in Act II by the introduction of Pheroras and
Graphina,

Herod's brother and the woman he loves.

They are

depicted in ways which subvert arguments that insist on
conforming inner being to outward seeming,
case,

or in their

conforming their emotions to their social rank.

Pheroras rejoices in the rumor of Herod's death,
"This blessed houre,

calling it

till now implord in vaine,/Which hath

my wished libertie re s t o r 'd,/And made my subject selfe my
owne againe"

(551-53) .

The lovers find their true

expressions of themselves in their relationship,

regardless
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of the question of class.

Pheroras describes his immenent

arranged marriage with the infant princess as "Neere bloods
without respect:

high birth a toy.

blood and kindreds scorne"

Since Love can teach

(567-68).

In addition to undercutting the classicist arguments
presented earlier,

the scene between Graphina and Pheroras

subverts admonitions for women's silence.
that Graphina is quiet,

Pheroras says,

When he sees

"Why speaks thou not

faire creature? move thy tongue,/For Silence is a signe of
discontent"

(586-87) .

Pheroras's comment is particularly

interesting because it rereads the modesty topos that
Josephus used to censure Mariam.
Graphina to speak,

When Pheroras urges

it is a complex moment in the play,

ripe with multiple meanings.

one

As the only character whose

name is not in either Josephus or Lodge's translation,
Graphina may play on the Greek graphesis which means
writing

(Ferguson 47).

The conjunction of a name which

means writing with a female character who is moved from
silence to speech indicates a valorization of the female
subject in both the spoken and written word.

This is

particularly interesting occurring in a dramatic work since
the words of the play could be both read silently and
spoken aloud.

Rather than submit to silence,

Graphina

speaks clearly about her feelings for Pheroras and
indicates her desire to marry him now that Herod cannot
hinder them.

The character most frequently compared to Graphina is
Salome,

a complex and interesting figure who locates much

of the gender anxiety in the play.
Salome as Graphina's

Elaine Beilin sees

"polar opposite"

(57), but neither

character can truly be relegated to an extreme.

Likewise,

Beilin's reading of the play as a psychomachia in which the
two female characters represent ideal female virtues and
vices is reductive of the play's complexities and
ambiguities.

Mariam does not truly conform to the

definition of a morality play,

as Catherine Belsey defines

it in The Subject of T r a g e d y , in which "there are no human
characters at all unless we count the generalized
protagonist,
virtuous"

[and] vices are consistently vicious,

(Belsey 162-63).

virtues

While Beilin sees Salome as a

vice character,

Nancy Cotton sees her in a completely

positive light,

describing Salome as an ideal of

"rebellious intellectual life"

(35).

completely positive or negative,

Instead of being

Salome's character adds to

the complexity of the debate about female self-realization
and expression without necessarily ever resolving the
contradictions within her own character.
Ironically,

Salome follows the chorus's precept that

women should conform their inner selves to outer
expectations,

but she manipulates without anxiety that

stricture which makes other women feel oppressed.

When she

decides to leave her second husband Constabarus for her new
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lover,

she claims she is already outwardly "marked" by

dishonor and may as well suit her inner being to her outer
appearance.

She rationalizes in a passage that echoes

biblical allusions to Cain:
points?

"Why stand I now/On honourable

Tis long agoe/Since shame was written on my

tainted brow:/And certaine tis,
(291-294).

Just as in Genesis Cain was outwardly marked to

indicate his sin of murder,
is

that shame is honours foe"

Salome imagines that her shame

"written" on her brow to signify her indirect murder of

her first husband Josephus.37
If this were the only aspect of Salome portrayed by
the play,

one could possibly construe her as a morality

vice character whose actions convince Mariam that she must
follow inner convictions rather than outward appearances.
However,

her portrayal is further complicated by her

compelling speech about the double standard allowing men to
divorce their w i v e s :
Why should such priviledge to man be given?
Or given to them, why bard from women then?
Are men then we in greater grace with Heaven?
Or cannot women hate as well as men?
lie be the custome-breaker: and beginne
To shew my Sexe the way to freedomes d o o r e ...
(315-320)
Her speech questions the biased nature of the legal system
that grants certain privileges to men,

while barring them

37At the end of the play, this image is transferred to
Herod who, as he bemoans Mariam's death, describes himself
as "worse than hee/That staind the virgin earth with
brothers blood" (2191-92).
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from women.

She also undermines theological assumptions of

male moral superiority by deconstructing arguments for
divorce into base feelings such as hate.

By problematizing

the authority of both the legal and theological systems,
Salome also calls into question the validity of basing
one's actions on those social paradigms,

as she has by

rationalizing her behavior as a "marked" woman.

Is the

only way to freedom for women the appropriation of male
systems of oppression?
This question is answered in the play when the chorus-the prevailing discourse of their society,
a u t h o r i t y - - is also shown to be invalid.

the voice of

The chorus is

called into question when its comments contain ambiguity
that makes them applicable to more than one character.

The

authority of the chorus is also subverted when it makes
untrue evaluations of characters or actions.

At the end of

Act I, the chorus attributes Mariam's growing dislike of
Herod to a desire for "varietie," or other lovers.
that

It says

"Mariam wisht she from her Lord were free,/For

expectation of varietie"

(532-33), yet Mariam has already

clearly stated in her opening soliloquy that her heart is
"too chast a Scholler"

to love anyone but Herod

(29).

The

chorus also conflates her desire for a change with social
status in

an implied critique of women's place:
To wish varietie is signe of griefe,
For if you like your state as now it is,
Why should an alteration bring reliefe?
Nay change would then be fear'd as losse of blis.

That man is onely happy in his Fate,
That is delighted in a setled state.

(526-31)

The reinforcement of one's proper "state" is reminiscent of
the three

"estates" of the Middle Ages and the Renaissance

Great Chain of Being.
echoed by
Act

The assumption of the chorus is

Herod when he first sees Mariam's discontent

IV.He tries to

in

please her by promising more riches:

...if thou thinke Judaeas narrow bound,
Too strict a limit for thy great command:
Thou shalt be Empresse of Arabia crownd,
For thou shalt rule, and I will winne the Land,
lie robbe the holy Davids Sepulcher
To give thee wealth, if thou for wealth do care:
Thou shalt have all, they did with him inter,
And I for thee will make the Temple bare.
(1364-71)
Herod's offer to rob the graves and temples is particularly
repugnant and shows that,

like the chorus,

misunderstands Mariam's character.

he

She tells him,

"I

neither have of power nor riches want,/I have enough,
doe I wish for more"

(1372-73).

nor

Mariam's rejection of

Herod's offer calls into question the validity of his and
the chorus's judgment of a woman's true

"being."

From questioning the equation of women's
dissatisfaction with infidelity and avarice,

the play moves

to deconstructing specifically literary female images-particularly those of the Petrarchan tradition.
Mariam learns that Herod is alive,
she feels dismay,

in Act III,

When
scene iii,

but Sohemus warns her to cloak her

thoughts and to greet Herod as though she felt happiness at
his return.

Mariam rejects his advice and uses Petrarchan
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imagery to describe the powerless position of exercising
feminine wiles:
I know I
And lead
I scorne
Or other

While Mariam could

could inchaine him with a smile:
him captive with a gentle word,
my looke should ever man beguile
speech, then meaning to afford.
(1166-69)
exert power

with asmile, -she would really

over Herod by meeting him
be powerless, for her speech

and actions would not express her true "meaning."

By

falling back into the expected feminine attitude-receptivity--she would lose the power of the voice she has
begun to discover.

The Petrarchan mode is really a double

bind for women who participate in its discourse,
creates

for it

"a frustration at the subjection to a language

which emphasizes the woman's role as empty,

passive,

helpless," yet which also insists that the woman "write
within linguistic and social structures that do not permit
her to transcend that role" and which actually exclude the
woman "from the production of authentic speech"

(Waller

249) .
The unempowered position of the Petrarchan beloved is
emphasized in the opening to the confrontation scene
between Herod and Mariam.

Herod's anticipation of her is

fraught with imagery from the sonnet sequence.
that her sight "can make months, minutes,

He says

daies of weekes,"

her beauty surpasses all the worldly beauties he has seen,
and her presence

"makes the day more bright"

(IV,i,1268,
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1275).

In speaking to Pheroras while he waits,

and says,

"I will requite/Thee gentle Mariam.

Herod slips
Salome I

meane/The thought of Mariam doth so steale my spirit,/My
mouth from speech of her I cannot w e a n e ” (1343-46).
mistakenly calls Salome Mariam,

Herod

exchanging the two women

who are supposed to be so different.
wives and whores in Jacobean drama,

In her discussion of
Coppelia Kahn comments

on this kind of slippage:
Playwrights frequently fix and unfix, separate
and confound the polar oppositions of wife and
whore, virgin and whore.
Because the theater
wantonly, deliberately confuses categories held
elsewhere to be clear and firm, it offers fertile
ground for exploring the discursive instability
of sexual difference in Renaissance culture.
(251)
By confusing the two characters,

Mariam calls into question

the prescribed roles of both women.

Can the role of vice

character or whore completely contain Salome,

and can the

role of dutiful wife or Petrarchan mistress completely
describe Mariam?
Once Herod meets with Mariam,

he realizes that she is

no longer willing to be inscribed within the roles society
dictates for her.

She accuses him of hypocrisy for

claiming he loved her but destroying her family.

When he

urges her to smile and forget the wrongs he has committed,
she says,

"I cannot frame disguise,

nor never taught/My

face a looke dissenting from my thought"
1408).

(IV,iii,1407-

She has integrated her actions with her thoughts.

Herod reacts in anger,

convinced that she has now been
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false to him with S o h e m u s .

He resorts to the same

stereotypes which were used earlier to describe Salome,
that of the false beauty hiding corruption.

He calls

Mariam a "painted Divill," a "white Inchantres," whose
"beautious body hides a loathsome soule"

(IV,iv,1439,

1442} .3a

and with

Herod condemns Mariam to death,

Salome's encouragement,

orders her immediate execution.39

In the last scenes of the play,

Herod laments her loss

and catalogues her positive qualities,
along with her beauty,

1440,

including her wit

signalling that he finally

recognizes that her inner morality was truly reflected in
her behavior.

Critics vary widely in their interpretation

of the play's ending.

Margaret Ferguson concludes that

Mariam is ultimately "conservative in its statement about
women's social being"
on the other- hand,

("Running" 58).

Sandra K. Fischer,

reads the ending as a Christian allegory

in which Mariam becomes

"a combined symbol of scapegoat and

sacrificial lamb whose death will cleanse the kingdom of
tyrannical misjudgment as it also releases the heroine from
her insoluble dilemma"

(235).

She adds that Mariam's

"individual sacrifice has a profound social effect:

it

38This language is resonant of imagery in Webster's
White D e v i l .
39Salome spurs Herod to action by preying on the deepseeded gender expectations he holds.
When he vacilates,
swayed by Mariam's beauty, she tells him that Mariam lays
her beauty "out for nets,/To catch the hearts that doe not
shunne a baite" and "Mariams very tresses hide deceit"
(IV,vii,1689-90, 1692).
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prepares the way for the death of tyranny"
play so full of ambiguity,

slippage,

(236) .40

A

and complexity,

not fit neatly into either of those categories.

does

Rather,

it

creates a space for exploration of issues of women's speech
through complex female characters.

By transforming

Josephus and focusing on issues of seeming and being,
Mariam succeeds in subverting many elements of the Herod
and Mariam story.

"Mariam is subversive,

not because it

advocates woman's social and intellectual autonomy,

but

because it realizes the difficulties in implementing such
autonomy,

however autonomy is defined"

(Gutierrez 242) .

Censorship of Carv later in life
Even after the publication of M a r i a m . Elizabeth Cary's
life and works reflect the competing forces of suppression
and subversion.

Two of her other literary works,

the

translation of Cardinal Perron and the narrative Edward II
experienced the oppression of censorship and emerged as
subversive works.
The translation of Cardinal Perron's answer to King
James'

criticism of his works was published in 1630.

Because the material was considered theologically and

40Elaine Beilin concurs with the Christian allegory
interpretation: "The idealization of Mariam changes her
from a disobedient wife and subject to a prophet of
Christianity.
With Mariam's death, the play becomes a
triumph of the spirit over the flesh, of patience over
passion" (61).

politically sensitive,

the translation was published in the

Netherlands and secretly brought into England.
Abbott,

the Archbishop of Canterbury,

Doctor

ordered the book

seized and burned upon its entrance into England.
the controversial nature of the text,

Despite

Cary dedicated it to

Queen Henrietta Maria and titled it "Reply of the most
illustrious Cardinal of Perron to the answer of the most
excellent King of Great Britain,
Elisabeth Viscountess Falkland."

translated into English by
Cary justifies her

dedication to the Queen because Henrietta Maria is "a
daughter of F r a n c e , " "the Queen of E n g l a n d , " the wife of
King James's son,

and "a Catholick,

and a zealous one."

Cary also adds another quality of the Queen which she hopes
will make her likely to support the work:
honour of my sex,

let me say it, you are a woman,

far above other women,
woman's worke,

"And for the
though

therefore fittest to protect a

if a plaine translation,

wherein there is

nothing aimed at, but rightlie to expresse the author's
intention,

may be called a work"

in her life,

(sig. A ) .

By this stage

Cary was obviously more comfortable about

seeking publication and taking a firm authorial stance.

In

the preface to the translation,

I

thinke it well done,
printing it

..."

she states,

"I confesse,

and so had I confest sufficientlie in

(220).
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Edward II was published in 1680,
after Cary's death,

over forty years

in octavo and folio editions.41

Because it was found among Henry Cary's papers,
attributed to him by both printers in 1680,

it was

despite the

fact that the author's preface to the reader is signed with
the initials

"E.F." and that other works of hers were found

among the Falkland family papers.42

Although Cary again

provided only initials rather than her full name on the
title page,

her preface expresses more confidence about her

abilities as a writer.
please the Truth,
the worst,

In it Cary says,

"I strive to

not Time; nor fear I Censure,

since at

'twas one Month mis-spended; which cannot

promise ought in right Perfection"

(A2v). In Edward II Cary

presents a fairly sympathetic portrait of Queen Isabella
and refers to her as one who knew "what it was but to be
quoted in the margent of such a story"

(155).

Cary's image

of the margin is particularly insightful in terms of her
understanding of women's place in literature and history.
Barbara Lewalski has rightly pointed out that

"the

41Edward II was published in two versions: The History
of The Life. Reign, and Death of Edward II. King of
England, and Lord of Ireland. With The Rise and Fall of his
great Favourites. Gaveston and the S p e n c e r s . Written by
E.F. in the year 1627. And Printed Verbatim from the
Original (London: J.C. for Charles Harper et al, 1680), STC
313, and The History of the most unfortunate Prince King
Edward II.
With Choice Political Observations on Him and
his unhappy Favourites. Gaveston and S p e n c e r .
(London:
A .G . and J.P., 1680), STC 314.
42See Tina Krontiris and Betty Travitsky for more
detailed arguments about Cary's authorship of Edward I I .
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misattribution of Edward II seems a clear case of gender
expectations suppressing convincing evidence for Elizabeth
Cary's authorship"

("Resisting" 203).

A third work which expresses the dialectic between
suppression and subversion is one written not by Cary
herself,

but by her daughter:

the L i f e .

Margaret Ferguson

notes that "the absence of any mention of Mariam at all in
the Life of Cary and her daughter's obvious unwillingness
to be known herself as a named author testify to the force
of cultural strictures against women's publishing"
In addition to the daughter's self-censorship,

(46) .

the editor

Richard Simpson describes how "the MS. was afterwards
reviewed by Patrick Cary, one of Lady Falkland's younger
children,

who erased several passages which he considered

too feminine,
own"

(vi).

and added a few notes and sentences of his

Patrick's erasure of sections of Cary's life is

particularly interesting in terms of gender expectations in
the seventeenth century,

and certainly calls for more

analysis than space permits here.

Sections which he

considered "too feminine" were frequently ones which
revealed the difficulties of his mother's life,
religious convictions,

her

or peculiarities of her character.

Altogether he erased over a dozen sections,

some of which

deal with Elizabeth Cary's inner turmoil during her
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marriage to Henry.43

Early in the L i f e , for example,

Patrick erased the following passage after a sentence
describing how Henry had urged Elizabeth to ride horseback
with him although she had neither

the courage

"nor the

skill to sit upon a horse":
And he left to desire it, after her having had a
fall from her horse (leaping a hedge and ditch,
being with child of her fourth child, when she
was taken up for dead, though both she and her
child did w e l l ) , she being continually after, as
long as she lived with him, either with child or
giving suck.
(14-15)
Patrick Cary's erasure of this passage and Richard
Simpson's re-insertion of it provide interesting commentary
on the tension between suppression and subversion.
also erased passages which attest
mother's intellectual life,

to the intensity of his

such as a partial

read by her including "Seneca,
natural knowledge,

as Pliny,

French, Mountaine,

and English,

Patrick

list of works

Plutarch's Morals,

and of late ones,
Bacon"

(113).

and

such as
Other

omitted passages include those that describe how Cary would
become so caught up in the earnestness of her thoughts,
that she would be unable
necessities,

"to distinguish her own

not discerning whether she were cold or

h u n g r y ,--calling for beer when she burnt herself at the
f i r e ,--knowing she wanted something,

and that somewhat

troubled her, but not knowing w h a t . ..."

(41).

Patrick

43Among those sections which he erased are those on
pages 1, 3, 4, 14, 38, 40-41, 50, 105, 106, 112, 113, and
122 .
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Cary's need to censor what the public learned about his
mother is an atttempt to make her "seem" like a woman more
in line with seventeenth-century gender expectations.
Despite the fact that Elizabeth Cary internalized the
modesty topos in some aspects of her life,

her work

demonstrates the growing confidence of a woman writer
struggling with issues of censorship.

Her early play

Mariam examines the difficulties inherent in a system which
denies women the opportunity to follow their conscience and
express their views freely.

Cary subverts her own

society's culturally-constructed censorship of women and
uses it to develop her literary work and to help establish
her own sense of self.
Renaissance,

For many female authors in the

the effort to write is a "struggle from

silence--a struggle that often ends in absence"
252).
play,

(Waller

Just as Mariam is absent from the final act of the
Elizabeth Cary has been absent for many years from

the literary canon.

The recent renewal of interest in her

work accompanies a new branch of Renaissance studies,
which explores the

one

"self-fashioning" of men and women and

which validates the female author's voice in her search to
replace old steotypes with elements of true

"being."

IV.
"TURNED SHADOW": OFFICIAL CENSORSHIP
AND A P H R A BEHN'S THE ROVER

Follow a shaddow, it still flies you;
Seeme to flye it, it will pursue:
So court a mistris, shee denyes you;
Let her alone, shee will court you.
Say, are not women truely, then,
Stil'd but the shaddowes of us men?
At morne, and even, shades are longest;
At noone, they are or short, or none:
So men at weakest, they are strongest,
But grant us perfect, they're not k n o w n e .
Say, are not women truely, then,
Stil'd but the shaddowes of us men?1
(Jonson 93)

The opening of the Restoration stage to women
playwrights gave them the opportunity to move out of the
shadows of their male counterparts in the theatre world.
A f t e r years of self-censorship,

such as that practiced by

Elizabeth Cary and Lady Mary Wroth,

women began to develop

their own discourse for the stage.

For the first time,

women writers could have the experience of hearing actors
and actresses read their words aloud,

giving both an

immediacy and legitimacy to their work.

At the same time

that women playwrights experienced these freedoms,

they

were aware that their works and their lives came under
rigorous scrutiny by those who still strongly believed in

1Song VII from The Forrest: "That Women Are But Mens
Shaddowes."
William Drummond mentions this context for
Jonson's poem: "Pembrok and his Lady discoursing, the Earl
said, The Woemen were mens shaddowes, and she maintained
them.
Both appealing to Johnson, he affirmed it true; for
w h i c h my Lady gave a pennance to prove it in verse, hence
his epigrame" (32).
136
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the theological and sociological paradigms that had barred
Renaissance women from writing for publication.
theatrical successes during their lifetimes,

Despite

Restoration

women playwrights were harshly criticized as licentious,
immoral,

and unoriginal.

This criticism became more

widespread around the turn of the century and grew with the
changing sensibilities of the eighteenth century.

Popular

sentiment was given official force when the Licensing Act
of 1737 created an atmosphere in which theatrical companies
were hesitant to produce anything the government or
audience might find offensive.

The effects of the

shifting sensibilities and the return of strong
governmental censorship are clearly evident in the
University of London promptbook for Covent Garden's 1740
revival of Aphra Behn's The R o v e r .

The promptbook

demonstrates the extent to which changing tastes and
official pressure to reinforce those tastes could transform
a play that was considered acceptable
popular)

in the 1670s.

(and was extremely

The cuts and emendations the

prompter makes for the 1740 production render the play a
mere shadow of its former self.

Behn's Life and Works
Behn's life and relation to her writing serve to
illuminate reasons for the later censorship of her work.
Born around 1640,

Behn grew up in an England yearning for
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peace and believing that stability and prosperity would
return with the restoration of Charles II.
records of Behn's early life are rare,
conflicting,

Although

and sometimes

we know that she was an adventurous and

intelligent young woman.

In her twenties she travelled

with her family to the British colony of Surinam and lived
there from the fall of 1663 to the spring of 1664.

Her

biographer Angeline Goreau believes that Behn's prose
fiction Oroonoko is a semi-autobiographical account of her
experiences there

(43).

Behn's descriptions of the colony

in Oroonoko indicate that she experienced an unusual amount
of freedom during her stay and came to sympathize with the
plight of the natives whom the colonists treated harshly.
Behn's father died on the trip to Surinam,
she returned to England in 1664,

she appears to have been

without any inheritance or means of s u p p o r t .
time,

and when

Around that

she apparently married a Mr. Behn who then died

(possibly of the plague)
any resources,

soon thereafter.

Left without

Behn entered the royalist intelligence

service in July of 1666.

Behn recognized the unusual role

she was attempting and in a letter years later said her
employment was
(Goreau,

"Unusual with my Sex, or to my Years"

Reconstructing 90).

Behn was brought into the

spy network by Thomas Killigrew,
King's Bedchamber.

then the Groom of the

From Antwerp,

Behn sent messages of

her progress through the fall of 1666.

Unfortunately,

her
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efforts

did not meet with the approval of

and by November

her letters indicate that

the government,
the government's

refusal to send her funding has reduced her to a state of
extreme penury.

She writes:

being so long with out any money: I was forcd to
be at very great charge where I had credit so
that
when I ow'd 100 and 20 pownds I had a bill
of 50: which only served to pay as ffar as it
would go . . . all my trunks, and all that little
I brought with me is ingagd ffor: which being so
little a pawne for so great a debt I am dayly,
and howerly, abusd and threatened by them . . . I
am in extreame want and necessity . . . .
(Public Record Office, no. 143)
In 1667 in order to return to England,

Behn had to

borrow one hundred fifty pounds from a Mr. Butler.
petitioned the

Behn

King to pay her for her services overseas so

that she

could repay the loan, but her efforts met with no

success.

In 1668 Behn wrote to Killigrew begging for money

so that she would not be sent to debtor's prison.

Again,

her letters were to no avail,

for she was imprisoned in

either Ludgate or the Fleet.

By mid-1669 she appears to

have been freed.
Behn's experiences taught her a bitter lesson about
the importance of pleasing those upon whom she was
financially dependent.

This experience carried over into

her writing for the theatre,
Ironically,

which she began in 1670.

her entrance to the theatre world was probably

arranged by Thomas Killigrew,
theatre patentees.
her work afterwards,

one of the two original

Her first play,

however,

and most of

was produced by the Duke's Company,
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owned by Thomas Betterton after William Davenant's death.
At a time when theatres were recycling old plays,

Behn's

ability to create fresh and original work must have been
welcomed.

Behn's first play The Forced Marriage;

Jealous Bridegroom was performed on Tuesday,
1670 at Lincoln's Inn Fields.

or,

the

September 20,

In the prologue to the play,

Behn indicates that she is one of the "fair s e x " : "To day
one of their Party ventures out,/Not with design to
conquer,

but to s c o u t ./Discourage but this first attempt,

and then/They'll hardly dare to sally out again"
F o r e 'd 285).
tentative.

(Behn,

Behn's language is unconfrontational and
Her metaphors of exploration recall her

experiences as a spy and indicate her awareness that again
she is charting new territory.

Her first play was a

success,

for John Downes,

Theater,

noted that it was a "good play" and ran for six

nights

(Downes 72) .2

Duke's company,

the prompter for the Duke's

Behn continued to write for the

with a hiatus between 1673 and 1676.

Her

early success is reflected in Robert Hume's judgement that
her work "stands almost as a paradigm for the pattern of
development" of drama in the 1670s
1676 until her death in 1688,

(Development 284).

she had sixteen plays

produced at either Dorset Garden or Drury Lane,
her most successful play,

From

including

The R o v e r , which was revived many

2The playwright Thomas Otway had his first (rather
unsuccessful) acting role as a minor character in this
production.
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times and performed at court b y special request

(Cotton 16-

18) .
Despite her early successes,
as playwright for granted.

Behn never took her role

The prologues and epilogues to

her plays express her knowledge that her gender places her
in aprecarious
Fancy she
cry,/Ah,

position.

In her epilogue to Sir Patient

says, "I here and there o'erheard a Coxcomb
Rot it,

'tis a Woman's Comedy"

(115).

The

deprecating tone of the male theatre-goer is a reminder
that she must prove her right to compete with her male
contemporaries.

She continues to express this same theme

up through the end of her career as a playwright,
her preface to The Lucky Chance
defending herself.

(1686),

and in

she is still

She summarizes her critics'

arguments:

When they can no other way prevail with the Town
they charge it with the old never failing
Scandal--That 'tis not fit for the Ladys . . . .
Celebrated Plays have entertained 'em with
things, . . . that are never taken notice of,
because a Man writ them, and they may hear that
from them they blush at from a Woman . . . .
If
I must not, because of my sex, have this freedom
. . . I lay down my quill and you shall hear no
more of me . . . for I am not content to write
for a third day only.
I value fame as much as if
I had been born a hero . . . . (185-187)
The double standard for male and female playwrights is made
explicit in Behn's comments here.

Behn places herself in

the traditional male role of a "hero" seeking fame for her
works.
A lthough no records remain of Behn's work being
subjected to official censorship for libertine expresssions

during her lifetime,

there are records that show she was

punished for some political comments made in her epilogue
to the anonymous play Romulus and H e r s i l i a .

The epilogue,

w hich appeared in 1682,

"And of all

treasons,

contained the lines,

mine was most a c c u r s t ;/Rebelling 'gainst a king

and father first./A sin, which heav'n nor man can e'er
forgi v e , " which were interpreted to refer to the Duke of
Monmouth,

Charles's illegitimate son, whose recent uprising

against his father had caused political unrest.
after the performance,

August 12, a warrant was issued for

the arrest of Behn and Lady Slingsby
the l i n e s ) .

Two days

(the actress who spoke

The warrant declared that the women had made

"abusive reflections upon persons of quality,

and have

written and spoken scandalous speeches without any license
or approbation of those that ought to peruse and authorise
the same"

(Hume and Milhous,

"Register" 229).

The

authority who should have licensed the epilogue along with
the play is clearly the Master of Revels.
record of punishment for Behn,
for the rest of her career,

There is no

other than the arrest,

and

she appears more careful in her

criticism of people attached to the royal family.
One of the most frequent charges made against Behn was
that of plagiarism.

Although her male contemporaries

borrowed plots and transformed them into original dramatic
works,

Behn was criticised for adapting others'

including the plot of Thomas Killigrew's semi-

plots,
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autobiographical Thomaso for The R o v e r .

In a postscript to

the first quarto of The R o v e r . Aphra Behn reacted to the
criticism that her words were taken straight from
Killigrew:
I leave the reader to judge and compare 'em with
T h o m a s o . to whom I recommend the great
entertainment of reading it.
Though had this
succeeded ill, I should have had no need of
imploring that justice from the critics, who are
naturally so kind to any that pretend to usurp
their dominion, especially of our sex: they would
doubtless have given me the whole honor on't.
Therefore I will only say in English what the
famous Vergil does in Latin: I make verses, and
others have the fame.
(Behn, 1967 13 0)
Even while writing The R o v e r , Behn seemed to realize that
her fame would be transitory,

that women's works and words

would always be measured against men's and found wanting.
Her fears were justified,
the late 1680s,

for as her health deteriorated in

her reputation began to suffer.

in 1689 in sickness and poverty,

She died

and was buried ironically

not in Westminster Abbey's Poet's Corner,
the honored spot in one of the cloisters.

but just outside
The words

engraved on her plain gravestone foreshadowed what would
happen to her reputation after her death:

"Here lies proof

that Wit can never be/Defence enough against M o r t a l i t y . "
Emphasis on Behn's moral reputation began to occlude
her literary reputation by the end of the seventeenth and
beginning of the eighteenth centuries.

Although Charles

Gildon published a positive biographical sketch of Behn in
1696 titled "An Account of the Life of the Incomparable
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Mrs. Behn," many other male critics were not as
enthusiastic.

In 1703 Thomas Brown portrays Behn as a lewd

and vicious woman who received the assistance and applause
of other poets in return for her sexual favors.

In 1711

Richard Steele writes in The Spectator that Behn sent her
hero off stage "above once every act" in pursuit of sexual
pleasure.

In the 1737 First Epistle of the Second Book of

H o r a c e . Alexander Pope referred to Behn as one who "fairly
puts all Characters to b ed!"3

Changes in Censorship
The growing negative response to Behn coincided with
the unstable political events that brought about the
resurgence of governmental interest in theatrical
censorship and culminated in the Licensing Act of 1737.
discussed in detail in chapter two,

As

during Behn's lifetime,

the Master of Revels continued to be the official licenser
of plays,

but both Thomas Killigrew and his son Charles

were extremely tolerant in their licensing.

The actual

power exercised by the office dwindled under Charles
Killigrew and Charles Henry Lee until the Licensing Act of
1737 required all managers to submit their plays to the
Lord Chamberlain for approval.

This placed a large burden

on the theatrical companies to censor their own plays so

3These references appear in O'Donnell's annotated
bibliography of Behn which provides a fascinating study of
how a writer's reputation can be made and then destroyed.
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that they would meet with official standards.

The

licensing office continued to exercise strict control for
the decade after the Licensing Act was enacted,
mid-eighteenth century,

but by the

the theatre managers were so

adeptly altering plays for revival,

that the role of the

licensing office became obsolete.4
On 12 May 1740,
very brief time.

Covent Garden revived The Rover for a

Although The Rover was extremely

successful in the seventeenth century,
performances from 1677-1800,

with 162

there is a clear drop in the

popularity of the play in the first half of the eighteenth
century

(Schneider 61).

In order to make the play more

palatable to the audience and the licensing office,

the

company needed to make changes in the original t e x t .

These

changes were the responsibility of the company prompter.

The Company Prompter:

Richard Cross

Before managers like Garrick became involved in the
actual censorship process,

the company's prompter was

responsible for alteration of plays.

The prompter played

a much more active role in theatre censorship than the

4 The issues involved in male managers altering the
texts of plays by female playwrights will be discussed more
fully in chapter six.
Charles Shattuck describes how
Garrick, in his 1744 revival of Vanbrugh's The Provok'd
Wife, cuts an entire dialogue between Lady Brute and
Bellinda.
Shattuck calls the conversation "one of the most
delightful dialogues in all of seventeenth-century come d y - and a sign, surely, of the central place of the ladies in
the author's scheme of things" (175).
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prompter of today,
deletions,

recording his stage directions,

and emendations in a promptbook

(a printed

version of the play, which contained his handwritten
comments and e x c i s i o n s ) .

He was responsible for the

movement of the actors and actresses on stage,
of props and stage machinery,
copies,

the timing

the preparation of prompt

and supervision of the copying of parts.

Actors

and actresses had little power over what was performed,
in some cases were actually fined for
(Milhous

28).

and

refusing a part

A poem by John O'Keefe emphasizes the

prompter's role in cutting material that the audience might
find offensive:
Rehearsal's call'd, and, from the first to last,
The prompter on the stage at table sits:
He vers'd in works of great and little wits,
What safe and dangerous can with art contrast.
(my emphasis; Langhans x v i i i ) .
The prompter's role in ensuring a "safe" production was
basically one of adhering to acceptable standards of "moral
judgment,

taste,

sensibilities,

even politics"

(Hughes

122) .

The 174 0 promptbook of The Rover is an important
example of how the prompter's marks reflect the company's
response to constraints of time, money,
the licensing office.

and pressure from

The revival of The Rover at Covent

Garden occurred during John Stede's long tenure as prompter
there from 1687-1768.

Although Stede was the prompter,

Edward Langhans has identified the marks in The Rover as
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those of Richard Cross,

underprompter for Stede during the

1739-40 and 1740-41 seasons at Covent Garden

(Langhans 9).

Cross was associated with the theatre as early as 1729,

and

spent most of his time up through 173 9 as an actor at Drury
Lane

(Highfill 66-67).

Interestingly enough,

he played the

role of Don Antonio in The Rover during the 1734-35 season
at Drury Lane.

Cross's familiarity with the play could

explain why Stede allowed him to create the promptbook for
the 1740 performance.5

After the 1740-41 season,

Cross

became the head prompter at Drury Lane from 1741-60.
Cross was prompter for a substantial number of
eighteenth-century revivals of Restoration plays.
there are no existing promptbooks,

Although

besides The R o v e r , for

his brief term as underprompter to John Stede,

there are

seventeen promptbooks that bear his marks as prompter for
Drury Lane

(Langhans 223-24).

In order to understand the

significance of the changes Cross made to prepare Aphra
Behn's play for production,

it is important to examine the

changes he made in similar plays by male playwrights.
While Cross's marks show coinciding concerns in the
production of male and female playwrights'
show some interesting differences.

works,

they also

The promptbook which is

most similar to The R o v e r , in terms of content and time

5Langhans theorizes that Cross may have prepared a new
promptbook for Stede by copying Stede's notes from an
earlier Drury Lane production.
Without any proof of this,
we can only apply the changes made by Cross to the 174 0
production.

period,

is Edward R a v e n scroft's London C u c k o l d s . originally-

published in 1682 and revived by Drury Lane in 1748.6
Ravenscroft

(1644-1704)

was a contemporary of Behn.

The

London Cuckolds and The Rover were originally staged within
four years of each other at the Duke's Theatre,
their playwrights'

most successful works,

became

were revived

during the more repressive years following the Licensing
Act,

and were marked by Richard Cross for the revival

productions.

Both playwrights were strong Tory supporters

and used the prologues and epilogues to their plays to
express their political beliefs.

Both plays are comedies

of intrigue in which the action centers around three
couples attempting to overcome obstacles to their romantic
encounters.

Most importantly,

these plays are interesting

to compare because during her lifetime,

Aphra Behn compared

The London Cuckolds to her own work and used the comparison
to show the double standards applied to male and female
playwrights.

Behn's comments illuminate some of the

central issues in censorship of women's drama and emphasize
her awareness that her work is treated differently from
that of her male contemporaries.

sFolger Shakespeare Library promptbook L 31.
Cited in
Hughes, Leo, and Arthur H. Scouten.
"The Penzance
Promptbook of The P i l g r i m ." Modern Philology 73 (1975) :
33-53 .

Behn's Comparison to her Male Contemporaries
Behn compares R a v e n s c r o f t 's work to her play The Lucky
Chance in a preface she added at the play's publication in
1687.

Behn's comments are apparently in response to "the

w itty Sparks and Poets of the T o w n , " whose criticisms
"Malice and ill Nature have thrown upon" her work.
wits and male playwrights censure her play,
claiming it is "not fit for the Ladys"
185) .7

These

ironically

(Behn, Lucky Chance

Behn points out the hypocrisy in their claims to

protect women by attacking her,

and she begins a carefully-

constructed argument with a general challenge:
I make a Challenge to any Person of common Sense
and Reason--that is not wilfully bent on ill
Nature . . . to read any of my Comedys and
compare 'em with others of this Age, and if they
find one Word that can offend the chastest Ear, I
will submit to all their peevish Cavills . . . .
(185)
Although Behn's claims of chaste comedy may stretch
credibility a bit,

her point that The Lucky Chance is no

racier than plays by her male contemporaries is certainly
true.

While male playwrights justify sexually titillating

scenes in their own works,

in Behn's works,

they must be Criminal because a Woman's;
without having the Christian Charity,
be guilty or not,
(185).

with reading,

"Right or Wrong

condemning them

to examine whether it

comparing,

or thinking"

Behn's call for rational comparison requires that

7A11 other references in this section will be to
Behn's preface to The Lucky Chance in The Works of Aphra
Behn edited by Montague Summers.
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the audience put aside gender stereotypes and judge her
work by its merits rather than by the sex of its author.
Behn builds on her argument about the double standard
by making specific comparisons to male-authored works.

In

answer to charges of partial undress in one of her plays,
she mentions productions of Oedipus in which a man is shown
in his "drawers and Waist coat" without being considered
indecent

(186) .

When other critics claim she should not

include cuckolding in her plays,

she asks,

"Is that any

more than you see in the most Celebrated of your Plays?"
(186).

Behn mentions several popular plays by male

contemporaries in which cuckolding is a major plot device:
The City P o liticks. The Man of M o d e . V a l e n t i a n . The Moor of
V e n i c e . and The Maid's T r a g e d y .
"nothing unnatural nor obscene:
Characters.

Behn adds that she sees
'tis proper for the

So in that lucky Play of the London C u c k o l d s .

not to recite Particulars"

(186) .

Behn uses her claims of

verisimilitude to justify her own work rather than to
condemn R a v e n s c r o f t 's play.
time,

She says that if she had more

she would "sum up all your Beloved Plays,

and all the

Things in them that are past with such Silence by; because
written by Men:
allow'd"

(186).8

such Masculine Strokes in me, must not be
Behn continues that had the plays she

has written come forth under a man's name,

and never known

8Behn notes here that she has no more than "a Day or
two's time" to write this preface, for the play is "all
printed off and the Press waiting." (186)
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to have been hers, people would have said "that Person had
made as many good Comedies,

as any one Man that has writ in

our Age; but a Devil on't the Woman damns the Poet"

(186).

In order to bolster her argument further against the
claims of immorality in her work,

Behn mentions

specifically the official appprobation she received for the
play.

First,

the manager Davenant,

the Commands he had from Court,
Indecency should be in Plays,
it over,

to take great Care that no

sent for it and nicely look't

putting out anything he but imagin'd the Criticks

would play with"
play,

who "out of Respect to

(185) .

After Davenant's perusal of the

Roger L'Estrange "read and licens'd it, and found no

such Faults as 'tis charg'd with"
Thomas Killigrew,

whom she calls

(185).

In addition,

"more severe than any,

from the strict Order he had," and the "Master Players,"
who would be involved in the play's production,
apparently approved the play.
female readers,

all

In a special appeal to her

Behn adds that the first copy of her play

was read by "several Ladys of very great Quality,
unquestioned Fame,
Opinion,

and received their most favourable

not one charging it with the Crime,

been pleas'd to find in the Acting"
Behn contends,
say,

and

(187).

that some have
Other ladies,

saw it more than once and were

"pleas'd to

they found an Entertainment in it very far from

scandalous;

and for the Generality of the Town"

(187) .

Behn's appeal to women is particularly interesting,

for it
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indicates that she refuses to believe the falsely
chivalrous claims of her detractors.
Behn's inclusion of The London Cuckolds in her list of
"celebrated" plays by male authors of her day raises
questions about Behn's claims.
racy as Behn's work,

Is The London Cuckolds as

and if so, why might it merit a warmer

reception from the audience?

If there was a double

standard at work in the Restoration reception of the play,
might there still be a double standard at work in Cross's
censorship half a century later?
female playwrights,

Is it true that for

"the woman damns the poet"?

The London C u c k o l d s : Background
Although Ravenscroft and Behn were contemporaries,
they entered the theatre world under different
circumstances.

Ravenscroft was originally a member of the

Inner Temple and later of the Middle Temple.

He gave up

the practice of law after his first comedy was successfully
produced in 1672.
earn a living,

Unlike Behn, who was forced to write to

Ravenscroft wrote primarily for pleasure.

The London Cuckolds was first produced in 1681 and
published in 1682,

and then became traditionally performed

on Lord Mayor's Day through the first half of the
eighteenth century.

Garrick eventually discontinued the

Lord Mayor's Day performance of the play at Drury Lane in
1751,

and in 1754 it was replaced at Covent Garden when
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George II ordered the Provoked Husband instead

(DNB 760).

Like The R o v e r . The London Cuckolds was produced over one
hundred times between its debut and the end of the
eighteenth century.

Included in these productions is a

Covent Garden revival of The London Cuckolds on October 29,
1740,

only five months after the May 12 revival of The

Rover

(Schneider 61,

699) .

Since Cross served as

underprompter at Covent Garden through 1741,
assisted with

(or possibly even produced)

he would have

a promptbook for

the 1740 production of The London C u c k o l d s .

Although there

are no current records that such a promptbook exists,
Cross's promptbook for the 1748 revival should serve as a
similar tool in determining the material censored for a
mid-eighteenth century production.
Behn's description of The London Cuckolds as a work
that uses cuckolding as a major plot device is certainly
accurate,

as evidenced by the title.

The play's action is

generated by two wives, Arabella and Eugenia,
to rendezvous with the young wits Townly,
Loveday.

Their husbands,

who attempt

Ramble,

Doodle and Dashwell,

and

feel they

are safe from being cuckolded because they encourage their
wives to be witty
husband,

Wiseacre,

(Arabella)

and pious

(Eugenia).

has cultivated his new wife,

girlhood to be incredibly naive,

A third

Peggy,

from

and feels he is also safe

from cuckolding because his wife is so sheltered.

Although Arabella and Eugenia initiate the cuckolding
by sending notes to the young wits,

the women soon lose

control of the situation when their husbands return home
unexpectedly.

Ramble undergoes humiliating circumstances

when he attempts three times to sleep with the wives.

He

finally achieves his wish with the young Peggy who has been
left alone by Wiseacre on their wedding night.
of mistaken identity and slapstick farce,

In scenes

the young male

characters cuckold the husbands and through trickery,
the wives'

reputations.

acts independently,

Until the end,

save

each of the wives

unaware of what the others are doing.

All three are trapped in loveless marriages and seek sexual
relations with the young men as a form of relief.
husbands'

The

faith in their methods of controlling their wives

is proven unwarranted,

and the young Tory wits are

triumphant over the older Whig h u s b a n d s .
Ra v e n s c r o f t 's play is typical of Restoration comedy in
its depiction of young rakes outwitting older foolish
characters.

While the rakes are dissolute in their pursuit

of drink and women,
light.

they are not portrayed in a negative

Their advances are usually desired by the wives,

and their quick wits save their liaisons from dissolving
into disaster when the husbands appear.
while characterized as dimwitted,
their wives,

The husbands,

unsuitable mates for

are never perceived as serious threats by any

of the other characters.

The worst consequence of anyone's
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actions is loss of reputation.
situations are amusing,
surprising.9
married,

While many of the

none are particularly original or

In the end,

the husbands and wives remain

and the young gallants hope for the opportunity to

cuckold them again.

The London Cuckolds:

The 1748 Promptbook

The 1748 promptbook for R avenscroft's play contains
over fifty substantial cuts
word).

(deletions of more than one

Most of the cuts can be classified into four

general areas:

1) those made to facilitate stage business,

2) those made to eliminate possibly offensive political
comments,

3) those made to delete blasphemous comments,

and

4) those that cause the play to conform to mid-eighteenth
century moral standards.

Approximately one-fourth of the

cuts fall into the first category,
second,

only three fall into the

almost another fourth fall into the third,

and the

remaining half of the deletions fall under the latter
category.
Although the last category is most important for this
study,

for purposes of comparison to the Behn promptbook,

it is important to briefly examine the other three types of
cuts first.

To facilitate stage business,

Richard Cross

9Montague Summers' Restoration Comedies traces
R a v e n s c r o f t 's sources for most of the play to French and
Italian contemporaries, such as Sieur D'Ouville and
Giovanni Torriano.
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cut several instances of comic dialogue or exposition that
are unnecessary for the performance of the play.
example,

For

he crosses out the entire Act IV, scene i, which

is conversation between Townly and Ramble about their
exploits.

Much of Act IV, scene ii is also cut,

particularly the lines in which Loveday and Eugenia recount
the way Eugenia was misled into thinking Loveday was dead.
Cross also omits much of the comical conversation between
Doodle and the three watchmen in Act III,

scene i.

These

cuts lessen the time it would take to perform the play.
The three cuts that appear to be designed to avoid
political offense have to do primarily with negative
references to the Whigs.

In Act I, scene i, when Townly

asks Ramble who Eugenia's husband is, his response is cut:
"A blockheaded City attorney;
cormudging

a trudging,

[sic], petitioning citizen,

drudging,

that with a little

law and much knavery has got a great estate."10
response

("A petitioner!

reason")

is also cut.

Townly's

Cuckold the rogue for that very

The reference to petitioning is a

slight against the "petitioners"

for Shaftesbury's

Exclusion Bill who later formed the Whig party

(Jeffares

454) .
The third category of cuts,
blasphemous statements,

those made to eliminate

consists of two different types of

10References to The London Cuckolds will be by act and
scene only since the promptbook does not include line
numbers.

irreverent speech.

One type has to do with the use of

religious vocabulary within a sexual context.
instance,

For

Richard Cross cuts a nineteen-line discussion

between Townly and Ramble about the first time Ramble saw
Eugenia in church,
sudden storm.

when he was driven there to escape a

Ramble admits he never went to church,

his only prayers were
ejaculations"

"the love litany,

(I,i).

and

and some amorous

The prompter also crossed through

Ramble's comment that he dared "not pray against temptation
lest heaven should have taken me at my word,
spoiled my intrigue"

and have

(I,i), and his declaration to Arabella

later that he has "faith,
believe you dissemble,

hope and charity;

faith to

hope that you love me,

and charity

enough to supply your wants in your husband's absence"
(III,i).

The other kind of blasphemous statement that is

deleted has to do with conjuring of the devil.

The

intrigue between Eugenia and Ramble ends when Loveday
pretends to conjure up a devil from the closet

(where

Ramble is h i d d e n ) , so that Ramble can escape from the house
without Eugenia's husband realizing why he was there.

Much

of the dialogue about conjuring and devils is crossed
through in the promptbook,

including Eugenia's comment that

conjuring "is a naughty wicked thing," and that she will
not be able to sleep "for thinking there is one in the
house that knows the Black Art"

(II,ii).

The largest category of Cross's changes to
Ravenscroft's play is that of cuts made to conform to the
more stringent morality of the eighteenth-century audience.
Approximately two-thirds of these cuts are in male
characters'

dialogue,

which is full of references to their

sexual desires and potency.

Because The London Cuckolds is

primarily a play about men and their efforts to outdo each
other in their exchange of women,

their control of the

action in the play is reflected in their language about
sexual trafficking.

In the opening scene,

Wiseacre and

Doodle debate the best way to manage a wife,

and Cross

marks through much of their ironic discussion about women's
freedom and education.

Cross also deletes many of Ramble's

lines in his love-making scenes with the various women,
such as his conjuration to Eugenia,
rapture,
done"

all fire,

(II, ii)

kiss,

"now let us be all

hug and embrace,

and never have

and his declaration to Arabella,

be there but I'll be there; kiss you,
tumble your bed,

tumble into your bed,

hug you,

"no sooner
tumble you,

down with you,

and

as often as I down with you be sure to give you the rising
blow"

(III,i).

Ironically,' for all his ardor,

Ramble never

gets to make good on either of these promises.
Cross also cuts racy lines from the female characters'
speech,

which almost always appears in a dialogue between a

male and female character in a love-making scene.
Cross eliminates Loveday's comments to Eugenia:

When

"Now I will
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plunge in bliss and be all rapture,
am all on fire,

all ecstasy,

my soul is in a blaze,

already I

and while we talk I

burn in vain," he also deletes Eugenia's response,

"And

vain is talk when opportunity requires performance"

(V,iv).

There are only two scenes outside of love-making scenes in
which female characters discuss sexual relations,
makes deletions in both.
woman,
Townly,

Engine,

and Cross

When Arabella and her serving

discuss the differences between Doodle and

Cross marks through most of their dialogue,

including Engine's metaphorical description of Townly:
"That's not to be feared in such a tall stout ship,
rigged and manned,

so

methinks I have him in ken already,

bearing up briskly to you,

spreading all sails for haste,

to clap you on board--Methinks I see him lie cross your
hawser already"

(I,i).

The second cut Cross makes comes at

a moment when Engine cynically discusses her role as a gobetween for her mistress:
This employment was formerly styled bawding and
pimping--but our age is more civilized--and our
language much refined--it is now a modish piece
of service only, and said, being complaisant, or
doing a friend a kind office.
W h o r e - - (0 filthy
broad word!) is now prettily called m i s t r e s s ; -pimp, friend;--cuckold-maker, gallant: thus the
terms being civilized the thing becomes more
practicable,--what clowns they were in former
ages.
(I I I ,i)
The irony of this speech is the closest The London Cuckolds
comes to social commentary,

and it is interesting that

Cross chose to cut it for the performance.
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The overall effect of Cross's cuts is to tone down the
bawdy language,
devil,

to eliminate many of the references to the

and to streamline the play so that it can be

performed within a reasonable amount of time.
R a v e n s c r o f t 's original characterizations are not altered by
Cross's cuts,

for the young men remain amiable and amorous,

the old men still appear foolish,
sprightly and witty.

and the women are still

Because The London Cuckolds does not

develop its characters further than traditional dramatic
types,

Cross's censorship does not alter the overall effect

of the original play.

What was a Restoration sexual farce

became a slighty bowdlerized comedy of intrigue for the
eighteenth-century audience.

The Rover: Background
In several significant ways The Rover differs from
R a v e n s c r o f t 's play,

and it is these differences that are

particularly important in relation to the censorship of the
two plays.

While Ra v e n s c r o f t 's play is set in London,

Rover's locale is Naples during Carnival,

which provides an

atmosphere of exoticism and sexual tension.
storyline centers around two sisters,
and their cousin, Valeria,

The

The play's

Hellena and Florinda,

who attempt to leave the

confines of their father's house in Naples to experience
Carnival.

The play is unusual in its opening scene,

focuses on these women and their frank expressions of

for it
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sexual desire.
comedy,

Unlike most Renaissance and Restoration

in which women who express sexual desire are

stereotyped as low comic figures or immoral women,
play portrays the sisters as intelligent,

Behn's

realistic

characters who long for the freedoms their brother
experiences.

In the first scene the women discuss the

various forms of confinement which their family as
prescribed for them--one to a forced marriage and another
to a nunnery--and their desire to escape from those
roles.11

The young women initiate the action of the play

by escaping disguised from their father's house and roaming
the streets in search of excitement and love.
The young women become paired with three visiting
Cavaliers,

Frederick,

Belvile,

and the title character--the

rake Willmore-- who are in Naples for recreation.

The

character of Willmore is another aspect of Behn's play
which distinguishes it from the plays by her male
contemporaries.

While Behn's source,

idealizes the main character,

Killigrew's T h o m a s o .

Behn creates much more

ambiguity and tension around his actions.
Willmore is witty and charming,
violent.

In Act III,

Although

he is also dissolute and

scene v, Willmore attempts to rape

Florinda while she waits in her garden to elope with

“ Robert Hume points out that Behn makes the theme of
forced marriage prominent in more than ten of her plays,
"remaining from first to last a vehement champion of the
right to free choice" (Rakish 184).
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Belvile.

He shows no compunction about his actions and is

only repentant when he realizes he has offended his friend.
When Willmore and Hellena are matched at the end of the
play,

the expected reformation of the rake is not as clear

as it is in other plays.

Willmore simply tells Hellena's

brother,

"since I loved her before I either knew her birth

or name,

I must pursue my resolution and marry her"

(V,i,5 1 7 - 1 9 ) .12

Willmore is clearly a more complex

character than R a v e n s c r o f t 's Townly.
fondness for alcohol,
muddled

While both express a

Townly's drinking simply makes him

(and apparently more attractive to w o m e n ) , while

Willmore's drinking makes him a disruptive element in the
play and a threatening figure for the female characters.
A third and most significant difference in Behn's play
is the character of the Spanish courtesan Angellica Bianca.
Angellica is a strong,

compelling character who vies with

Hellena for Willmore's affections.

She is unique in that

she truly loves Willmore and expresses that love in terms
of her honor.

When she freely gives herself to Willmore,

she asks him to "pay" the "price" she asks,
"thy love for mine"

(I I ,i i ,148 ,154) .

which is simply

His betrayal of her

for Hellena shatters her hope of ever having a normal love
relationship and leads to some of the most moving lines in
the play.

Her fate is a loose end in the play and

12References to The Rover on this page and the next
include the line numbers from the Link edition of the play.
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undercuts the standard comic ending of multiple marriages
in which each character truly finds his or her match.
These three elements in The Rover make it a unique and
fascinating play, but they also undermine its success in
the eighteenth-century theatre world.
eighteenth century,

By the m i d 

rakes were expected to reform and young

women were rewritten to be more modest and chaste.

With

the 1737 Licensing Act requiring that all plays be
submitted for approval,

theatre managers were anxious to

reform earlier plays to meet with the standards of the
government and the audience.

Like Behn in her own time,

Richard Cross was faced with the challenge of pleasing his
audience.

His promptbook of Behn's play clearly indicates

the elements which he felt should be censored in order to
make the performance successful and to guarantee that the
p lay would receive official licensing.

The Rover:

The 1740 Promptbook

Of primary interest in the material Cross chose to cut
is the effect of its omission on Behn's original
characterization,

focus,

and tone.

The 1740 promptbook

contains approximately 80 substantial cuts, which fall
equally along gender lines,

approximately 4 0 to male

characters and 40 to female characters.

The deletions fall

under the four general categories of cuts made in the
Ravenscroft promptbook:

1) stage business,

2) offensive
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political comments,

3) blasphemous comments,

and 4)

immoral

comments.
Although the last three categories are the most
important for this study,

a brief review of Cross's marks

in the first category helps reveal some of the changing
circumstances of mid-eighteenth-century theatrical
production.

Cross marks all act endings with "Act," and

indicates characters'
doors.

Characters'

entrances with their names and stage

movements and actions are noted,

as "hang up Picture."

In several places,

such

the reference to

Willmore's costume as "buffe and red" is emended to "red,"
possibly indicating that the company was unable to obtain a
buff costume for the role.

Cross also occasionally omits

characters who only have one line,
lines to another character.

sometimes giving.their

In Acts II,

III, and V, Cross

eliminates crowds of people in masquerade.

In some cases

Covent Garden may have needed to streamline the cast for
economic reasons or for lack of cast m e m b e r s .

The

elimination of the final dance in Act V could have been an
effort to reduce the performance time.

These changes do

not seem to be related to Cross's role as a censor and as a
result do not merit analysis here.
The next three categories of cuts are more closely
related to the effects of the Licensing Act and the
changing audience.

The omission of comments which might be

considered politically offensive is directly related to the

company's desire to have the play receive official
licensing.

In the original version of the play,

Behn has

the cavaliers discussing their exile as they arrive in
Naples.
Blunt,

In Act I, scene ii, the Cavaliers'
tells them,

companion,

"you have been kept so poor with

Parliaments and protectors that the little stock you have
is not worth preserving."13
the words

Cross draws a line through

"Parliaments and protectors"

in that sentence,

eliminating the agent for the royalists'

penurious state.

W ith the Licensing Act resulting from the anti-Walpole
satire The Golden R u m p , theatre managers were anxious to
avoid possible offense to Walpole and to the current
parliament.

Another example of censorship for political

reasons occurs in Act V, scene i of the promptbook when Don
Pedro realizes that his sisters have secretly married the
Cavaliers.

Belvile defends their actions,

sir, m y friends are gentlemen,
their misfortunes,

"Yet,

and ought to be esteemed for

since they have the glory to suffer with

the best of men and kings."
ought

saying,

Cross marked through "and

. . . k i n g s , " which identifies the Cavaliers with

Charles II and praises royalists as "the best of men and
kings."

With tensions running high between supporters of

the Hanovers and supporters of the Stuart pretender,

this

“ From this point on, specific citations from the
promptbook will only contain the act and scene reference
because the 1677 edition of The Rover did not have numbered
lines.
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remark may have been considered seditious by the licensing
office or likely to have an inflammatory effect on the
audience.
The third category of cuts relates to blasphemous or
inappropriate religious statements,

which were commonly

censored by the mid-eighteenth century.

Most of these

comments in Behn's play take the form of swearing by the
Cavaliers.

Cross changes the word "damn'd" to "lost," and

he cuts the exclamation "By Heav'n" and the expression "For
God's sake" each time they appear.
frequently deleted,

Willmore's swearing is

particularly when he uses religious

references in sexual contexts.

In Act III,

scene v, when

Willmore drunkenly stumbles onto Florinda waiting for
Belvile in the garden,
us here?"

his exclamation,

is changed to "What's here?"

"What has God sent
His assumption that

God might have sent him a woman for sex was evidently too
scandalous for mid eighteenth-century tastes.

Cross also

omits Willmore's comments as he tries to seduce Florinda in
the same s c e n e :
for look you Child, there will be no sin in't,
because 'twas neither design'd nor premeditated.
'Tis pure Accident on both sides- - t h a t 's a
certain thing now--indeed shou'd I make Love to
you, and you vow fidelity--and swear and lye till
you believ'd and yielded--that were to make it
willful Fornication--the crying Sin of the
Nation--thou art therefore (as thou are a good
Christian) oblig'd in Conscience to deny me
nothing.
Now--come be kind without any more idle
prating.
(III,v)
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Willmore's twisted logic to justify his near-rape of
Florinda neatly satirizes the ideas of predestination and
free will and, while witty,

too closely aligns the

obligations of the spirit and the flesh.
Cross also deletes religious references from speeches
by the female characters,

but the elimination of their

comments has a more serious impact on the focus of the
play.

Rather than cleaning up blasphemous language or

extricating religious sentiment from sexual scenes,

Cross's

changes weaken the connection Behn makes in her original
play between physical and spiritual confinement.

In Act I,

scene i, when Florinda emphasizes the importance of
choosing her own mate,
choice,

she says,

as opposed to accepting her father's

"I shall let him see I understand better

what's due to my beauty, birth,
soul,

than to obey

through the phrase

and fortune,

those unjust commands."

Cross marks

"and more to my soul," eliminating her

emphasis on love as a spiritual union,
or economic one.

and more to my

not just a physical

Another substantial cut in Act I has the

same effect when Cross deletes Hellena's comments about her
father's attempts to force Florinda into marriage.
original play she says,

"Marry Don Vincentio!

a Wedlock would be

worse than Adultery with

had rather see her

[Florinda]

wast her Youth there in Vowes,
and Cripples,

In the

hang me such

another Man.

in the Hostel de Dieu,

I

to

and be a hand-Maid to Lazers

than to lose it in such a Marriage"

(I,i) .
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Hellena's comment equates the Hostel de Dieu,

a hospital

operated by a religious order, with an unwanted marriage.
A little later in the same scene,

Cross also eliminates

Hellena's comments about her own fate as a nun:
yes I am like to make a fine Nun!
humour for a Grate:
to shortly,

no,

"--a Nun!

I have an excellent

I'le have a Saint of my own to pray

if I like any that dares venture on me"

(I,i) .

Hellena's ironic tone and her desire for a more earthly
saint verge on being blasphemous.

Her emphasis on her own

choice--"if I like a ny"--asserts her desire for freedom and
an opportunity to express her sexuality.
The last category of Cross's deletions is the largest
and comprises those which help the play conform to mid
eighteenth-century moral standards.

Although these cuts

were presumably made to render the characters more
palatable,

they also frequently simplify the characters,

reducing some of them to stock figures.

While a general

erasure of sexual expression is evident in the promptbook,
including some of the comments of the Cavaliers,
obvious effect is on the female characters.
original version created assertive,

the most

Behn's

complex women,

but the

promptbook version often renders them as flat, more
conventional characters.

Cross's deletions particularly

blunt the ambiguity of the character Angellica Bianca,
which made her so intriguing in the original play.

The

final effect of Cross's changes in this category is a
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homogenization of characters along gender lines.
characters'
darker,

The male

more lascivious comments are removed and their

more violent aspects are smoothed over.

become more likeable and more heroic.
other hand,

become less assertive,

The women,

on the

and particularly in

Angellica Bianca's case, become less likeable,
realistic,

They

less

and less empathetic.

The bowdlerization of the male characters is in line
with the mid eighteenth-century expectation that the rake
will reform in the end.

Ironically,

the changes Cross

makes in order to render Willmore and his companions more
acceptable heroes to the eighteenth-century audience
recreates them more in line with their original source in
Killigrew's T h o m a s o .

In Killigrew's version,

Thomaso dallies with other women,
young heiress.
characters'

although

he really only loves the

Also in Killigrew's version the male

behavior never threatens the women;

instead,

the cavaliers are threatened by the angry prostitutes who
plot to kill them.

Behn alters Killigrew to show the

threat of rape on stage.

Many of Blunt's speeches are cut

including his entire scene in Act III,

scene iv, where he

crawls out of the sewer after being tricked by Phillipo and
the prostitute Lucetta.

Behn's original speech showed his

humiliation and anger at being duped and leads up to the
rage he feels in the scene when he plans to rape Florinda.
Cross eliminates both the material that reveals Blunt's
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motivation and the speech he delivers that clearly defines
rape as an act of violence rather than an act of desire.
In the original version,
protestations saying,
thee all over; kiss,

Blunt answers Florinda's

"Cruel, yes,

I will kiss and beat

and see thee all over;

thou shalt lye

with me too, not that I care for the injoyment,

but to let

thee see I have tame deliberated Malice to thee,
be reveng'd on one Whore for the sins of another"

and will
(IV,iii).

Cross expurgates Blunt's brutal treatment of Florinda in
much of this scene.
In addition,

Cross cleans up several of Frederick and

Belvile's more licentious speeches,

particularly their

references to previous sexual encounters.

In Act V, scene

i, Belville makes reference to Frederi-ck's boasting of his
intrigues:

"Boast! Why,

dare swear,

thou dost nothing but boast.

An d I

wert thou as innocent from the sin of the grape

as thou art from the apple,

thou m i g h t 'st yet claim that

right in Eden which our first parents lost by too much
loving."

Cross marks through Belville's entire speech.

Cross also cuts quite a few of Willmore's rakish
speeches,
character.

making him a more sympathetic and less cynical
In the rape scene in the garden with Florinda,

Willmore attempts to place the blame for his actions on
Florinda rather than himself.

Cross cuts this section from

Willmore's response to Florinda calling him a wicked man:
" W i c k e d !--Egad Child a Judge were he young and vigorous,
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and saw those Eyes of thine, wou'd know 'twas they gave the
first blow--the first provocation--come prithee let's lose
no time,

I say--this is a fine convenient place"

(III,iii).

Willmore's resort to Petrarchan convention to justify his
assault on Florinda is contrary to Cross's purpose in
making him appear more heroic.

Later,

in Act IV, scene ii,

Cross deletes another of Willmore's speeches which had
functioned in Behn's version to make Willmore a more
ambiguous character.
in this scene,

When Willmore sees Angellica Bianca

she has realized that he does not love her.

When she tells him she knows his arguments against her:
fortune and honor,
it in your Sex,
that Foppery,
Woman kind,
one"

he replies,

"Honour,

I tell you,

I hate

and those that fancy themselves possest of

are the most impertinently troublesome of all

and will transgress Nine Commandments to keep

(IV,ii).

By eliminating that speech,

Cross

establishes Willmore's character as a more standard
eighteenth-century hero.
While Cross revises the male characters into more
heroic figures,

he revises the female characters into more

chaste and passive types.

In Act I, scene i, Cross makes

many deletions in those speeches in which the sisters
assert their sexuality.
Vigor desirable"

Hellena's comment that she has

for love is censored,

"a

as well as her

hilarious description of the ancient suitor Don Vincentio
whom she tells Florinda "expects you in his foul sheets"
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with "a Belch or two,
scene iii,

loud as a Musket."

Later,

in Act IV,

Cross deletes an extended conversation between

Florinda and Valeria which emphasizes the sisters'

desire

for freedom from the strictures of their father's house.
When the young women express the uncertainty of their
future away from the control of their father and brother,
Cross marks through Valeria's declaration:
fear! Wh y I am but half an one,
any attempt,

and yet I have Courage for

wou'd Hellena were here,

her as deep in this Mischief as we,
else I doubt"

(IV,iii).

"A Lover and

I wou'd fain have had

she'le fare but ill

Cross also marks through the

passage in which they describe Hellena's ruse in pretending
to visit the Augustine nuns to gain access outside the
house.

Valeria describes how she locked Callis in a chest

to escape,

and Florinda tells her:

to follow my Fortunes,

"'Tis well you resolve

for thou darest never appear at home

again after such an action"

(IV,iii).

The danger

Restoration women faced in venturing out on their own and
the consequences they would encounter from their families
are dramatically outlined in Behn's version but eliminated
in Cross's revision.
While Cross bowdlerizes the sisters into more
conventional heroines,

he makes his most significant

changes in the character of the courtesan Angellica Bianca.
These deletions are of central importance to the play for
the character of Bianca is Behn's creation,

not a holdover

from Killigrew's T h o m a s o .

Many critics agree that Bianca

serves as a mouthpiece for Behn and as a voice for all
Restoration women who understand that reputation is
essential for financial success.14

Cross makes one of

his most significant changes in Bianca's Act IV,
soliloquy.

This scene is pivotal in terms of the love

triangle between Willmore,
scene begins,

Hellena,

and Angellica.

As the

Angellica has just seen Willmore courting

Hellena and realizes that she may lose him.
to her,

scene ii

she turns her back to him.

turned shadow?

Fly when I pursue,

He then sings to her:

"Stay,

When he comes

He responds,

"How now,

and follow when I fly?"

gentle shadow of my dove, And

tell me ere I go, Whether the substance may not prove A
fleeting thing like you"
women as shadows,

(IV,ii).

In using the metaphor of

Willmore is echoing the idea that women

are without substance,

that they are inextricably tied to

men in a way which makes them weak as long as men are
strong.

This idea is played out in this scene when

Willmore rejects Angellica and asserts himself with
Hellena,

finally rushing away from Angellica in all too

obvious relief.

After Willmore exits,

Cross marked the

promptbook "Exeunt" so that in the 1740 production,
Angellica would also leave the stage without delivering her
culminating soliloquy.

The soliloquy,

in iambic pentameter

14See, for instance, Todd's discussion of Behn and
Bianca and the significance of Bianca's sign (Sign 1).
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(except lines two and five which have only three f e e t ) , is
made more powerful by the resemblance of its first fourteen
lines to a love sonnet:
He's gone, and in this Ague of my Soul
The Shivering fit r e t u r n s ;
Oh with what willing haste, he took his leave,
As if the long'd-for Minute, were arriv'd
Of some blest assignation.
In vain I have consulted all my Charms,
In vain this Beauty priz'd, in vain believ'd,
My Eyes cou'd kindle any lasting fires;
I had forgot my Name, my Infamie,
And the reproach that Honour lays on those
That dare pretend a sober passion here.
Nice reputation, tho' it leave behind
More Vertues than inhabit where that dwells;
Yet that once gone, those Vertues shine no more.
--Then since I am not fit to be belov'd,
I am resolv'd to think on a revenge
On him that sooth'd me thus to my undoing.
(IV,ii)
In Behn's

version,

this is a powerful moment on stage,

Bianca stands alone and
In this speech,

as

expresses her innermost feelings.

the audience hears the voice of a woman

whose disappointment with love and whose understanding of
the importance of reputation reflect the status of both the
Restoration actress and woman playwright.

Lines one

through eight of the soliloquy express these themes through
the imagery of physical illness,
In line nine,

and disillusionment.

the reality of her current situation

overwhelms her past fantasies,
honor,

loss,

as she realizes that without

she will never experience reciprocated love.

indentation in the speech marks a turn,

or a volta,

The
which

moves the speaker from her present situation to a more
universal meditation on reputation and virtue.

Behn points
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to the fact that although those with a "nice" or fastidious
reputation may not be as virtuous as they claim,
reputation is gone,

once their

the virtues they truly have will not

show.
The last three lines break with the previous fourteen
through a physical mark,
tone and subject.15

the dash,

Ironically,

and through a change in

in a sense,

Behn censored

herself in the next three lines half a century before
Richard Cross censored her promptbook.
text,

In her original

Behn demonstrates that for women like Bianca

ironically,

(and

like h e r s e l f ) , there is no clear resolution to

the conflict between a woman's desire for fame and
society's gendered expectations.

Since Bianca is "not fit

to be belov'd," she will be revenged.

Rather than casting

a new role for Bianca or imagining new possibilities for
her character,

Behn looks back to the Jacobean character

type of the vengeful whore in such plays as Marston's The
Dutch C o u r t e s a n .16

Marston's Francishina is a laughable

character whose Dutch accent is the butt of jokes.
as though in this speech,
new kind of character,
society,

It is

Behn initially tries to create a

a woman who is marginalized by

but who manages to capture our sympathy and

15Although the punctuation mark was usually added by
the printer, here it clearly reflects Behn's shift in
thought and serves as a marker for the reader.
16In Marston's play, when the courtesan Francishina
discovers that the young gallant Freeville cannot
reciprocate her love, she plots to have him killed.
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understanding.
her a t t e m p t .

Then in the last three lines, Behn abandons
Whether out of fear that the audience is not

ready to accept that character,

or whether she foresaw that

later audiences would be even less amenable to assertive
women,

we will never know.

By eliminating Bianca's speech,

Cross fulfills Behn's fears about her character and
reinforces her own attempts at self-censorship.
This final speech serves as a metaphor for what
happened to many of the early women writers like Behn.
Because their discourse of open sexuality and female desire
was not acceptable to later audiences,

and because their

literary reputations became eclipsed by their personal
reputations,

their voices were gradually erased.

Although

the speech by Angellica is of primary importance for
understanding her character,

it was cut by the eighteenth-

century prompter as either unnecessary or offensive in some
way.

As the response to censorship in the eighteenth

century progressed,

female characters like Angellica Bianca

disappeared from the stage,

and female playwrights like

Aphra Behn were moved from a position of "substance," to
"turn shadow" and eventually disappear from the literary
canon for the next two hundred and fifty years.

V.
THROWN "OUT OF THEIR K I N D " :
THE FEMALE WITS AND CENSORSHIP 1688-1708

What a Pox have the Women to do with the Muses?
I grant you the Poets call the Nine Muses by the
Names of Women, but why so? Not because the Sex
had any thing to do with poetry, but because in
that Sex they're much fitter for prostitution.
(A Comparison Between the Two Stages 20)
To represent them [women] without this Quality
[modesty] is to make Monsters of them, and throw
them out of their Kind.
(Collier, Short View 9)

After Aphra Behn's death in 1689,

few female

playwrights had their works performed until three new
writers emerged in the 1695-96 season.
as Catharine Trotter,
became known,

"The Female Wits,"

Delarivier Manley,

and Mary Pix

were the dominant female figures in British

theatre from 1696 through the beginning of the eighteenth
century.

Trotter,

Manley,

and Pix entered the theatrical

scene at a time of increasing censure of immorality,
both the government and the a u d i e n c e .

by

Beginning around

1688, with the ascension of William and Mary,

and

continuing through the early years of Anne's reign,

the

increasing censorship of moral elements in drama also
brought about an increasing attention to gender.

The

profusion of attacks against the stage during this period,
including those of Jeremy Collier,

cite women's involvement

with the stage as unnatural and immoral,

frequently

conflating women's activity with prostitution.
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One of the
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clearest expressions of the anxiety about women writers was
the Drury Lane production of The Female Wits in October of
1696,

which lampooned the three women playwrights and

extended its satire to include all women's literary
efforts.

Of the three women targeted by the play, Mar y Pix

is the only one who managed to continue a successful career
as a playwright through the early part of the eighteenth
century.

The reason for her success can be found in the

extent to which she recognized the gender stereotypes that
were used to suppress women's writing and the skillful way
in which she manipulated them to make her work more
acceptable while still presenting plays that advocate
women's freedom from different kinds of oppression.
skill was already evident in her second play,
Wives,

Her

The Spanish

which was originally performed at the beginning of

the reform movement,

and was revived near the end of the

movement for a 1707/08 production at Smock Alley in Dublin.
The Spanish Wives demonstrates how the conflation of women
writers

(and other women involved with the theatre)

with

prostitutes was central to the censorship of moral elements
in drama from 1688 to 1708.

Reform and the Theatre
One of the clearest contributing factors to the
increasing interest in censorship of moral elements in
drama is the shift in the relationship of the monarch to
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the stage that occurred from the end of the Stuart monarchy
through the first years of Anne's reign.
Restoration,

During the

"two personal friends of the king presided

over the theatres,

a number of the best and most

influential plays were written by persons who had direct
access to the k i n g , " and the king "took an interest in the
new plays produced,

frequently making suggestions to

dramatists that shaped their plays"

(Loftis et al 3) -1

Charles's introduction of women as actresses on the London
stage and his relationships with some of those women,
including Nell Gwynn,

as his mistresses set a precedent for

later parallels between women of the theater and
prostitutes.
notes that

Colley Cibber,

commenting on this connection,

"these Immoralities of the Stage,

avow'd Indulgence,

been creeping into it, ever since King

Charles his Time: Nothing that was loose,
low for it"

had, by an

could then be too

(Cibber 1 4 7 ) .2

1Harold Love argues for a broader range of dramatic
patrons in the audience of the Restoration, including
members of the "town," "city," and "court" (31).
While his
evidence is compelling to some degree, it does not
contradict the fact that the Restoration stage was shaped
and greatly influenced by the court of Charles II.
2A s noted in chapter three, the official responsible
for censorship of drama under Charles, the Master of Revels
Thomas Killigrew (and after 1673, his son Charles), was
notably lax in his censorship of moral elements.
While
dramatic censorship during Charles' reign was
"intermittently severe on political and religious
sub j e c t s , " it was "not until the theatres lost the
protection of Charles, and of James," that censorship was
"directed in a sustained way at moralistic offenses"
(Loftis et al 28).

After the death of Charles and the deposition of his
son James by William and Mary,

concerted attempts to reform

the stage begin to appear and increase through the first
decade or two of the eighteenth century.3

William

encouraged efforts to stem the "overflowing of vice" which
seemed to permeate the nation and which he felt were a
danger to the safety of his throne and the security of his
people's

"religion,

happiness,

and peace"

(His Majesties

Letter to the Lord Bishop of L o n d o n . London,

168 9, p. 4).

The first reform efforts were part of what Dudley Bahlman
has called "the moral revolution of 1 688."4
reformers began as small,

The initial

church-related groups that worked

within their communities to drive bawdy houses and other
sites of immoral behavior out of business.

The targeting

of prostitution by these Societies is significant,

since

their actions against the theatre most frequently took the
form of prosecution against individual actors and actresses
for blasphemy and lewd behavior under the statutes against
vagrancy instituted in the previous century.

3Calvin Winton notes an interesting phenomenon
regarding censorship of drama: "a change in attitude did
take place, toward what was represented on the stage, but
not toward the printed page itself.
The same audience that
would boo and catcall a play for 'low' dialogue would read,
discuss, and approve Tristram Shandy" ("Dramatic" 294).
4By 1699 there were at least eight different reform
groups (Societies for the Reformation of Manners) in
London, and by 1701 there were twenty (Bahlman 37).

Even more well known than the Society for the
Reformation of Manners was the pamphleteer Jeremy Collier,
whose push to reform the stage began with his Short View of
the Immorality and Profaneness of the English Stage in 1698
and developed in six more publications through the
following decade.

Jonas Barish describes Collier as "a

nonjuring parson with Jacobite sympathies," whose campaign
against the stage was lent weight because it seemed "to be
coming from the conservative,

royalist wing of the clergy

rather than from its antimonarchical lunatic fringe, which
had been discredited since the Reformation"
the reform societies,

(222) .

Like

Collier spearheaded his attack

against the looseness of the stage by focusing on women's
role in maintaining morality.

Even through women were

active participants in the production of drama,
women as passive victims of male playwrights'

he portrays

immorality.

In A Short View he claims to protect the actresses,

by

saying that "Poets make Women speak Smuttily"

The

basis for his argument is essentialism:

(8).

he asserts that

modesty is "the Character of W o m e n , " adding that to
"represent them without this Quality is to make Monsters of
them,

and throw them out of their Kind"

(9).

He reinforces

the idea of modesty as a natural trait by saying,
is the distinguishing Vertue of that Sex,

"Modesty

and serves both

for Ornament and Defence: Modesty was design'd by
Providence as a Guard to Virtue"

(10).

Collier extends the
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need to keep women modest to the women in the audience,
claiming that exposure to the ribaldry of the stage will
taint their natural inclination to virtue.

The biological

determinism inherent in his arguments insists on keeping
women in their place--far from the theatre.

While Collier

catalogues abuses in the male playwright's works,
mentions female playwrights,

he never

successfully erasing them from

the site of production altogether.

Their active,

willing

participation in the production of drama would problematize
his schema of women's place.
In his 1705 Dissuasive from the Play-House

. . .

occasioned by the late Calamity of the T e m p e s t .5 Collier
puts more emphasis on the women in the audience,

and rather

than basing his argument on the congenital nature of women,
he broadens it to include the social implications:
Can the Ladies be entertained with such Stuff as
This?
Those that dress their Diet, would make us
believe their Palates are strangely out of Order.
To treat the Reservedness of their Sex, their
Birth and their Breeding with Smut and Ribaldry,
is, to speak softly, incomprehensible Manners.
In short, it will be said, and therefore I shall
put the Case; either the Ladies are pleased with
the Indecencies of the Stage or they are n o t : If
they are, 'tis a hard Imputation on their Virtue:
It argues they have strangely forgotten the
Engagements of Baptism, the Maxims of Education;
and the Regards of their Character.
'Tis a Sign

5Collier and the Societies both read God's displeasure
with the immorality of the playhouse in disruptions in
nature.
Both the September 8, 16 92 earthquake and the
November 1703 great storm were used as examples of God's
wrath with the theatres and with the upheaval of the
natural order of the world.
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they are strongly seiz'd by the Infection, and
that the Tokens are almost ready to break o u t .
(Dissuasive 8)
He begins with metaphors of domesticity--dressing and
eating--and concludes that any woman who could stomach
indecencies is "out of Order."

His next comments support

the idea of an inherent order,

when he refers to birth and

breeding and lists the social forces of the church and
education that uphold that order.

Thus,

he not only argues

that women transgress their own nature when they
participate in the immorality of the theatre,

he also

argues that they go against their socially-prescribed
place.

The impropriety of that behavior is emphasized by

his use of disease metaphors that imply both moral and
physical/sexual infection.

The disease metaphor also

reinforces the parallel between women in the theatre and
prostitutes:

both violate the order of society.

The connections Collier and the Society for the
Reformation of Manners made between women and the theatre
did not go unnoticed.

Colley Cibber,

in his

autobiographical account of the stage during this period
praises Collier and comments on the way government
officials responded to Collier's attacks:
[Collier's] calling our Dramatick Writers to this
strict Account, had a very wholesom Effect, upon
those, who writ after this Time.
They were, now,
a great deal more upon their Guard; Indecencies
were no longer Wit; and, by degrees, the Fair Sex
came again to fill the Boxes, on the first Day of
a new Comedy, without Fear or Censure.
But the
Master of the Revels, who then, licens'd all the
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Plays, for the Stage, assisted this Reformation,
with a more zealous Severity, than ever.
He
would strike out whole Scenes of a vicious, or
immoral Character, tho' it were visibly shewn to
be reform'd, or punish'd.
(151)
Cibber's emphasis on public censure of women for attending
the theatre,

rather than women's innate distaste for what

they saw there is an interesting reflection on the power of
Collier's arguments to affect London theatre-goers as well
as the British government.6

Cibber's exemption of men

from his statement reveals the extent to which the
essentialism underlying Collier's argument was absorbed
into the public awareness.

In June of 1701,

the Societies

for the Reformation of Manners were officially thanked by
the Grand Jury of London for their "great services"
assistance of stage reformation

in the

(352) .

While the records of censorship in the Register of
English Theatrical Documents do not mention charges against
specific female playwrights,

they frequently refer to

action taken against actresses or the women in the
audience.

Actresses are named several times in lawsuits

against the companies for profanity,

blasphemy,

or "lewd"

6John Loftis notes that "in the wake of the Collier
controversy, the sensitivity of public officials to
licentiousness and irreligion in the drama was intensified,
if we may judge by surviving records of orders and
prosecutions" (29).
The Register of English Theatrical
Documents 1660-1737 shows the increasing efforts of the
public and government officials to control the stage.
From
1696 to 1706 there are at least thirty recorded instances
of efforts made by the government or the court system to
prosecute individual actors or to regulate c o m p a n i e s .
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behavior or speech.

In October of 1700,

actors at Lincoln's Inn Fields,
Bowman,

along with the

Elizabeth Barry,

Elizabeth

and Abigail Lawson were charged with using the name

of God "jestingly and profanely"
"Register" 348).

(Hume and Milhous,

Lawson is mentioned again in a suit

charging profanity in December of 1700,

and Bracegirdle and

Barry are named in another suit in November of 1701.
April of 1702,

In

Barry and Bracegirdle are named in an

actor's petition to Queen Anne maintaining that

"they

should not be prosecuted for performing plays that have
been duly censored by the Queen's officials"
Milhous,

"Register"

361).

(Hume and

As a result of this prosecution,

playwrights and theatre companies themselves became more
cautious and began a trend toward self-censorship that
would "eventually render the official censor almost
superfluous"

(Winton,

"Dramatic" 294).7

While the actresses are clearly being held accountable
for the debauchery taking place on the stage,

the women in

the audience also seem to have been charged with being a
particularly disruptive influence.

In May of 1698,

the

Grand Jury objected to "the frequenting of the Theatres by

7See John Harrington Smith and Calvin Winton
("Sentimentalism") for discussion of the various forms that
self-censorship took.
While the changes have traditionally
been described as an increase in sentimentalism, most
critics now disagree and feel that while new drama in this
period often attempted to be "exemplary," there is no clear
connection between the desire for theatre reform and the
interest in sentimentalism.

women in Masks,

claiming they are "a common Nuisance"

tend "very much to debauchery & immorality"
November 26,

1700,

(330).

the Lord Chamberlain orders

and

By

"that no

women maskt shal be permitted to come into the playhouse"
(349).

Queen Anne issued a proclamation against vice and

immorality in the theatre on January 17,
states that

1704,

in which she

"no Woman be allow'd or presume to wear a

Vizard-Mask in either of the T h e atres," and that no person
may go behind the scenes or come upon the stage before or
during performances

(377) .

The attempt to control behavior

b y controlling dress indicates the extent to which the
wearing of masks facilitated transgressive behavior.
disguise of identity allowed for freer movement

The

(as Aphra

Behn demonstrates with her female characters in The R o v e r ) ,
and it blurs the line between spectator and performer.

The

fact that women actually went up on stage or went behind
the scenes after a performance signified illicit behavior
and is conflated with prostitution.

The Female Wits and Reform
It was into this atmosphere of theatre reform that the
three female playwrights,

Mary Pix, Delarivier Manley,

and

Catharine Trotter emerged in the 1695/1696 theatre season.
The actors'

revolt in the winter of 16 94-95 and the

dissolution of the United Company,
Elizabeth Barry,

when Thomas Betterton,

and Anne Bracegirdle left to set up their
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own company at Lincolns Inn Fields,

offered the opportunity

for competition between two theatres for the first time
since 1682.8

The need for new plays and the desire for

something different to pique audience interest opened the
door for the three women at a time when pressure for
theatre reform was also insisting that women remain quietly
at h o m e .
Even before their first appearance in 1695/96,

all

three of these writers displayed qualities that put them
decidedly outside the prescribed realm of seventeenthcentury female experience.
Catharine Trotter,

is particularly notable for her

precocity in learning,
and languages.

The youngest of the three,

especially in relation to literature

Trotter was born in London in 1679 to the

family of a military officer,

but her father's early death

and the theft and mishandling of his monies after his
death,

left his widow and two daughters impoverished,

and

in a situation that would hardly facilitate extensive
schooling of the girls.

Thomas Birch,

eighteenth-century biographer,

Trotter's

notes that Trotter wrote

verses at a very early age and learned French,
logic,

and religion.9

When her first play,

Latin,

the tragedy

8The break up of the United Company and the actors'
revolt are described in Colley Cibber's Apology (pp. 102109), John Downes' Roscius Anglicanus (pp. 43-44), and
Charles Gildon's A Comparison Between the Two S t a g e s .
9Although Trotter was raised as an Anglican,
became Catholic.

she
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Agnes de C a s t r o , was performed at Drury Lane in December of
1695,

she had just turned sixteen.

the play,

Trotter indicates that

"indeed a bold

[attempt]

In her introduction to
she is aware

for a woman

of [her]

she firmly states that she will not "offer

her pla y is
years," but

[her]

little

experience as a reason to be pardon'd for not acquitting
[her]

self well"

(Morgan 24).

Trotter's intellectual gifts

and her refusal to deny those gifts with self-effacement,
established her in the season of 1695/6,
woman,

and worse yet,

as a woman

as an "immodest"

who is clearly trespassing

on the territory of men.
Like Trotter,

Delarivier Manley stands out as a

transgressive woman in her early years,

but in her case,

the transgression comes more from accusations of sexual
impropriety than intellectual precocity.
between 1672 and 1677,
military officer.

she was also the daughter of a

Most of the information about her life

comes from her autobiography,
published in 1714.10
with scandal,

The Adventures of R i v e l l a .

Manley's early years were marked

including her seduction by and bigamous

marriage to her first cousin,
only thirteen.

Born some time

John Manley,

when she was

She bore him a son in 16 92 and then

discovered that he was still married to his first wife,
whom he returned shortly thereafter.

to

Although Manley was

10As most critics agree, Manley's autobiography is a
generous mixture of fancy and fact and should be read with
that in mind.
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clearly misled by her cousin,
stigma of a loose woman.
Thomas Skipworth,
prose work,

she still maintained the

In 1696 she began an affair with

then manager of Drury Lane,

and had a

Letters Written on a Stage Coach Journey to

Exeter published and her first play,

The Lost Lover,

The Jealous H u s b a n d , performed at Drury Lane.
not a success,

or:

The play was

and in her preface Manley attributes its

failure to gender expectations:
no wa y proper for a woman,
nature are refused
than I deserved;

...

"writing for the stage is

to whom all advantages but mere

I think my treatment much severer

I am satisfied the bare name of being a

woman's play damn'd it beyond its own want to merit"

(A2).

Manley recognizes that it is "nature," or the same kind of
essentialism urged by Collier,
being "proper."

that keeps her work from

Manley wrote her next play,

The Royal

Mischief also in 16 96, but as a result of a quarrel over
the production of the play,

she took it out of rehearsal at

Drury Lane and moved it to Lincoln's Inn Fields,
had a successful production.

The only objections to the

p lay appear to have been moral,
Reader" Manley notes that
consternation,

where it

for in the preface

"To the

"the warmth of it" caused some

but defends herself by saying that audiences

do not criticise equally "warm" plays by men

(Morgan 39).

As if Trotter's intellectual achievements and Manley's
sexual reputation weren't enough to cause anxiety among
reformers,

Mary Pix came to the stage as a married woman

(or one who had been recently w i d o w e d ) .
Nettlebed in Oxfordshire,

the daughter of the Reverend

Roger Griffith and Lucy Berriman,
George Pix,
24 1684

Born in 1666 at

Mary Griffith married

a merchant tailor six years her senior,

(DNB 1275).

on July

They had one daughter who died and was

buried at Hawkhurst in 1690.

Whether Pix began writing for

the stage around the age of thirty because of financial
need or even whether her husband was still alive at that
point,

no one knows.

In either case,

it was unusual for a

woman who had gained the measure of respectability
established by marriage to go on to a career writing for
the theatre.

Pix is similar to Aphra Behn in writing from

this position.11

Pix entered the literary scene in 1696

with three w o r k s : The Inhumane C a r d i n a l . or Innocence
Betrayed

(her only n o v e l ) , Ibrahim,

of the Turks

(a tragedy performed in May at Drury L a n e ) ,

and The Spanish Wives
Drury L a n e ) .

the Thirteenth Emperour

(a comedy performed in August also at

The Spanish Wives was a great success for

Drury Lane and is hailed by critics as Pix's best play.
By August of 1696,

then,

all three of the playwrights

had experienced some success at Drury Lane.
one play produced,

Pix had two,

Trotter had

and Manley had one comedy

“ Clark notes that Pix could have attended the
premieres of Aphra Behn's The Lucky Chance in 1686, The
Emperor of the Moon in 1687, and The Widow Ranter in 1690.
The themes of forced marriage and the focus on female
characters certainly indicate chat Pix could have looked to
Behn as a m o d e l .
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produced by Drury Lane and a second performed successfully
at the rival house.

Then,

Drury Lane put on The Female

Wits in September,12 immediately after Pix's Spanish Wives
and several months after Manley's The Royal M i s c h i e f .

It

is the occasion of Manley's moving The Royal Mischief to
the rival company that seems to have sparked the production
of The Female W i t s , but its inclusion of the other two
female playwrights in its satire and its insistence on
misogynist stereotypes clearly mark it as an attack on all
women who presume to write for the stage.13

The preface

added in 1704 makes clear the three primary subjects of the
satire:
The Lady whose Play is rehears'd, personates one
Mrs. M
ly, a Gentlewoman sufficiently known
for a Correspondence with the Muses some time

12This is the most likely date for the production of
this play, and the one supported by the editors of The
London S t a g e . The difficulty in dating it exactly arises
from the fact that it was not printed until 1704, and some
critics feel it may have been performed early in 1697
instead.
The evidence from the cast list provided by the
editors of The London Stage is most compelling, though.
13The play was printed with only the initials "Mr.
W.M." on the title page, and the authorship is still
uncertain.
Lucyle Hook, who edited the first modern
edition of The Female Wits in 1967, offers three
possibilities for the authorship.
One is that the p lay was
a collaborative effort by the members of Drury Lane, and
Hook cites the looseness of its construction in support of
that argument.
Two is that George Powell, Drury Lane's
leading actor, was the author, but the play includes some
slight satire of him, which it seems unlikely he would have
written.
The third and most likely possibility is Jo
Hayns, the playwright/actor who was known for his satirical
work.
For more detailed analysis, see Hook's introduction.
Constance Clark also posits the Grub Street writer Thomas
Brown as a possibility (293) .
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since, though she has of late discontinu'd it, (I
presume for some more profitable Employ) and
those that go under the Names of Mrs. Wellfed,
and Calista, are Mrs. P x and Mrs. T_____ r, two
Gentlewomen that have made no small struggle in
the World to get into Print; and who are now in
such a State of Wedlock to Pen and Ink, that it
will be very difficult for 'em to get out of it.
(quoted in Clark 295)
The reference to Manley's

"more profitable Employ"

implication of prostitution,

which plays off of both her

early life and her connection with the theatre.
and Pix's "wedlock"

is an

Trotter

to writing implies another kind of

transgression of sexual roles, one that is unnatural,

for

the offspring of this wedlock have caused a "struggle" and
will be difficult for them to leave.

The three primary

characters are described in the dramatis personae in ways
which foreshadow the gendered stereotyping that permeates
the play:
MARSILIA, a poetess that admires her own works, and a
great lover of flattery.
Mrs. Verbruggen.
MRS. WELLFED, one that represents a fat, female
author.
A good, sociable, well-natured companion
that will not suffer martyrdom rather than take
off three bumpers in a hand.
Mrs. Powell.
CALISTA, a lady that pretends to the learned
languages, and assumes to herself the name of
critic.
Mrs. Temple.
(Morgan 3 92)14
All of the satire is a development of Collier's
essentialist argument about the nature of women,

and each

of the characters portrays different aspects of the way
that women become "monstrous" when they cease to be modest

14A11 quotes refer to Fidelis Morgan's edition of The
Female W i t s , included in her 1981 anthology of that name.
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and retiring.

The emphasis in most of the satire is on the

physicality of the women,

and the wa y that their corporeal

nature outweighs their intellectual attributes.

The three

actresses playing the female wits are indicated after their
descriptions.

Some of the actors in the Drury Lane company

p lay themselves in the production and others double as
further characters that parallel those in The Royal
M i s c h i e f .15
The narrative of The Female Wits covers one day in
which Marsilia's new play is in rehearsal.
takes place in Marsilia's closet,
for the rehearsal,

The first act

as she prepares to leave

and the second and third acts are set at

the playhouse during the actual rehearsal. Manley
Marsilia)

is the main subject for the satire,

her and the other two female wits,
to include the female sex.

(as

but through

the satire is broadened

As Laurie Finke has noted,

the

author's purpose is "not merely to attack one or two women
dramatists but to condemn all women to a kind of silence,
to suggest that literary creativity is itself alien to
women.

In this respect,

the satire of The Female Wits is

antifeminist as well as generic,
personal"

(64).

collective as well as

In terms of genre,

the play is closely

linked to Buckingham's The R e h e a r s a l , a similarity which
the preface to the play acknowledges.

The personal satire

15Interestingly enough, Colley Cibber plays the role
of Praiseall, and George Powell plays the dual role of
himself and Fastin, in Marsilia's play.
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comes not only in specific references to qualities of the
three woman playwrights,

but also in frequent allusion to

Manley's The Royal M i s c h i e f .
The opening of the play in Marsilia's dressing room
ironically echoes Aphra Behn's opening in The R o v e r , the
first scene of which is used to establish a sense of
solidarity among the female characters.

Any expectations

of female friendship are shattered by Marsilia's first
words,

which are an angry diatribe against her maid

Patience,

who has let her oversleep on the rehearsal day.

She calls her a "thoughtless,
"drivelling,

dreaming lump"

on the poor maid,

inconsiderable animal"

(393).

and a

While she heaps abuse

she accuses Patience of possibly trying

to steal some of her work. , This implication that the women
would steal each other's work is particularly ironic
because of the frequent assertions during this period that
women writers have either stolen their ideas from men or
had men write their work for them.

This bit of satire is

also unintentionally ironic because it foreshadows the
later controversy involving George Powell's theft of one of
Pix's plays

(see discussion later in this c h a p t e r ) .

It soon becomes apparent that the female characters
are not only unkind to their servants,

they are also

harshly critical of each other and engage in back-biting,
competitive behavior,

an old stereotype of women that

denies their capacity for friendship.

While Trotter and
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Pix h ad contributed commendatory verses to preface Manley's
Roval M i s c h i e f , they are depicted in this play as
constantly attempting to undermine each other's successes.
When Mrs. Wellfed arrives to accompany her to the
rehearsal,

Marsilia utters some cutting remarks about her

rival playwright:
her come up.

"That ill-bred,

ill-shaped creature!

She's foolish and open-hearted.

I shall pick

something out of her that may do her mischief,
to laugh at"

(394).

Once Wellfed enters,

happiness at seeing her,

Let

or serve me

Marsilia feigns

and this hypocrisy is repeated

again when Calista comes to join the other two for the
rehearsal.

Before Calista enters,

Marsilia tells Mrs.

W ell f e d that Calista is "the vainest,
thing.

She pretends to Grammar,

does everything methodically.
her works first.
should expose

of her follies"

Poor creature!

She shows me

with a design she

and the Town be so kind to laugh her out

(395).

pretended delight,

senseless

writes in Mood and Figure,

I always commend'em,

'em,

proudest,

When Marsilia greets Calista with

Mrs. Wellfed comments,

reception was preceded like this"
the o nly hypocritical character,

(395).

"So,

I suppose my

Marsilia is not

for when she introduces

Calista to Mrs. Wellfed with the description of her as "a
sister of ours," Calista remarks in an aside that
big enough to be the mother of the Muses"

"She's

(395) .

Their true dislike of each other and their constant
competition undercuts Marsilia's claim of unity when she
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declares them "the Female Triumvirate," and adds

"Methinks

'twould be but civil of the men to lay down their pens for
one year and let us divert the Town.

But if we should,

they'd certainly be ashamed ever to take 'em up again"
(395) ,16

By indicating that there is no sense of real

unity between them,

the play makes Marsilia's assertion of

female power ridiculous.

This assertion is further

undercut by Marsilia's comments after her two companions
leave for the rehearsal.

Marsilia criticises Mrs. Wellfed,

saying her "heroics want beautiful uniformity as much as
her person,

and her comedies are as void of jests as her

conversation," and she calls Calista "a ridiculous
conceited th i n g , " adding that "a witty woman conceited
looks like a handsome woman set out with frippery"

(399).

This slight to Calista is a reiteration of the idea that
women should be modest and retiring rather than display
their knowledge.

The satire of the women's relationship is

epitomized at the beginning of Act III, when Mrs. Wellfed
and Calista sneak away halfway through the rehearsal for
dinner,

and abandon Marsilia for the rest of the play.

A second major area of satire is the portrayal of
Marsilia,

in particular,

and women in general,

and loving to hear themselves speak.

as voluble

In the opening scene,

16Clark identifies these lines as a play on Trotter's
commendatory verse for The Roval M i s c h i e f , in which she
writes, "The Men, o'ercome, will quit the Field,/Where they
have lost their Hearts, the Laurel yield" (Clark 299)
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while dressing Marsilia repeats sections from her play and
apostrophizes
azure roof,

"Mount,

my aspiring spirit! Mount! Hit yon

and justle Gods!"

(393).

When Mrs. Wellfed

attempts to tell Marsilia about her new play, Marsilia
interrupts her to talk about her own work, while at the
same time chiding Mrs. Wellfed for interrupting her by
saying "interruption is the rudest thing in the world"
(394).

Marsilia's desire to hear only her own words is

mocked later when she declares,
in a cave!
(399).

"0 Gods,

that I could live

Echoes would repeat but not interrupt me"

She later comments

"there's nothing gives me

greater fatigue than anyone that talks much.
superlative plague of the universe"

Oh!

'Tis the

(406).

The third major way women are satirized is through the
stereotype that if women write or participate in the
theatre,

they are immodest.

Marsilia frequently repeats a

racy couplet from her play and thinks the lines among her
finest:
My scorching raptures make a boy of Jove;
That ramping God shall learn of me to love.

(394)

When Mrs. Wellfed remarks that the ladies of the town may
think "some of those expressions indecent," Marsilia
replies,

"Madam,

I understand the ladies better than you.

To my knowledge they love words that have warmth,
etcetera,

in 'em"

(394-95).

and fire,

This extends the satire from

the playwrights to women in general and implies that women
playgoers have a lascivious nature.

The connection between
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the women playwrights and prostitutes is made explicit with
the insinuation that any literary success they might have
had is due to their relationships with male playwrights and
poets.

Marsilia notes that a "celebrated poet of the age"

has been visiting Calista to look over her plays,

and

Calista responds that he "makes that his pretence for daily
visits"

(395).17

Marsilia comments that she would rather

be with a certain actor than with any poets.18

Mrs.

Wellfed sadly notes that she has no male supporters and
that her "brats
raising"

(396).

[ie. plays]

are forced to appear of my own

This metaphor implies illegitimacy,

and

indicates that the unnatural act of writing is incompatible
with the natural act of mothering.

Reproduction is

presented as the appropriate sphere of production for
women.

The satire here involves a double bind,

women's writing is a l w a y s

inappropriate:

through the cooperation of a male writer,

though,

for

if it is conceived
it is illicit;

and if it is conceived without any male contribution,

it is

illegitimate.
The Female Wits further develops the implications of
sexual impropriety on the part of the female playwrights by
the interaction between Marsilia and her three suitors,
the list of characters describes as Awdwell,

"a gentleman

17This is probably a reference to Congreve,
supporter of both Centlivre and Pix.
18Probably Betterton,
at this time.

who

who was a

manager of Lincoln's Inn Fields

of sense and education,
"a conceited,

Praiseall,

cowardly coxcomb; a pretender likewise to

Marsilia's affections";
of noise,

in love with Marsilia";

and Lord Whiffle,

"an empty piece

that always shews himself at rehearsal and in

public places."

The fact that Marsilia seems to prefer the

flattering of Praiseall and Lord Whiffle to the honest
affection of Awdwell is galling to the latter,

who is

established as a voice of reason in opposition to the
women.

When he is alone with Marsilia,

he supports her financially,

it is revealed that

yet she will not publicly

acknowledge her ties to him if there is "a man of quality"
about.19

Marsilia is made to appear mercenary,

she is Awdwell's mistress,
support,

for while

in exchange for his financial

she also apparently grants her favors to the other

two men for their flattery and patronage of her plays.

The

implication is certainly that the only way she could get
men to attend or support her plays is through sexual
coercion.
The portrayal of the female playwrights as sexually
immoral extends through Acts II and III in the rehearsal of
Marsilia's play.
characterizations,

When Marsilia discusses her
she asserts that she always makes her

"heroes and heroines in love with those they should not be

19Marsilia describes her men of quality as "My Lord
Duke and Sir Thomas," a reference Clark identifies as
Thomas Skipworth and the Duke of Devonshire, Manley's
patron for The Roval Mischief (303).
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. . . . For look ye,
husband,

if every woman had loved her own

there had been no business for a play"

(407).

The

sexual innuendo implicit in the word "business" makes it
appear that Marsilia's true intent is immoral.

When Powell

responds that the critics might say "the guilt of their
passion takes off the pity"

in the play,

Marsilia says she

has taken care of the critics by having two large men with
truncheons come out to read the prologue and threaten the
critics with physical violence unless they approve the
play.
The play itself embodies the idea that women's writing
is unnatural,

for the subject is incest.

Marsilia's play

centers around a lady who desires her "husband's son,
will enjoy him"

(412).20

Although the son,

contracted to the young Isabella,
sees a portrait of the lady,
first cold,

then hot,

incestuous fire.
Fire!

Fire!"

I blaze!

(415) .

increasingly sexual,

is

he is overcome when he

his father's wife.

he cries,

I am all on fire! Alcides'

Fastin,

and

Growing

"What alteration here?

shirt sticks close.
I burn!

I roast!

Now

Fire,
I fry!

The character of the lady becomes
and frequent reference is made to her

relations with her son.

When another character points out

that Marsilia has made her character "very w i c k e d , " she

20In part of her defense of The Roval M i s c h i e f . Manley
referred to Dryden's Aurenge-Zebe (1676) as another play in
which a woman reveals her love for her husband's son (Clark
310) .
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responds

"the woman is a little mischievous.

But your

lordship shall see I'll bring her to condign punishment"
(424-425).

Her response is an ironic comment on the idea

that the illicit behavior of characters on stage could be
excused if they were punished in the end of the play.
Although Isabella is meant to be an exemplary character,
she falls in love with Amorous,
passionately declares,
heart.
make.

the father's steward,

and

"He found the way to my unguarded

Nor need he storm,

I could not the least opposition

He straight was Lord of all within.

Yet chaste as

fires which consume in urns,

and vainly warm the dead,

useless is my flame"

The innuendo implicit in the

(422).

so

metaphorical urn belies Marsilia's claims that her heroine
is all virtue.

The portrayal of immodest behavior in her

play is a reflection on the charges of obscenity made
against The Roval Mischief and refuted by Manley in her
preface to the play.
Mrs. Wellfed,

portrayed as an obese alcoholic,

as the target of more specific satire:
women.

serves

the physicality of

Their very corporeality makes women less

intelligent and less moral.

Early in the play,

offers Mrs. Wellfed a drink,

noting "I think you drink in a

morning"

(395).

Marsilia

Mrs. Wellfed replies in language that

conflates her appetite for food with her writing and with
sexual desire:
Madam.

"Yes,

else I had never come to this bigness,

To the increasing that inexhausted spring of poetry
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that it ma y swell,
(395).

o'erflow,

and bless the barren land"

Mrs. Wellfed's obesity is lampooned again later

when chairs are sent to convey the three ladies to the
playhouse,

and she decides she should go "a-foot" rather

than breaking the "poor men's backs"

(3 99).

When Mrs.

Well f e d is later greeted by another character with a
reference to Julius C a e s a r , "tho'

last, not least," she

takes the speaker to mean a reference to her girth,
replies

"That's right, Mr.

Praiseall"

(397).

and

Throughout

the play she asks for alcohol and during the rehearsal
remarks that the "drinking is the best part of the
entertainment"

(398) .

At the beginning of the play,

Powell is also satirized as a drinker,

George

when one of the

other actors remarks that "honest George regards neither
times nor seasons in drinking"
him differs from that of Pix,
at his weakness,
of them.

(401) .

But the satire of

for while the players smile

they also respect him and see him as one

The repeated references to Mrs. Wellfed's use of

alcohol and the efforts of the other characters to avoid
her differentiate her as someone outside the circle of the
theatre.
While the satirist emphasizes women's physicality,
also ridicules their display of learning.

he

The idea behind

this kind of satire is that women are primarily corporeal
creatures,

and thus on a lower level than men,

intellectual capabilities

whose

(epitomized in the rationality of

Awdwell in this play)

make them innately superior.

Calista

is the first playwright who is satirized in this vein.

Her

constant references to the classics and translations from
Latin are inappropriate and annoy the other characters.
When Marsilia argues with Calista about lines from
Aristotle,

the younger playwright responds,

remind you,

Madam,

you are mistaken,

in his own language.
expression"

(397) .

"I cannot but

for I read Aristotle

The translation may alter the
Later in this scene,

Calista again

refers to her classical learning when she tells Marsilia
that she knows one of her speeches so well,
it into Latin"

(398).

she has "turned

Catharine Trotter's confident

assertion of her own abilities in the preface to Agnes de
Castro is turned into pointless boasting by her fictional
counterpart.

The satire of women's intellect is extended

to Marsilia when the rehearsal of her play begins.

Act II

gets underway with the actors and actresses discussing the
problems with Marsilia's play.
little whimsical,

I think,

One complains

indeed,

"she is a

for this is the most

incomprehensible part I ever had in my life.

And when I

complain,

and 'tis

all the answer I get is,

w tis new,

o d d ' , and nothing but new things and odd things will do"
(401).

Another adds sardonically,

"Why truly, my

understanding is so very small I can't find the lady's
meaning out"

(404).

They discuss the fact that Marsilia

has spent a large amount of money on the costumes for the

play,

incurring a great debt.

The implication here is that

she is more concerned with appearance than with substance,
a frequent stereotype of women as fixated on the trivial.
It quickly becomes evident that there are large holes in
the plot,

and Marsilia finds herself having to explain some

plot elements that the play "does not mention."
remarks

Awdwell

"I am afraid your ladyship will be wanted,

chorus of old,
audience"

like the

to enlighten the understanding of the

(419).

She explains that she had originally

intended for the play to be a tragedy,
tragedy to opera part way through.

but she changed from

Her genre transgression

is also easily read as a gender transgression,

supporting

the idea that because she has moved into a realm in which
she does not belong,
that realm.21

she violates all the traditions of

Marsilia has included dances and songs in

inappropriate places,

including a "grotesque

entertainment," which she says she had women perform so
that "it should differ from t'other house," adding to the
actresses,
fain to do,
way"

(420) .

novel,

"Pray,

take care,

gentlewomen,

that we may excel the men,
The sexual "difference"

as we poets are

who first led the

that she intends to be

just makes the women look ridiculous,

and her

pursuit of novelty simply for the sake of it reinforces the

21The combination of love intrigue from the comic
genre and pathos and heroic lines from the tragic genre
becomes more confused once she adds "operish" elements.
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stereotype that women cannot truly understand the theatre
world.
One of the key elements of the lampooning of
Marsilia's knowledge is the depths to which her writing
sinks,

both in terms of strained metaphors and ludicrous

language.

The players complain in asides about having to

read lines such as "Was there such an impudence in
impotence!"

(419).

Along with writing,

plausible plots are

also the province of men according to The Female W i t s , for
Isabella and Amorous are taken up into the sky by a chariot
and land on the moon,
fours

where the inhabitants crawl on all

(much to the dismay of the actors who find this

position extremely uncomfortable) .

Marsilia explains this

outrageous plot turn by referring to Aphra Behn's The
Emperor of the Moon

(1687)

and saying that she will go

beyond Behn,

who just mentions the moon,

showing it.

When Marsilia says,

"Well,

by actually
sure by this Play,

the Town will perceive what a woman can do"

(431),

the

authors actually mean that the satire displays exactly what
women can not d o .
The Female Wits also lampoons the relationship between
the female playwrights and the actors and actresses as a
strained and unnatural one.

The women are made to appear

impertinent and overeager in their attempts to have their
plays produced.

Marsilia arrives at her rehearsal late and

complains when she gets there that the others are not all

assembled waiting for her.

When Mrs. Wellfed tries to

recruit some of the actresses and actors for her next play,
they run away to avoid her.

Later both she and Calista

accost George Powell and compete to have him act in their
play.

He is less than pleased to see them and says,

"Ounds! What,

am I fell into the hands of two female poets?

There's nothing under the sun, but two bailiffs,
gone so far to have avoided"

(405).

I'd have

They try to outdo each

other with the number of fair ladies they will have in
their play who will love Powell,
Wellfed swearing,
of the pale,

concluding with Mrs.

"I defy any ladies,

to love beyond my ladies.

the violence of my passion,
left on my back,

Mr.

in the pale,

or out

I'll stand up for

whilst I have a bit of flesh

Powell!"

(406).

Wellfed's comments

about women "beyond the pale" clearly allude to
prostitutes,
society.

who are outside the boundaries of "moral"

The additional reference to the flesh on her own

back connects Wellfed with prostitution as well.

The two

playwrights are clearly prostituting themselves to outdo
each other in the battle for male attention.
The satire of women transgressing boundaries continues
even further through Marsilia,

when she steps over the

bounds of the author and interferes with every aspect of
the production.

When the rehearsal begins,

she takes the

promptbook and proceeds to call out directions to the
actors.

When the actors try to read their prologue,

she
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interrupts them and reads the lines herself,
wa y she wishes them to be spoken,
to leave the stage in disgust.

indicating the

eventually causing them

When one of the actresses

declines to read part of her lines, Marsilia dismisses her
and asserts that she will perform the part herself,
everyone's dismay.

much to

Marsilia instructs the actors and

actresses on the proper way to cry and during a castle
siege scene,

she goes up onto the stage and runs among the

players shouting,
Jehu!

"Faster,

with more spirit!

Brutes.

I am sorry I had not this castle taken by women,

it had been done like my grotesque dance there"
Later she exclaims,
as write,

"Oh,

then

(424).

if we poets did but act,

the plays would never miscarry"

O

(429) .

as well
The

conflation of literary production with sexual production
again implies unnatural behavior.

The word "miscarry"

connotes the negative results that come from female
interference in this realm.
In the end,

the play falls into utter chaos,

Marsilia makes the players dance on all fours,
and insist that they must stand upright.

and after

they rebel

Marsilia flies

into a rage and swears to take her play to Lincoln's Inn
Fields,

instead.

As she rushes out,

she crashes into a

chair and falls in a heap with Praiseall and Lord Whiffle.
The play ends with Awdwell and Powell going out to dinner
and celebrating Marsilia's departure,
the scribbler to her fops,

saying "I'll leave

and fate;/I find she's neither
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worth my love or hate"

(433) .

This final comment and the

rejection of Marsilia by both her lover
of patronage)

(a representative

and the company's lead actor

representative of company authority)

(a

drive home the point

that the female playwrights are not worthy of support by
the theatre community.

As Laurie Finke has noted,

play does not merely satirize women playwrights;
to deny them the authority to write.

"the

it seeks

At the end of The

Female W i t s , Marsilia's voice has been effectively silenced
when she angrily withdraws her play from rehearsal"
A n epilogue,

(66).

published with the play in 1704,

explained that the satire in the play belonged to the
reformation effort.

The author anticipates objections to

his ridicule of the women playwrights saying,

"But Manners

might have hinder'd him you'll say/From Ridiculing Women in
his P l a y , " but he answers in terms that indicate his play
is meant to teach a lesson to women:
So those whom he has made his Present Theme,
Assist to make up Poetry esteem,
As we from what they are, distinctly see,
And learn what other Poets ought to be.
(quoted in Clark 324)
This defense of the play neatly ties it in with the
movement to reform the stage,

for the poet insists that by

portraying the female playwrights as ludicrous and out of
their proper realm,
the state of drama.

he is assisting in the improvement of
The audience learns from the play that

"what other Poets ought to be"

is male.

The Female Wits and Censorship 1696-1706
Trotter,

Manley,

and Pix showed an immediate response

to the satire of their works.

All three left Drury Lane in

1696 and began writing for the rival company.
to which the satire affected their careers,
from one writer to the next.

The extent

however,

varies

The writer on whom the satire

seems to have had the most effect is Trotter,

whose

remaining career is marked by a gradual move away from the
stage and an increasing attempt to place herself within the
movement for moral reformation.
more plays,

Trotter only wrote four

which were performed with large gaps of time in

between them.

Trotter's next play was a tragedy,

The Fatal

F r i e n d s h i p . performed in May of 16 98 at Lincolns Inn
Fields.

The tragic genre was considered the more

"respectable" of the dramatic modes,
Trotter's plays were in that mode.

and all but one of
Three years later she

returned to Drury Lane with another tragedy,
Penitent and her only comedy,

Love at a Loss,

Votes Carry It a few months later in 1701.

The Unhappy
or: Most
The latter

play had many problems attending its publication in May of
that year.

Birch describes how Trotter was away from

London at the time of publication and her absence
occasioned many errors in the edition, some
things marked in her copy to be left out, being
inserted, and others absolutely necessary to the
sense, omitted; the whole being by this means so
altered and disguised, that she would gladly, if
possible, have called in and suppressed the
edition.
(quoted in Morgan 26)
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A fter this difficulty with publication,

Trotter left London

and gave up playwriting for five years while she settled in
Wiltshire and devoted herself to poetry and prose,
including A Defence of Mr. Locke's

'Essay of Human

U n d e r s t a n d i n g ' . which she published anonymously in Ma y of
17 0 2 .22

When accused of not writing the Defence herself,

Trotter responded that

"women are as capable of penetrating

into the grounds of things and reasoning justly as men are
who certainly have no advantage of us but in their
opportunities of knowledge"

and notes that many men "when

anything is written by a woman that they cannot deny their
approbation to,

are sure to rob us of the glory of it by

concluding 'tis not her own"
Around 1706,
final play,

(Birch quoted in Morgan 27).

Trotter returned to London and had her

The Revolution of S w e d e n , performed in February

at the new Queen's Theatre,

Haymarket.

In her preface,

Trotter specifically refers to the controversy over the
stage and firmly places herself on the side of moral
reform.
I . . . could never allow myself to think of any
subject that cou'd not serve either to incite
some useful virtue, or check some dangerous
passion.
With this design I thought writing for
the stage a work not unworthy those who would not
trifle their time away, and had so fix'd my mind

22When Locke read her defence, he sent Trotter a gift
of books and in a letter to her praised "the strength and
clearness" of her reasoning and told her that she had "not
only vanquished my adversary, but reduced me also
absolutely under your power" (quoted from Birch in Morgan
27) .
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on contributing my part towards reforming the
corruptions of it that no doubt I have too little
consider'd the present taste of the town. (A3v)
The Revolution was performed for five days.
end of

Trotter's writing for the stage,

married a clergyman
London,

(Cockburn)

This marks the

and in 1708 she

and eventually settled in

where he had a position as curate.

marriage,

After her

and until her death in 174 9, most of her work is

poetry or prose dealing with moral and philosophical
topics.

Fidelis Morgan feels that Trotter's

certainly showed great promise.
tight,

"playwriting

Her construction was

and her language well disciplined and yet rich.

Had

she not been so influenced by the attacks on the stage by
Jeremy Collier,
stronger"

(31).

perhaps her later plays would have been
Her move toward a more respectible form of

drama and her insistence on the morality of her plays
indicate that she was anxious to be considered within the
appropriate realm.
As the primary target of The Female W i t s ' satire,
Manley seems to have been profoundly affected by it.
ten-year hiatus from the stage after 1696,

Her

and her decision

to write only tragedy when she finally returned are
indicative of the impact of The Female Wits on her literary
career.

She only wrote two more plays,

A l m v n a . which was

performed in 1706 at the Queen's Theatre,

and Lucius,

the

First Christian Kina of B r i t a i n , performed at Drury Lane in
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1717.23

In the intervening years between the performance

of her two comedies and her two tragedies,

Manley turned to

prose and became both successful and notorious as a result
of several of her fourteen works.

During this time she

started the Female Tatler in 1709 and took over Jonathan
Swift's editorship of The Examiner when he retired in 1711.
Manley's greatest success was her New A t a l a n t i s . a
combination of fiction and topical scandal,
in her arrest in 1709.

which resulted

The court "used several arguments

to make her discover who were the persons concerned with
her in writing her books; or at least from whom she had
received information of some special facts, which they
thought were above her own intelligence"
Rivella quoted in Morgan. 41) .

(Adventures of

Manley was eventually

acquitted and continued to write further installments of
Atalantis.

She died around 1724,

colorful life and fanciful wit.

leaving behind tales of a
In her autobiography,

she

has her fictional male biographer sum her up this way:
Her virtues are her own, her vices occasioned by
her misfortunes; and yet as I have often heard
her say: if she had been a man, she had been
without fault.
But the charter of that sex being
much more confin'd than ours, what is not a crime
in men is scandalous and unpardonable in woman,
as she herself has very well observ'd in divers
places, throughout her own writings.
(Quoted in Morgan 32)

23It is interesting to note that Manley only returned
to Drury Lane after it was under the new management of
Aaron Hill, who had taken over in 1709.
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It is interesting that Manley choose to have a male as her
fictional autobiographer; perhaps she hoped that his gender
would help validate his comments about the double standard
for women w r i t e r s .
Of the three writers,

Mary Pix was the most successful

playwright after The Female W i t s , and much of her success
ma y be found in the strategies she employed to negotiate
censorship.24

While Trotter gradually placed herself

further and further within the confines of conventional
moral expectations for her gender,

and Manley openly

exploited her immoral reputation for financial success in
her fiction,

Pix chose a path somewhere in between.

After

the performance of The Female W i t s . Pix left Drury Lane,
never to return.

The remainder of her plays were performed

at Lincoln's Inn Fields and,

after 1705 at the new Queen's

Theatre when it opened in Haymarket.25

During the decade

24The Dictionary of National Biography notes that Pix
"devoted herself to dramatic authorship with more activity
than had been shown before her time by any woman except
Mrs. Afra Behn" (1275).
“ According to The Index to the London Stage 166 01 8 0 0 . Pix's remaining plays were as follows: The Innocent
Mistress (June 1697), The Deceiver Deceived (Nov. 1697),
Queen Catherine (June 1698) , The False Friend (May 1699) ,
The Beau Defeated (March 1700), The Double Distress (March
1701), The Czar of Muscovy (March 1701), The Different
Widows (Nov. 1703),, The Conquest of Spain (May 1705), and
The Adventures in Madrid (June 1706).
The editors of the
Index attribute a play titled The French Beau performed in
September of 1698 to Pix, but Constance Clark does not
mention this play, and instead attributes Zelmane performed
in November of 1704 to her.
Pix completed Zelmane, which
was left unfinished by William Montfort, who was murdered.
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between 1696 and 1706,

Pix published poetry and eleven more

plays.
Pix's attempt to walk a fine line between what was
considered acceptable for women and what was frowned upon,
reveals itself in many of her plays.

Six of Pix's

remaining plays were unsigned,

indicating a reluctance to

declare herself a playwright.

Pix's next play,

leaving Drury Lane,

after

was The Innocent M i s t r e s s , a play which

Juliet McLaren thinks was Pix's response to The Female
W i t s . "in which she alters for her own purposes the comic
conventions used by D'Urfey,
and Crowne,

Southerne,

Cibber,

Vanbrugh,

and in which without directly attacking anyone,

she gently satirizes their misogynistic and cynical plays"
(90).

Pix reverses the stereotype that

"lack of learning

and a limited experience of the world make women somehow
more moral and attractive" by having the hero married to a
rude and brutish woman whom he tries to convince to improve
her mind with such diversions as playgoing

(McLaren 90-91).

The prologue to the play indicates the tension the
playwright felt between the call for "Reformation"

and the

desire of the audience to be entertained:
Methinks I see some here who seem to say
Gad, e're the Curtain's drawn I'll slip away;
No Bawdy, this can't be a Women's Play,
Nay, I confess there's Cause enough to doubt,
But, Faith, they say there was a deal cut out,
Then stay and use it gently, some of you,
Since to be maim'd y'are somewhat subject too.
Spare it, you who for harmless sports declare,
Show that this age a modest Play can bear.
Twice has our Poetess kind usage found;
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Change not her Fortune,
Ground.

tho' she chang'd her
(Pix, "Innocent" A2)

Pix makes fun of the idea that women's drama must be
innately immoral,

and reverses the audience's expectations

by claiming that her play may be so moral,

they will find

it boring.

"there was a

The reference to the fact that

deal cut out" seems to indicate that someone has already
censored her play.

The last two lines refer to the success

of her first two plays and the fact that she has now moved
from Drury Lane to Lincolns Inn Fields.

The success of The

Innocent Mistress was a good revenge against the Drury Lane
company,

but its success may have ironically led to another

attack against her later in 1697.
In 16 97, Drury Lane staged a play supposedly by George
Powell,

titled The Imposture D e f e a t e d .

play as her own,
In response,

Pix recognized the

one Powell had seen in manuscript form.

Pix quickly readied her version of the play,

The Deceiver D e c e i v e d , for production at Lincoln's Inn
Fields in November.

In the prologue to the play she

explains how the other company performed sleight of hand:
Hey, Jingo, Sirs, what's this! their Comedy?
Presto be gone, 'tis now our Farce you see.
(11. 7-8)
The prologue goes on to explain how the plot was lifted
from her play,

and then pleads her case in gendered terms:

Our Authoress, like true Women, shew'd her Play
To some, who, like true Wits, stole't half away.
(11. 23-24) .
Her use of the term "true Women"

implies both truthful and
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faithful,

an ambiguity that continues in the irony in the

next line about

"true Wits."

are male is clear.

The implication that the wits

Though Pix cried foul,

performed Powell's version of the play,

Drury Lane

and William

Congreve supported Pix by bringing a party of hecklers to
the premiere of The Imposture D e f e a t e d .
In 16 98 an anonymous tract in support of Powell,
titled Animadversions on Mr.

Congreve's Late A n s w e r ,

parodied Pix and Trotter and their relationship with
C o n g r e v e :26
Or I could write like the two female things,
With muse pen-feathered, giltless yet of wings;
And yet it strives to fly, and thinks it sings,
Just like the dames themselves who slant in town
A n d flutter loosely, but to tumble down.
That last that writ . . .
Told a high princess she from men had torn
Those bays which they had long engrossed and
worn.
But when she offers at our sex thus fair,
With four fine copies of her play . . . Oh rare,
If she feels manhood shoot, 'tis I know where.
Let them scrawl on, and loll, and wish at ease
(A feather oft does woman's fancy please),
'Till by their muse, more jilt than they,
accurst,
We know, if possible, which writes the worst.
(7)
This particularly nasty attack makes no pretense at a fair
critique;

rather it builds on the well-worn imputations of

immorality,

extending that accusation from the women to

26It is possible that this tract was actually written
by Powell, as noted by Finke (70).
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their m use.27
this writer,

Their muse is prostituted,

according to

because it serves these women despite their

innate lack of talent.

The last five lines in particular

make the connection between the female writers and
prostitutes clear,
the women tumbling,

with the play on manhood shooting,
lolling,

and being tickled.

and

The tone

of the poem is one of unconcern about the threat posed by
the female playwrights,

but the indifferent pose is belied

by the nastiness of the attack and the fact that the author
took the effort to write it at all.

Like The Female W i t s ,

this satire was born out of the desire for revenge against
a particular woman playwright,

but also like the play,

it

extends its attack to all women writers by relying on the
stereotype of women overstepping their bounds.
Pix frequently used her prologues and epilogues to
validate her career as a playwright.28
The False Friend in 1699,

In the prologue to

Pix responds to the attempts by

the reform movement to remove women's active participation

27There were several other attacks on Pix or on women
writers in general over the next twenty years.
Robert
Gould's 1689 Poems includes an attack on women writers (2nd
ed., London, pp. 55, 161-85).
Pix's The Different Widows
and The False Friend are also decried in the anonymous A
Representation of the Impiety and Immorality of the English
Stage (1709), and in The Sp e c t a t o r . Richard Steele censures
Pix's Ibrahim (Spectator 51, April 28 1711).
Other
negative comments about Pix are in Gildon's edition of
Longbaine's L i v e s , and The Town Display'd (1701-p. 16).

28For an interesting history of the prologues and
epilogues spoken by actresses, see Autrey Nell Wiley's
"Female Prologues and Epilogues in English Plays."
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from the theatre.

Rather than letting the reform movement

define her behavior,
her own ends.

she appropriates its language to suit

The prologue begins like something out of a

Collier tract:
Amongst reformers of this vitious Age,
Who think it duty to reform the Stage,
A woman to contribute does intend,
In hopes a moral play your lives will mend.
(11. 1-4)
Pix positions herself within the movement,

ignoring the

fact that the movement has tried to position her out of the
theatre.

At first she seems to be in line with

expectations of women's place because she goes on to say
that she

will not try to teach things "above her

such as matters of state.

She

Reach,"

steers clear of any

imputation of transgression in the political realm.
Instead she says she will try to show men, by good example,
the way to treat women:
That part then of the Reformation,
Which she believes the fittest for her Station;
Is, to shew Man the surest way to Charm:
And all those Virtues, Women most Adorn.
(11. 15-18)
What follows is a catalogue of qualities that a man must
have to be successful in love.
like," miserly,
ill-natured,
honest,

drunkards,

unkind,

generous,

Men can not be "Narcissus -

fools,

or morose;

brave,

wise,

debauchees,

swearers,

instead they must be
and constant.

out as a tract for moral reform,

What started

and then sounded like a
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parody of a woman's conduct book changes again in the last
ten lines:
Did Men Reform, all Women wou'd do well:
In Virtue, as in Beauty they'd Excell.
But while each strive the other to Betray,
Both are to Fears and Jealose's a Prey.
Let not 111-nature then Reign here to Night,
Nor think you shew most Wit, when most you Spite;
But Strive the Beauties of the Play to find,
The Modest Scenes, and Nicest Actions mind,
Then to your Selves, and Authress you'l be kind.
(11. 34-42)
In this last section,

Pix adroitly shifts the grounds of

reformation from the stage to men in general,
specifically to the men in the audience.

and then

In doing so,

she

places herself in a position of power as the "reformer" of
men,

but rather than replicating the reformers'

on separate

(and unequal)

insistence

spheres for men and women,

urges a sense of equality and respect.

Pix

This critique of

gender relations is a recurring theme in her plays.
In the period between 1698 and 1701, Mary Pix wrote
four tragedies,

although comedies were really her forte.

During this period of heavy reformist attack on the stage,
her turn to tragedy signals,

just as it did in Trotter and

Manley,

a desire to write in a safer, more conventional

genre.

It was during this period that another attack on

the three playwrights appeared.

In 1702 A Comparison

Between the Two S t a g e s , a critique of current drama and
dramatists,
three women.

included particular commentary on plays by all
The critique takes the form of a dialogue

between two gentlemen,

Sullen and Ramble,

and their friend,
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the "Critick."

The first women they discuss are the

actresses Bracegirdle and Barry,

and their commentary

implies that the actresses lead promiscuous lives

(12-13).

Sullen and Ramble then turn their discussion to the current
plays,

while Critick tries to "take a Nap."

He sleeps

through seven pages of dialogue until the two gentlemen
begin discussing women writers and he becomes fully awake:
R.
C.
S.
C.

See how Critick starts at the naming a Lady.
What occasion had you to name a Lady in the confounded
Work you're about?
Here's a Play of hers. [Manley's The Lost L o v e r l
The Devil there is: I wonder in my Heart we are so
lost to all Sense and Reason: What a Pox have the
Women to do with the Muses? I grant you the Poets call
the Nine Muses by the Names of Women, but why so?
not
because the Sex had any thing to do with poetry, but
because in that Sex they're much fitter for
prostitution.

The Critick's first comment indicates that even mentioning
a woman in relation to playwrighting is an anachronism.

He

reinforces that sense when he indicates that the loss of
reasoning faculties accompanies allowing women to w r i t e - just as the disease metaphor was applied to women who would
even enjoy attending a public play.

The Critick repeats

the association of the female writer with prostitution,
brings in the muse,

and

in much the same way as the author of

the Animadversions did.

When Ramble playfully chides

Critick for being abusive,

he responds:

Sir I tell you we are abus'd: I hate these
Petticoat-Authors; 'tis false Grammar, there's no
Feminine for the Latin word, 'tis entirely of the
Masculine Gender, and the Language won't bear
such a thing as a She-Author.
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In addition to the idea that women writers transgress their
social place,

according to Critick,

basic rules of language.

they also violate the

His construction of the "she-

author" hybrid is another way of saying that female authors
are unnatural,

almost monstrous

(like a she-devil).29

Censoring/silencing these she-authors is a way of
reinforcing the natural in both the social order and
language.

Sullen chides him again and reminds him that

there was a woman who won the Prize of Poetry in France
recently,

and that even some women have "done admirably"

England.

While Sullen appears to be defending women

writers,

in

his mention of them as exceptions actually

reinforces what Critick has said.

They mention Trotter's

Fatal Friendship and Pix's Ibrahim, but nothing seems to
impress Critick,

who comments "Let'em scribble on,

they can serve all the Pastry-cooks in Town,
Tobacconists and Grocers with Wast-paper"

till

the

(20).

Their conversation soon turns exclusively to Pix,
at the mention of The Spanish W i v e s . Ramble remarks,
a most damnable Farce."

Later in their discussion,

mentions Pix's The Innocent Mistress and says,
Title calls this Innocent,
its Obscenity."
"damn'd"

(20).

"tho'

and

"'tis
Sullen
the

yet it deserves to be Damn'd for

He also says that her Queen Catherine was
They turn later to Pix's dedicatory verses

29Hyphenated words, which create new words, are often
used to denote boundary transgression or unnatural
constructions of identity.

for Bevil Higgons'

The Generous Con q u e r o r , which Critick

grudgingly admits are "smoother than hers commonly a r e , "
but then he adds,
Negro Wench,
Stockins;

"her Muse was wont to hobble like a young

that had just learnt to wear Shoes and

some of her Verses are worse than Prose,

knows not what Scanning means,

nor did she ever use her Ear

to judge of their awkward running"

(45-46).

The racial

connotations of his comparison are unmistakable.
writing poetry,

she

By

Pix is transgressing into territory where

she does not belong,

and just as Critick says a black woman

is out of her sphere in trying to wear the clothing of
white women.

Both are revealed to ridicule by their

"awkward running."
Negro Wench"

The conflation of Pix with a "young

is an implication of inferiority in terms of

both class and race.

Just how far they feel the social

proprieties have fallen,
Mr.

is revealed in their lament,

"Oh

C o l l v e r , Mr. C o l l v e r ! what a relapse is here since thy

Reformation!

here's Smut and Prophaneness in conjunction,

like the lewd Planets Venus and M e r c u r y : the Devil's in the
Circle if the Ladies stand this..."

(51-52).

This goes

back to Collier's original criticism of women and the
theatre,

with women in the audience as the excuse for

reform.
After the death of William and the accension of Anne,
Pix returned to comedies with The Different Widows in 17 03.
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The epilogue to this play makes specific reference to
Collier and his impact on the drama:
Long have we suffered and the injur'd Stage
Laboured beneath the censure of the A g e :
We own our Faults, and pardon crave today,
When we present to You a modest Play.
Here no lewd lives offend the chaster ear,
No jests obscene raise blushes in the Fair;
This we would wish Collier himself would hear.
(11. 1-7)
While Pix presents herself as the author of a modest play,
she also alludes to the suffering playwrights have
undergone under the rigorous scrutiny of the reformers.
This prologue demonstrates the balancing act she is able to
maintain in so many of her w o r k s : she complains about the
reformers,

yet she also appears to be one herself.

Pix's

specific mention of Collier comes as a direct challenge to
his portrayal of women as passive,
participants in theatre.

Her dedication to Zelmane in 1704

is even more defiant in tone.
zealot" and says that

rather than active

She criticises

"an inclination to plays never

injured the fortunes of any man"

(A2v).

disappears from the theatre world,

After 1706 Pix

and no records exist of

her activities until her death in 1709.30
for Pix,

"the snarling

Unfortunately

the DNB notes that "nearly all our personal

impression of Mary Pix is obtained from a dramatic satire

30Although the DNB lists 1720 as her date of death,
The Post Bov of May 26-8, 1709 lists a benefit performance,
which was held for the executor of her will that spring.
Appropriately enough, the benefit play was one of Susannah
Centlivre's most popular--The Busy B o d y .
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entitled

'The Female Wits; or, the Triumvirate of Poets'"

(1275).

Thus, many critics until recently characterized

Pix as a fat,

jolly,

woman of little learning and wit.

This characterization is contradicted by the content of her
plays,

however,

and raises questions about why Pix had so

m any plays successfully performed.

Pix's Success
Why was Pix the most successful of the female
playwrights?

The key lies in the balance she maintained

between answering the call to reform and still providing
drama that was entertaining and provocative enough in its
ideas to pique the interest of the audience
I would argue,

her female a u d i e n c e ) .

(particularly,

While the prologues

and epilogues discussed above display some of the
strategies she used to negotiate audience censorship,

the

plays themselves provide a clearer picture of the elements
which contribute to her success.

Even before The Female

Wits and the publication of Collier's A Short V i e w . Pix was
beginning to incorporate elements into her plays that
accommodate the early calls for reform.
The Spanish Wives

(1696),

Her second play,

carefully balances between

subversive ideas about gender relations and conventional
portrayals of romance.
The Spanish Wives was Pix's first comedy,
based on a novel by Gabriel de Bremond,

and was

which had been

translated from the French by Peter Belon as The Pilgrim in
1680.

Pix makes several adaptations from her source to

make her play more to the taste of her English audience.
While she includes some of the satire on the Roman Catholic
church in the character of a dissolute friar,

she downplays

the more

"creating

"irreverent satire" in the original,

native English types,

making almost everybody just a little

bit more lovable and capable of improvement," and expanding
the roles of her characters
marriage"

(Barbour 44).

those of female freedom,

"into a major statement about

The primary themes in Pix's play,
the problems with forced marriage,

and need for mutual respect and love between men and women,
are themes which permeate many of the female playwrights'
plays.

It is her juggling of those themes between two

couples that guaranteed this play's success into the next
century.

Pix's choice of setting in Barcelona puts her

within the "long-standing custom of setting potentially
controversial plays in foreign places,

frequently used in

tragedy to disguise political comment and circumvent
c e n s o r s h i p , " and it makes "the

'Spanish farce'

a natural

choice for a novice with an audience of uncertain temper to
please"

(McLaren 82).

The prologue to the play was read by Mr.

Penkethman,

dressed as a press-master,

threatening to "press to Sea"

any who condemn the play.

The speech abounds with nautical

metaphors,

and the language of it is blustery and very
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masculine.

He mentions that "the Gentlewoman are at

rest,/None of them are afraid of being Prest"

(11. 8-9).

This comment has a double sense: while women were not
inscripted into naval service,

the author also does not

expect them to condemn the play.

The prologue ends with

bawdy double entendre in a plea to the male wits of the
audience:
As for you Spruce Gallants, pray be n't too
n ice,31
But shew you can Oblige a Woman twice.32
The First Time she was grave, as well she might,
For Women will be damn'd sullen the first Night;
But faith, they'1 quickly mend, so be n't
uneasie:
To Night she's brisk, and trys New Tricks to
please ye.
(11. 26-31)
The obvious parallel between Pix and a sexually
inexperienced woman

(on the first night,

and then later an experienced woman
p lay on the stage)

or her first play)

(one who has her second

is a reference to the parallel so

frequently made between female writers and prostitutes.
The reference to the female playwright now being "brisk"
and able to perform "tricks" to please the audience makes
the parallel undeniable.

Why would Pix use a metaphor that

was a standard device for denying women access to writing?
Pix sets up that metaphor only to tear it down with the
p l a y itself and then the epilogue that follows.

31Meaning "exacting."
32A reference to Pix's previous play,

Ibrahim.
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The Spanish Wives deconstructs popular portrayals of
women in several ways.

In terms of genre,

she changes the

conventional story line of the domestic comedy,

in which

young wives cuckold their older husbands,

and transforms it

into a statement about personal freedom.

The action

centers around two c o u p l e s : the older governor of Barcelona
and his

"brisk and airy Lady"33 and the marquess of

Moncada and his new Italian bride,

Elenora.

plots explore the anxiety of cuckolding,
in different ways.

While both

Pix handles them

Elenora's husband is irrationally

jealous and keeps her locked up to secure his right to her.
Pix reverses the expectations of the audience for this plot
by turning what would most commonly be the restoration rake
story line into a narrative of exemplary love.

The plot

line of the governor and his wife draws on the same kind of
cuckolding anxiety,

but it contains Pix's more radical

commentary about female independence.
lines are handled in different ways,

While the two plot
they balance and

comment upon each other.
In most Restoration drama,

the situation of Elenora

and her over-protective husband is one in which he is
repeatedly fooled by young wits and finally cuckolded.34

33Although some of the cast for this original
production is uncertain, we do know that the Governor was
played by Verbruggen and his wife was played by Mrs.
Verbruggen.
34See,

for instance,

Behn's The False Count

The underlying assumption in this plot is that the young
woman has sexual desires,
fulfill,

which her old husband can not

and that make her succumb to the seductions of the

rake figure.

The Spanish Wives undercuts that expectation

by making several changes to that plot line.35

Rather

than making the marriage between the marquess and Elenora a
legitimate one,

Pix makes it somewhat illegitimate because

Elenora was previously contracted to the Roman count
Camillus with whom she is still in love.
of the play,

At the beginning

Camillus has arrived in Barcelona and intends

to try to help Elenora escape,

but he want to marry her,

not just to have her sexually.

Camillus has honorable

intentions,

while Elenora's husband,

the Marquess,

his true interest in Elenora when he says,
what I value more,
the same scene,

her large Fortune"

reveals

"I lose her,

(III,

ii, p . 37).

and
In

Elenora tries to explain to the Marquess

why his locking her up is useless:

"Our Sex,

like Water,

glides along pleasant and useful; but if grasp'd by a too
violent Hand,

unseen they slip away,

fruitless Labour vain"
the maid Orada,

(35).

and prove the

Through the machinations of

other servants,

and the friar,

makes various attempts to help Elenora escape,
end,
gone,

they are reunited.
in Act III,

Camillus
and,

in the

When the Marquess discovers she is

scene iv, he rues the loss of his

35Some critics call these elements in her play
"sentimental."
For an example of this approach, see James
Edwards' "An Example of Early Sentimentalism."
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fortune,
(45).

"my Wife,

nay more,

In the closing scene,

a great Estate,

lost!

lost!"

Elenora reiterates her

"Innocency" and Camillus his "Faith and Constancy."

By

having Elenora already married when the play begins,

Pix is

able to portray the repressive effect of the Marquess's
behavior,

but she also protects her female character from

the stereotype of prostituting herself,

by transforming the

cuckolding plot into one of sentimental romance.
transformation,

With this

Elenora is cleared of any charges of

wrongdoing that reformers could have levelled at her
creator.
In the plot line that centers on the Governor and his
Lady,

the Governor has very liberal ideas about giving his

wife freedom to do as she wishes.

The expectations for the

standard cuckolding plot begin when an English colonel
decides to take advantage of the governor's free-thinking
theories about wifely management by bedding his wife.
Those expectations are undermined by the relationship
between the governor and his wife,

however,

pleasant and affectionate toward each other,
names,

such as "Tittup" and "Dearie."

for they are
and use pet

Although the

governor's lady is physically attracted to the younger man,
she feels torn by her love for her husband.

The play makes

it very clear that the colonel and the governor's wife are
only drawn to each other by sexual attraction,
colonel has no thoughts of marriage.

and that the

In Act II,

scene iii,

the English colonel has made his way into the house and is
languishing in bed,
the governor,

waiting for the governor's wife,

who has found out the intrigue,

room and sends the Englishman packing.
climbs into the bed,
waits.

when

enters the

The governor then

puts on the Englishman's wig and

When the governor's wife enters,

swear I love this old Governor,

she comments,

"I

and nothing but this

charming Englishman cou'd have tempted me to break my Vows"
(39).
wife,

The governor springs out of bed and confronts his
who claims at first she knew it was him all the time

and was only doing it to make him jealous.
wou'd be deceiv'd,
shut her away,

like Elenora,

for forgiveness,
before,

but cannot."

(40).

He replies,

"I

Then he threatens to

but his wife pleads eloquently

affirming that she has never fallen

and in this situation was "but staggering"

(40).

She threatens to hang herself with her own garters if he
locks her up,

and adds,

her Eyes gogling,
gaping;

"Can you behold your Tittup hang'd?

her Mouth, you have buss'd so often,

and her Legs dangling three Yards above Ground?

This is the Sight you must expect"

(41).

Her graphic

description of her body in a state of death so horrifies
him,

he relents.

She replies that she would "die first"

before staggering again and feels
kindness to her.

(41).

"new Joys" at his

At the end of the scene,

embrace and she sings to him:

they

"Good Humour shall supply thy

want of Youth,/ You shall be always kind,

I full of Truth"
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(41).

Juliet McLaren calls their relationship a verbal

"contract,

a mutual agreement within a legally binding

marriage" which is based on "shared rights"
governor seems genuine in his forgiveness,

(84).

The

and she seems

sincere in her promise to be true to him from that point
on.

In the end,

the governor's lady tells the colonel

never to approach her again and he promises to obey.
the closing song,
Elenora,

In

Camillus sings of his happiness with

and the governor chimes in:
Like you, here stands a happy Man;
And I'll keep my Tittup,--that is,

if I can.

Their mutual agreement is an unconventional one, which will
require a rejection of traditional ideas of wifely
management.
The play deconstructs several of the negative
stereotypes about woman that are used to keep them in a
passive position.

One technique emphasizes the solidarity

between women in the relationship between Elenora and her
servant Orada.

This relationship belies the stereotype of

women as competitive and contentious,
for humor in The Female W i t s .

which is exploited

Orada pretends to the

Marquess that she supports his treatment of Elenora so that
he will trust her and give her more access to her mistress.
In Act II,

scene i, Orada explains how she tricked the

Marquess into trusting her to guard his wife,
ravish'd him with my Discourse"

(12).

saying,

"I

This wonderful

phrase indicates the relish with which the Marquess hears
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what Orada has to say to him,

and the mental seduction she

feels she has accomplished with her words.
within hearing,

Orada rails at Elenora,

about wifely duty and submission,

When he is

repeating maxims

which so please the

Marquess,

he is assured of her service to him.

She acts as

a mirror,

reflecting the Marquess's views back to him even

more severely than he has expressed them himself,

and at

the same time exposing to the audience the flaws in the
logic of keeping a woman confined.36
Another way The Spanish Wives deconstructs negative
female stereotypes is by accomplishing its intrigue without
the device of female masking.

As discussed earlier,

female

masking was synonymous with prostitution in attempts to
reform the theatre.
lady ever mask,

Neither Elenora nor the governor's

and the only disguising in the play is

actually done by men.

In both cases the masking

facilitates moral ends,

rather than bringing about the

cuckolding of husbands.
Hidewell,

In the Elenora plot line,

Count Camillus's man,

disguises himself as a

fruit vendor to assist Elenora's escape.
the one pursuing Elenora,

Since he is not

the possibility of sexual

impropriety in his actions is removed.

In the story line

with the Governor and his lady,

it is the Governor who

takes on the disguise

of the colonel,

(the wig)

to see

36See Virginia Woolf's comment about how women have
reflected men's figures back to them twice their normal
size in A Room of One's Own.
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whether his wife will give in to temptation.

He uses

disguise to stop her from commiting an act that would
destroy their mutual trust.
The epilogue to the play continues its efforts to
undermine negative female stereotyping.

The epilogue

contrasts sharply with the hearty masculine nature of the
prologue,

for Pix chose to let the character of the

governor's wife have the last word.
by Mrs. Verbruggen in character,
reception to the play,

The epilogue was read

who pleads for a good

but indicates that the audience is

not like her "fond Old H u s b a n d , " and may not like her
character.

She thinks that the male members of the

audience will be disappointed that she did consumate her
intrigue with the English colonel.

But then she turns to

the women in the audience and o b s e r v e s :
Then the Ladies my Staggering won't allow,
They'l cry, Where's her strict Rules of Virtue
now?
But the Ladies are not so ignorant: All know
The Difference 'twixt a Spanish Husband, and a
Beau.
(11. 9-12)
It is interesting that in her appeal to the "ladies," Pix
conflates the two story lines and rather than comparing her
husband

(who is English)

her to stagger),

to the English colonel

(who caused

she compares the Marquess to Camillus.

She is making a statement about confinement of women and
justifying her actions by saying that the women in the
audience share her knowledge.

Whereas the first two lines

reinforce Collier's claims that women are naturally modest,
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the last two lines indicate that woman have a kind of
sexual knowledge that includes issues of sexual politics.
The Marquess clearly represents a repressive power
structure,

whereas the "beau" represents freedom to choose

where one will.

Going back to the prologue,

then,

one sees

that the assertion of female writer as prostitute and
source of corruption,

is answered in the epilogue by a

woman speaking specifically to the women in the audience.
The fact that an actress speaks these lines gives them more
power,

and undermines the conflation of sexual impropriety

with the actress in the reform movement.
The Spanish Wives enjoyed a good reception in 1696 and
was revived again in 1699,

1703,

and 1711 in London.

It

was also revived in 1708/9 at Smock Alley in Dublin.

To

see how well the play weathered the reform movement,
had come to a head during the intervening years,

which

one has

only to examine briefly a promptbook for the Smock Alley
production.

The Dublin stage experienced the same attacks

for reform that were discussed in terms of the London
stage,

and the connection between the two stages was very

close.37

The connections between the English and Irish

37The first theatre was built in Dublin in 1634, and
from its beginning both the company and the audience
consisted of the English landed gentry.
The Irish theatre
was under the regulation of John Ashbury, the Master of
Revels, who was held accountable by the Lord Chamberlain,
just as Charles Killigrew was.
The Smock Alley company was
prosecuted for "profanity" and "immorality," just as the
London companies were.
For more detailed information, see
La Tourette Stockwell's Dublin Theatres and Theatre Customs
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stage were further enforced by the constant shuttling back
and forth of actors and actresses

(Clark 119).

Some of the

Irish actors were in London performances of Pix's plays,
including Barton Booth,

who in 1701,

came from Smock Alley

to be in a production of Pix's The Double D i s t r e s s , and was
also in productions of The Czar of Muscovy and The
Different W i d o w s .

The Smock Alley production of The

Spanish Wives was originally cast with Verbruggen,
just come from England,
governor.

in his original role of the

The promptbook shows that he was withdrawn from

the role before the production,
illness,

who had

and by April 1708,

presumably because of

he had died

(Clark 124).

An analysis of the promptbook shows that there were
only six or seven substantial cuts,

and they primarily

involve the racier lines of the English lover when he
expresses his physical desire for the Governor's wife.
Lines in which he praises her physical attributes are c u t :
"Thy Shape--They every Motion fires me--but thy Eyes--They
set me in a Blaze"
of lovemaking:

(9); and specific references to the act

"Can little foolish Tricks of Fondness make

amends for Extasies,

Pantings,

the Joys unutterable of

(ib3 /-1B2U) . ppl 3 9 and 40.
william Clark, in his history
of the Irish stage, has noted that the reform movement in
England "caused quick repercussions in Ireland.
The
Parliament toward the close of 1697 passed an act dealing
strictly with swearing and other improprieties of speech in
public" (105).
Clark cites instances in which the
Societies for the Reformation of Manners had sermons
preached in Dublin around 1700 regarding the evils of the
stage (117).
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vigorous Love?"
are cut,

(9).

Two other sections in this same vein

and then at the end of the play,

one of Camillas's

lines is cut--the only one in which he discusses sexual
desire.38

When he and Elenora are reunited,

he says she

will be safely kept in a monastery while her marriage
situation is resolved,
reunited,

and then once they are rightfully

Camillus imagines that his suffering will be over

"and longing Love Revel in Feasts of unutterable Delight,"
which is cut

(46).

In fact,

this promptbook are censored,

none of the women's lines in
as opposed to the large

number of women's lines that were cut from the promptbook
for The R o v e r .

The small number of changes demonstrates

the extent to which the play's author managed to negotiate
censoring a g e n c i e s .

Conclusion
The various attacks on women writers from 1696 to 1706,
combined with the movement for reform,

had a major impact

on the female playwrights of the late 17th and early 18th
century.

One of the most successful elements of that

attack was the depiction of women writers as transgressive
of boundaries,

and as thus unlawful or illicit.

This

depiction most frequently took the shape of metaphors of

380ne very interesting aspect of the promptbook is
that in the Dublin production the role of Camillus was
played by a woman, Mrs. Fitzgerald, who William Chetwood
"generally play'd the Part of a young Man" in 1714-15
(quoted in William Clark, p. 125).

prostitution,

which all of the female wits had applied to

them at one time or another.

While Catharine Trotter and

Delarivier Manley responded to this attack in opposing ways
(one by placing herself within the reform movement,

and the

other by exploiting her reputation for financial g a i n ) , Pix
became a more successful playwright than her female
contemporaries because she learned how to manipulate that
stereotype while still writing plays with feminist themes.
Pix's success can be seen quite clearly in her play The
Spanish W i v e s , which demonstrates at both its inception in
1696 and its revival more than a decade later,
could have the last word.

that Pix

CENTLIVRE,

VI .
DRAWING THE VEIL:
GARRICK AND THE WONDER FROM 1714 TO 1776

Come forth Madam, none shall dare to touch your
veil--I'll convey you out with safety, or lose my
life--I hope she understands me.
(Violante in The Wonder 7 3 )1

In the play The Wonder: A Woman Keeps A Secret

(1714),

the veil serves as a metaphor for personal freedom by
allowing one of the heroines to transgress gendered
boundaries and e v e n t u a l l y escape a life-threatening
situation.

For the playwright,

Susanna Centlivre,

the veil

recurs as a frequent image in her life and works and
functions as a trope for the way she transforms potentially
oppressive situations into empowering ones.

Centlivre

wrote for the "sentimental" eighteenth-century stage, but
her plays dealt with many of the gender issues Aphra Behn
and the female wits explored in the previous century.
Centlivre was more successful than the female wits, yet she
was also more controversial because of her political and
religious beliefs.

During her lifetime,

subject to censorship by actors,
Chamberlain,

her works were

managers,

and the Lord

but rather than becoming "veiled" in modesty,

her works demonstrate an appropriation of the veil as a
means to explore sexual politics.

Ironically,

thirty-three

lAll references in this chapter to Centlivre's plays
will use the page numbers of the first editions, reprinted
in The Plavs of Susanna C e n t l i v r e . 3 Vols.
Ed. Richard C.
Frushell.
New York and London: Garland, 1982.
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years after her death,

David Garrick revived her play The

Wonder: A Woman Keeps a Secret and altered it in ways that
shift the focus and meaning of the play.

Garrick's

alterations constitute censorship of Centlivre's play,

by

"veiling" the complexities and contradictions inherent in
the work in order to make it more palatable to the late
eighteenth-century audience.

This chapter constitutes a

sort of "unveiling"- -an examination of the censorship that
shaped Centlivre's life and works and an analysis of the
effects of Garrick's censorship of The Wonder after her
death.

Centlivre and the Veil
Much of Susanna Centlivre's early life is strictly
conjecture because the records that remain are few,

and the

information provided by her contemporaries is often
contradictory.2

One of the earliest biographical

descriptions comes from her obituary,

written by Abel Boyer

in 1723:
From a mean Parentage, and Education, after
several gay Adventures (over which we shall draw
a Veil) she had, at last, so well improved her
natural Genius, by Reading and good Conversation,
as to attempt to write for the stage; in which
she had as good Success, as any of her Sex before
her.
(emphasis mine, 670-71)

2Most contemporary information about Centlivre comes
from Abel Boyer, William Rufus Chetwood, Jacob Giles, and
John Mottley.
Although no records of Centlivre's birth
exist, she was baptised on November 20, 16 69 in the parish
church of Whaplode, Lincolnshire (Lock c h r o n ology).
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Boyer uses the veil here as a trope for modesty,

to obscure

any unseemly incidents that might offend the reader.
The association of the veil with modesty is
traditional and biblically-based

(see 1 Corinthians 11).

The veil reinforced the hierarchical structure of God,
Christ,
woman,

as the intercessor for man,

then man,

then

and then

whose covered head represented the fact that she had

to go through man to Christ.
termed the "femme covert"

The married woman was legally

(as discussed in chapter t w o ) ,

and her assumption of the wedding veil signified her
submissive position in relation to her husband.

The nun's

habit had much the same purpose as the veil--to cover a
woman's head before God.

The widow also adopted the veil

as a signifier of her mourning and her sexual
unavailability to other men.
Boyer's use of the veil metaphor is tantalising for it
implies that there is something in Centlivre's life so
unspeakable that it must be censored.

The event to which

he probably alludes is a legend that around the age of
fifteen,

Centlivre was either orphaned or ran away from

home to seek her fortune.
Hammond,

The story continues that Anthony

who was then a student at Cambridge,

found

Centlivre crying by the side of the road and took her with
him to school,

disguised as his cousin "Jack."

was successful for several months,

The ruse

and Centlivre's

knowledge of languages is often traced to her stay at
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Cambridge during this period.

Her biographers state that

no romantic attachment existed between Centlivre and
Hammond,

so Boyer's

"veiling" of this event cannot be based

on sexual impropriety.

The other legend about Centlivre's

early life could also fall under Boyer's description of
"gay adventures."

Several sources say that she joined a

company of strolling players and working as an actress in
various small villages.

Since strolling players were often

prosecuted under the statues against vagrants,

one might

assume that Boyer could find her behavior objectionable.
These incidents are not terribly scandalous;

instead,

they

reveal a woman who was both independent and determined to
succeed in a man's world on her own terms.
promiscuity,

Instead of

it seems to be Centlivre's assumption of male

privilege that caused Boyer to conflate her assertiveness
with sexual impropriety.

His prerogative as a male

narrator to "veil" aspects of her life is an important
reflection of the traditional power of men as prescribers
of the veil.
Centlivre assumed male privilege in several ways
during her lifetime.
of plays, poetry,

The most obvious was her authorship

and letters.

In a vivid representation

of her literary transgression,

Centlivre also cross-dressed

as a man and won her husband.

In 1706, while working as an

actress with the traveling company,
Men,

the Duke of Grafton's

she performed before the court at Windsor,

where she
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met Joseph Centlivre,

a widower with a son and a daughter,

and the "Yoeman of the Mouth"
biographer,

Mottley,

(cook)

for Queen Anne.

Her

described their meeting:

Entered in the strolling Company, she attended
them to several Parts of England, and about the
Year 1706, the Court being at Windsor, she there
put on her Breeches again, and acted the Part of
ALEXANDER the GREAT, in the Tragedy of that Name.
She played this Part, it seems, to great
Perfection.
How much she was admired by the rest
of the Court is, at this Time, uncertain; but she
so greatly charmed one Courtier, of inferior Rank
indeed, Mr. Joseph Centlivre, one of her
Majesty's Cooks, that he fell in Love with, and
married her.
(quoted in Bowyer p. 92)
They were married April 19,
appear

1707 and from all reports,

to have had a long and happy life

the Centlivres

together.

In 1713

moved to Buckingham Court where they lived

for the rest of their lives.

Susanna Centlivre died

December 1, 1723 and was buried at St. Paul's,

Covent

Garden; her husband died the following year.
Centlivre's plays display a clear understanding of the
traditional role of the veil,
their author,
subversive.

but her plays also,

just like

appropriate the traditional and make it
In the plays,

the veil often symbolizes

women's power for it enables them a certain amount of
mobility and anonymity outside their world.
most popular play,

In Centlivre's

The Busie B o d y , the heroine Miranda uses

her veil as a disguise to meet with her lover Sir George
Airy to test his resolution in their relationship.

Miranda

describes her use of the veil to "transgress all Rules to
venture upon a Man,

without the Advice of the Grave and
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Wise"

(51).

The veil allows her to pursue her own desires

and at the same time thwart the desires of her guardian,
Sir Grancis Gripe.
Centlivre's emphasis on personal freedom for women is
closely tied to her political convictions.
identify her father as William Freeman,
who

Her biographers

a Parliamentarian,

"suffered on account of his political and religious

opinions after the R e s t o ration," had his estates
confiscated,

and had to flee to Ireland

(DNB 1329).

mother also came from a family of dissenters,

Her

and this

combination in her background appears to have influenced
Centlivre's staunch Whig politics later in life.
"opposition to the tyranny of the father,
and of the king

In her

of the priest,

.... Centlivre is a vigorous advocate of

personal freedom of choice and action,

of religious

toleration and liberty of conscience,

and of government

based on a strictly limited monarchy"

(Lock 93).

The

combination of sexual and party politics in her plays led
to attempts to censor her works on more than one occasion.

Centlivre and Censorship
Centlivre first appeared in print around March 1700
under the name Susanna Carroll.3

Her literary efforts

3Several sources allude to an early marriage to an
officer named Carroll, who died some time before 1700 in a
duel (DNS 1329).
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that year included letters,

verse,

and the play,

The

Perjured H u s b a n d , which was performed at Drury Lane.4
Centlivre soon became part of a literary circle that
included Richard Steele,

Nicholas Rowe,

Colley Cibber,

Catharine Trotter,

Manley,

Ambrose Philips,

Egerton.
in 1732,
1760.

Mary Pix,

Jane Wiseman,

George Farquhar,
Delarivier

and Sarah Fyge

Although an edition of her plays was advertised
the first collected edition did not appear until

Her three most successful plays,

The Busie B o d y . The

W o n d e r , and A Bold Stroke for a Wife continued to be a
regular part of the theater repertory into the nineteenth
century in England,

America,

and Australia.

From the beginning of her career,

Centlivre displayed

an awareness of the threat of censorship and an adroitness
in adopting strategies to "veil" her identity and
intentions in her plays.5

The influence of Collier and

the debate about theatrical morality is clear in the
preface to the reader in her first play,

The Perjured

4A fter The Perjured H u s b a n d , her plays were The Beau's
Duel (1702), The Stolen Heiress (1702), Love's Contrivance
(1703), The Gamester (1705), The Basset Table (1705), The
Platonic Lady (1706), Love at a Venture (1706), The Busie
Body (170 9), The Man's Bewitched (1709), A B i c k e r s t a f f 's
Burying (1710), Marplot (1710), The Perplex'd Lovers
(1712), The Wonder (1714), The Gotham Election (1715), A
Wife Well Managed (1715), The Cruel Gift (1716), A Bold
Stroke for a Wife (1718), and The Artifice (1722).
5During these early years, A Comparison Between the
Two Stages (1702) and The Female Wits (1704), which
contained attacks on women playwrights, were published.
See chapter four for a more detailed analysis of these
attacks.

Husband where she says,

"I Should not trouble my Reader

with a Preface,

if Mr.

Sense to Beaux,

and Good Nature to Criticks,

Morality to the Stage"

Collier had taught Manners to Masks,

(A3).6

as well as

At first Centlivre appears

to be aligning herself with Collier and urging stage
reform,

but she is actually veiling her observations about

specific members of the audience under the auspices of
moral reform.

When she continues with specific complaints

against each of the aforenamed groups,
longer enforcing morality.
prostitutes,

her interests are no

She begins with the "Masks," or

whose use of facial covering was soon to be

outlawed in London playhouses.

Rather than attacking the

morality of their actions in the theaters,
are

"sure to envy what they can't equal,

they don't understand"

(A3).

she says,

they

and condemn what

She continues with the Beaux,

who "usually take a greater liberty with our sex than they
w ou'd with their own, because there's no fear of drawing a
Duel upon their h a n d s , " and she calls the critics,
of rude splenatick Men,

"a sort

that seldom commend any thing but

what they have had a hand in"

(A3).

If Centlivre was going

to align herself with the move to reform the stage,

she

w ould have focused her comments on the morality of the
audience.

Instead,

she is criticising women who resort to

the female stereotypes of jealousy and misunderstanding and

6Most of Centlivre's prologues and prefaces are
identified by signatures, rather than page numbers in the
first edition.
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men who take advantage of their gender's privileges in
terms of physical strength and verbal imperative.
Centlivre was certainly uncomfortable with gender
stereotypes for they denied her access to the profession of
writer.

Much of her dramatic work examines gender

stereotypes and constructs characters who raise questions
about the validity of essentialist stereotypes.
The idea that authorship was a male imperative played
a strong role in Centlivre's early career.

Although

Centlivre's first pla y had her name on the title page and
the second had her name signed to the dedication,
six plays were published anonymously.

the next

One reason for the

veiling of her identity immediately after 1702 may be the
major political event of that year: Anne's accession to the
throne.

John Bowyer makes a connection between the

accession of a female monarch and renewed attacks on
intellectual pursuits by women:
Immediately following Anne's accession to the
throne in 1702 the dislike of the traditionalists
for women writers was stronger than before.
For
the time being, the decision remained strongly
with the conservatives--the clergy, the
educators, and the moralists--who accepted
woman's traditional inferiority of mind and
character and feared what would happen if she
were given an education, a more nearly equal
position in marriage, and a more prominent role
in society.
(42)
Centlivre's next pla y after Anne's accession,

The Stolen

H e i r e s s . attempted to hide the author's sex in the prologue
by using male pronouns.

Although spoken by an actress,

the
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prologue states,

"Our Author fearing his Success to

Day,/Sends me to bribe your Spleen against his Play"

(A4).

W hen Love's Contrivance was published the following year,
the initials

"R.M." were printed under the dedication,

and

a notice in the Daily Courant two days later stated that
"the Name of the Author

(who for some Reasons is not

willing to be known at present)
two Letters"
out,

does not begin with those

(quoted in Bowyer 51).

As it later turned

Centlivre's pseudonymity was not always her own

choice,

for in the dedication to her play The Platonick

Lady in 1706,
Lintot

Centlivre explains that the publisher Bernard

"put two Letters of a wrong Name to it

C ontrivance) ; which tho'

[Love/_s

it was the height of Injustice to

me, yet his imposing on the Town turn'd to account with
him;

and thus passing for a Man's,

least a hundred times"

(A2v).

it has been play'd at

The irony in this authorial

cross-dressing is that it brings the theater and publisher
financial success,
recognition.

while robbing the playwright of her

Centlivre's next play,

p ublished anonymously,

The Gamester,

was

and The Basset Table simply

indicates that it was written "By the Author of the
Gamester."

Centlivre relates a story her bookseller told

her about what happened when he revealed the identity of
the author to a "spark" who had bought a copy of the play
in the bookstore and said that he had seen the play three
or four times and "lik'd it extremely"

(Dedication to The
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Platonick Lady A 2 ) .
woman,

When he learned it was authored by a

he threw down his copy "saying,

he had spent too

much after it already and was sure if the Town had known
that,

it wou'd never have run ten days"

(Dedication to The

Platonick Lady A 2 ) .
Among the objections raised to women writers was the
idea that they were mentally
unfit

to

write.

inferior to men,

In 1704 the pamphlet,

and thus

A Letter from the

Dead Thomas Brown to the Living H e r a c l i t u s , claimed to have
been written by Thomas Brown from "the Land of Darkness,"
where Aphra Behn was inquiring about the state of poetry
since her death.

Brown tells her,

there were abundance of Pretenders to the Sacred
Mystery of not being understood in unintelligible
Metre: There were three Gentlewomen in particular
that had taken the Names of three of the Nine
Muses upon 'em
. .. . The first was a lean
Gentlewoman, Mrs. P-x, Caterer to the Playhouse
in Little Lincolns Inn Fields, the second a
thundring piece of Man's Flesh, one Mrs. T-tt--;
the third, a Lady that never look'd a skew in her
Life, one Mrs. C-r-11.
(quoted in Bowyer 32)
The satire of the women's physical appearance
large,

Trotter was thin,

squint)
ones,

(Pix was

and Centlivre was said to have a

conflates physical abnormalities with metrical

the same satirical technique used against Pix,

Manley,

and Trotter in The Female N i t s .

Along with mental inferiority,

women were frequently

charged with being moral inferior to men.
contained a double-bind,
be weaker,

This assumption

for while women were supposed to

they were also held responsible for keeping men
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in check by repressing their own immodest behavior.

This

contradiction is apparent in criticism of Centlivre's next
two plays,
prefaces,

The Gamester and The Basset T a b l e , which have
prologues,

or epilogues that refer to the

m orality of the author and the intention of the dramatic
work to combat the vice of gambling.

Arthur Bedford,

Bristol clergyman and Jeremy Collier's

a

"chief heir in the

fight against the theater,"7 praised The Gamester and The
Basset Table in his 1706 The Evil and Danger of S t a g e P l a y s , as the only dramas which attempt to reform "a Vice
to which their Hearers may be inclin'd"

(128-129).

But he

goes on to express his dismay that the plays do not live up
to their stated intentions of reform.

In his critique of

The G a m e s t e r , he notes:
In this Play the Devil is invok'd in the first
Line (a very good Beginning) and in seven other
Places.
There are several instances of profane
Swearing and Cursing.
The fine Angelica is
dress'd in Men's Cloaths, as a Jest upon D e u t .
23.5. and Valere the Gamester, having first
pretended a Reformation, and broken his solemn
Vows, is upon the second Pretence (only by the
Poet suppos'd to be real) rewarded with this fine
L a d y and Ten Thousand Pounds, and makes an
honourable Exit, without any Penance (24).
Bedford's criticism focuses on the way in which Centlivre's
play does not have the effect it purports to strive for.
The contradiction between the prologue and the body of the
play is reflected further in the use of religious
terminology within profane contexts,

7Bowyer p. 75

the reversal of gender
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roles when a woman dresses as a man,

and the reward of

Valere the Gamester's unvirtuous behavior.
In the year following Bedford's attack,

Centlivre

experienced a different kind of censorship--rejection and
subsequent plagiarism.

Her next play,

was rejected by Drury Lane,

Love at a V e n t u r e .

so Centlivre went on the road

wit h it and had it performed by the Duke of Grafton's Men
at the New Theatre in Bath instead.8

The following year,

Colley Cibber's play The Double Gallant was produced in
November,

and the similarities to Centlivre's Love at a

Venture raised the question of plagiarism.

While Cibber

denied the charge, most critics agree that he took his
basic story from Centlivre's p lay.9

Stealing Centlivre's

p la y is similar to printing a title page to her play with
someone else's initials.

Both deny authorship to

Centlivre.
The dedication to Centlivre's next play,

The Platonick

L a d y , clearly addresses the problems she has had with
censorship and defends her right to be a female playwright.
The dedication is addressed to "all the Generous
Encouragers of Female Ingenuity" and explains that she

8Centlivre apparently also acted in the company, and
while they were in Bristol, they were presented with
warrants for acting plays without license on August 10,
1706.
Although no records specifically mention Centlivre's
name, since she was acting with the company, it is likely
that she was one of the actors cited (Bowyer 77).
9See Bowyer p.
from the plays.

81 for a comparison of two passages
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feels the need to defend herself against those who "dislike
every thing that is writ by Women"

(A2).

She adds "I was

the more induc'd to this General Application,
Usage I have met on all sides"

(A2).

from the

She appropriates the

metaphor of the literary work as her bastard child, when
she explains how an anonymous work may be approved,
by chance the Plot's discover'd,
Fatherless,

and the Brat found

immediately it flags in the Opinion of those

that extoll'd it before,
Price,

"But if

and the Bookseller falls in his

and this Reason only,

It is a Woman's"

(A2).

The

success of her anonymous gaming plays helps support this
claim.

Another standard charge made against women's work

is that it was really written by a man,

and Centlivre

reports that "Some have arm'd themselves with resolution
not to like the Play they paid to see; and if in spite of
Spleen they have been pleas'd against their Will,
maliciously reported it was none of mine,
some Gentleman"

(A2v).

have

but given me by

Centlivre then raises the question

of why there is this prejudice against women's work,

and

answers it by saying that perhaps people think women
writers "meddle with things out of their Sphere"

(A2v).

She answers this claim with a detailed defense of women as
equal to the skills of men,
in art, music, painting,
names Bodicia,

not just in literary work,

and even war.

but

As exempla she

Elizabath I, and Queen Anne,

and concludes

that "sure none will spitefully cavil at the following
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Scenes,

purely because a Woman writ

'em"

(A2v).

Her choice

of examples is interesting because all three of the women
defied the stereotype of the "modest" woman.
Beginning with her dedication to The Platonick L a d y ,
Centlivre became more outspoken about her party and sexual
politics.

One factor that surely encouraged this change

was her marriage to Joseph Centlivre in 1707.
veil gave Centlivre two kinds of security:

The wedding

financial,

because of her husband's job as cook to the royal family,
and social,

because her position as a married woman

afforded her more respectability as a woman writer.10
Centlivre took a two year break from writing for the stage
and then,

starting in 1709, her published plays have her

name affixed to the title page and/or dedication.
Centlivre's identification of herself and her beliefs
immediately caused conflict within the theatrical company.
During the rehearsal of The Busie B o d y , the players
received the play "very cooly," and Robert Wilks,
played Sir George Airy,

walked out of rehearsal and "one

Morning in a Passion he threw it
into the Pit,

who

[the script]

off the Stage

and swore that no body would bear to sit to

10Centlivre's biographer, John Bowyer, evidently feels
that this is the case when he describes Centlivre this way:
"She wrote in the unfettered masculine style of her age,
somewhat softened following the Restoration, but she did
not descend to scandal as Mrs. Behn and Mrs. Manley had
done.
In fact, after her early waywardness, she seems to
have settled down to a proper and respected existence as
housewife and author" (vi).
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hear such Stuff"

(Mottley 189) .11

"a silly thing wrote by a Woman,
Opinion of it"

(Mottley 189).

Wilks called the play
that the Players had no

The actors'

judgment of the

p l a y so influenced the town that the first night audience
was very thin and consisted primarily of people who had no
place else to go.
yawned,

During the first scenes,

the audience

but gradually they found themselves laughing and

then applauding what they saw on stage.

Word spread,

b y the third night author's benefit performance,
was full.

and

the house

The Busie Body went on to become Centlivre's

most popular play with 475 performances by the end of the
century.12

Richard Steele praised The Busie Body in the

T a t l e r . making specific allusion to Centlivre's gender:
The plot and incidents of the play are laid with
that subtilty of spirit which is peculiar to
females of wit, and is very seldom well performed
by those of the other sex, in which craft in love
is an act of invention, and not, as with women,
the effect of nature and instinct.
(Steele No. 19)
Steele's compliment is essentialist, indicating that craft
in love is innate to women,

and also somewhat backhanded

“ Wilks probably took offense to the play because his
character, Sir George Airy, has a less important role and
is at times, made to look somewhat foolish (ie. at the end
of Act I when he is left alone on stage still talking to
Miranda after she has left, and in the famous "monkey"
s c e n e .)
“ Ironically enough, Wilks also criticised A Bold
Stroke for a W i f e , which turned out to be Centlivre's
second most popular play, with 236 performances by the end
of the century.
Wilks declared that "not only would the
pla y be damned, but that she would be damned for writing
it" (Lardner 317) .
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because it implies that Centlivre does a good job with this
play because it is about a "woman's subject"- - l o v e .
Centlivre had more trouble with the actors in 1709
when a controversy developed surrounding her play,
Man's B e w i t c h e d .

The

A feature article about her in the

December 12-13 Female Tatler describes her as visiting a
group of ladies for dinner and complaining about the
difficulty she had getting the play produced because the
actors insisted on making cuts.13

The article apparently

caused offense to the actors, because when The Man's
Bewitched was published,

Centlivre added a preface which

gave her account of the e v e n t .

She claimed to know nothing

of the authorship of the Tatler article,

and continued,

"Tho' Vanity is said to be the darling Vice of Womankind;
yet nothing but an Idiot would express themselves so
openly;

and I hope the World won't think me guilty of

printing,

what I must blush to read,

even by any Friend of mine"
again,

nor imagine it wrote

(quoted in Bowyer 122).

Once

Centlivre claims exemption from stereotypes of women

in defense of herself as a playwright.
In addition to trouble with the actors,
had trouble with the theater managers and,

Centlivre also

eventually,

with

the Lord Chamberlain because of her outspoken religious and

13The Female Tatler was pseudonymously edited by a
"Mrs. Phoebe C r a c k e n t h o r p e ." The authors most frequently
cited as the probable editors are Delarivier Manley and
Thomas Baker.
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political beliefs.

In January of 1712,

the managers of

D rury Lane would not allow her epilogue to The Perplex'd
Lovers to be spoken unless it was licensed.
praised the Duke of Savoy and Marlborough,
whom was out of favor at that time.

The epilogue
the latter of

Centlivre was not able

to get the epilogue licensed by the Vice Chamberlain in
time for the opening night,
for the second night,

and although it was licensed

the company chose not to perform it.

In her preface to the play,

Centlivre explained that rumors

had marked it as a "notorious whiggish Epilogue," and Anne
Oldfield,
forbear,

who was to speak it,

"had Letters sent her to

for that there were Parties forming against it,

and they advis'd her not to stand the Shock"

(A3).

Although the epilogue appeared in the printed version,

it

was never performed,

and a substitute epilogue was written

for the performance.

Centlivre faced official censorship

in 1715 when two of her plays were refused licensing by the
Lord Chamberlain.

A Gotham Election was a satire of Tory

corruption in a local election,
a satire of Catholicism,
desires of a priest.

and A Wife Well Managed was

which focused on the fleshly

Neither play was staged,

but both

were eventually published.
Centlivre's whiggish anti-Catholic stance also brought
her into conflict with Alexander Pope.

On May 31,

1716 an

attack against Pope's Homer titled The Catholick Poet; or,
Protestant Barnabv's Sorrowful Lamentation was published,
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and Pope wrongly assumed that Centlivre had written it in
retaliation for his derogatory remarks about her in two
publications earlier that year.
lasted after her death,

His anger at Centlivre

and in the 1729 edition of the

Dunciad he satirized her along with another playwright,
Eliza Haywood:
See next two slip-shod Muses, traipse along,
In lofty madness meditating song,
With tresses staring from poetic dreams,
And never wash'd, but in Castalia's streams.
Haywood, Centlivre, Glories of their race!
(Book III, lines 149-153)
Interestingly enough,

Pope does not satirize Centlivre for

her political or religious beliefs.
female stereotypes,
loose

Instead,

he returns to

intimating that women who write are

("slip-shod"),

sexual i m p r o priety).

mad,

and unclean

(which also implies

Pope expanded this view of women

writers in a play co-authored with Gay and Arbuthnot,
Hours after Marriage
female playwright,

(1717).

The satirical portrait of the

Phoebe Clinket,

represent Centlivre or Anne Finch,
W i n c h i l s e a .14

Three

may be meant to
Countess of

The attack focuses more on the playwright's

lack of

wit and her obsessive pursuit of writing than it

does on

her moral character.

Both these satires reinforce

14Bowyer notes that "the burlesque of the drama of
intrigue, the satire against translators, the relationship
between Clinket and the players, and the cutting of her
tragedy" suggest Centlivre is the target, but he cites
equally compelling evidence that the Countess could be
Phoebe Clinket.
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the idea that poetry is beyond the natural skill of women,
and that they are meddling "out of their sphere."
The conflation of Centlivre's critique of gender roles
w ith her critique of political and religious issues is
exemplified in an attack on her play The Artifice in 1722.
While the attack focused primarily on her politics,
stated that
Adultery;

it also

"the whole Scope of the Play is to encourage

to ridicule the Clergy;

and to set Women above

the arbitrary Power of their Husbands,

to exert their

Natural Rights for the Preservation of their Lusts"
(Monthly Packet 33) .15

Rebellion in politics is equated

w ith transgression in religion and marriage,
the overthrow of hierarchical power.

and thus with

Centlivre defended

herself from this attack in an advertisement for the play
in the Daily Journal for November 7, 1722.
some of the above criticism,
all which gross,

After reviewing

Centlivre asserts that

as well as false Imputations,

"from

I doubt not

but to stand acquitted in the Judgment of every Reader,
will impartially peruse the Play itself"
241).

who

(quoted in Bowyer

Centlivre's defense calls for a fair and intelligent

reading of her work,

one which is free from any form of

prejudice.

15This criticism of Centlivre is clearly exaggerated,
for while her works critique repressive power structures,
they do not advocate cuckolding.
Most of her characters
are trying to get around impediments to their marriage,
rather impediments to their illicit liaisons (For more on
this, see Frushell, "Marriage" 19).

The Wonder and Censorship
Centlivre's The Wonder

(1714)

is an excellent example

of the various strategies she employed to deal with
censorship in her life and writing.
is politically dangerous,
actors'

skills,

While the dedication

the preface is a paean to the

clearly meant to smooth over any ruffled

feelings after Wilks'

outburst over her earlier play.

Anticipating the charge of immorality that would be leveled
at her play five years later,

Centlivre included a prologue

that calls on traditional ideas of women to protect her
from censure.

Although Centlivre couched her prologue in

non-threatening language,

the stage reformer Arthur Bedford

p ointed out the contradiction between the prologue and the
content of the play in an attack on the play's
"immorality".

Reading his attack against the prologue and

epilogue to the play reveals the way Centlivre cleverly
voiced her sexual politics.

The play itself is a complex

exploration of gender relations,

which is also highly

entertaining.
Centlivre took a dangerous risk with her dedication of
The Wonder to the Duke of Cambridge.

This dedication

aligned her with the Whigs and Hanoverian accession,
opposed

to a Stuart succession on Anne's death.

later explained her

as

Centlivre

precarious position in a poem:

To George
of Wales IDedicated,
Tho' then at Court Iknew him Hated. . .
Yet spight of Steele's Advice I did it;
Nay tho' my Husband's Place forbid it;

For he these Forty Years has been
The Servant to a King or Q u e e n :
Nor will I here the Truth dissemble;
This Action made his Post to Tremble;
And he had surely been turn'd out,
Had not good Fortune wheel'd about.
("Woman's Case 175)
Her gamble paid off,

for Anne died

the publication of The W o n d e r , and
became George I.16

within a few months of
the Duke ofCambridge

George I rewarded her loyalty by

commanding a performance of The W o n d e r , giving a present to
Centlivre,

and retaining her husband as the royal cook.

The poem is interesting for the way it conflates her
political and sexual politics.

She strongly believes that

one can disobey the patriarchal commands to serve one's own
conscience.
The preface to The Wonder is equally interesting for
Centlivre's praise of Wilks and Oldfield,
lead roles in the play at its debut.

who played the

Centlivre

acknowledges her dependence on the actors,
Poet and the Player are like Soul and Body,
necessary to one another;

saying,

"the

indispensibly

the correct Author makes the

Player shine, whilst the judicious Player makes the Poet's
Fame immortal"

(A5v).

Centlivre mentions that she has met

with praise for the two players everywhere and claims that
they outdid her original conception:

"for tho' Nature was

my Aim in the last Act of this Comedy, yet Nature herself

16George I reigned from 1714 to 1727, so Centlivre did
not live to see the Hanover dynasty continue with George II
from 1727 to 1760.
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were she to paint a Love Quarrel,
(A5v).

wou'd only Copy them"

This high praise would be guaranteed to continue

good relations with the actors and actresses.
Although the players may have been happy with the
play,

the reformer Arthur Bedford was not,

and he included

The Wonder in his attack on the stage titled Serious
Remonstrance in Behalf of the Christian Religion

(1719).

four-page section is devoted to Centlivre's play,

and it

A

begins with an explanation of why he is particularly
disappointed in this play,

for in it "might above all

others have been expected a Scheme of good Morality,

modest

C h aracters, and a fair Representation of the British
Kingdoms,

especially if we peruse the Dedication,

consider,

that the Author was a Woman"

(209) .

and

Instead,

Bedford said he found "our Nation is represented as most
debauch'd,

especially the Women"

(209).

Bedford's text

indicates that because the author is a woman,

The Wonder

should display not only the traditional traits of good
morality and modesty,
on English society.

it should also cast an uncritical eye
He cites specific lines from the play

that describe the liberty of women in England,

as opposed

to the confinement of women in Lisbon and states that

"thus

our Nation is represented to be as the Stage would have it;
and the Morality taught in the Play-houses is in some
respects the same with that which was practised in Sodom
and Gomorrah,

before they were destroyed with Fire and
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Brimstone"

(211) .

Bedford's reference to Sodom and

Gomorrah indicates a fear of the overturning of order and
morality by this female playwright.
Gender continues to be an issue in Bedford's criticism
of the play,

for his objections to the characters differ

along gender lines.
male leads,
because,

Bedford finds the portrayal of the two

Colonel Briton and Don Felix,

although they swear,

God's name in vain,

morally offensive

"invoke the Devil," and take

they are rewarded at the end of the

p lay by marrying the heroines,

Isabella and Violante,

are both beautiful and have large fortunes

who

(210) .

Bedford's criticism of the female characters is less
extreme,

but has a different focus--disobedience and

deceit.

He claims that "from the Example of both Ladies we

learn Disobedience to Parents in the case of Marriage
. [both]

. . .

the Ladies contrive to carry on their Intrigues

without the discovery of their Parents"

(211).

He also

finds fault with the way in which Violante lies to her
father and Felix when it serves her purpose and the way in
which the conclusion to be drawn from her conversations
with Felix is "that the utmost causes of Suspicion in a
Woman are groundless"
that

(211).

Bedford objects to the moral

"every Man's Happiness consists in chusing for

himself"

in marriage.

While Bedford's reading of the play is very naive and
does not go much beyond the surface,

his sense that the
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women's actions are somehow dissruptive to order is not far
off the mark.

The prologue to the play was written by

Thomas Burnet for Centlivre and delivered by the character
Colonel Briton.

It appeals to traditional constructions of

womanhood and begins with the lines "Our Author fears the
Criticks of the Stage,/Who like Barbarians,
nor Age"

(A6).

stereotypical:

spare nor Sex,

The language used to describe the author is
she "trembles" at the censors,

from the critics,

she

she "humbly sues" for approval,

"flies"
is

perplexed with "Anxious Doubts," and kneels before her
judges who can't help but see her frailties

(A6).

One can

see why Bedford was hopeful for a reformed play with this
construction of a traditional woman,

but he did not read

below the surface in the last six lines of the prologue:
In this our Author does her Judgment shew,
That for her Safety she relies on You.
Your approbation Fair ones, can't but move,
Those stubborn hearts, which first you taught to
Love:
The Men must all Applaud this Play of ours,
For who dares See with other Eyes, than Yours?
(A6)
Centlivre's message is veiled here; she appears to be
saying that the play must be moral if it is seen through a
woman's eyes, but she is also saying that it is a pla y that
one must see through women's eyes.
Centlivre's stance becomes apparent in the epilogue,
written by Ambrose Philips and spoken by the actress who
played Isabella.

The language in the epilogue is much more

assertive and overtly political than in the prologue,

and
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calls for a sexual revolution of sorts.

The first four

lines introduce the political metaphors:

"Custom with all

our Modern Laws combin'd,/Has given such Power despotick to
Mankind,/That We have only so much Vertue now,/As they are
pleas'd in favour to allow"
by the "Tyrants"

[men's]

([80]).

Women are "enslav'd"

"usurp'd Dominion," and the

epilogue imagines what it would be like to change fate so
that women "might all of Politicks Debate"
the topic turns to keeping secrets,

( [80]) .

When

the epilogue

demonstrates how powerful women's secrets can be,
especially in terms of primogeniture:

"How many tip top

Beau's have had the Fate,/T'enjoy from Mamma's Secrets
their E s t a t e ./Which if Her early Folly had made known,/He'd
rid behind the Coach,
In the epilogue,

that's now His own"

([80]).

women's secrets give them power that can

even subvert the economic and social order of men.

The Wonder and Veiled Sexual Politics
The Wonder: A Woman Keeps a Secret is a play that
demonstrates Centlivre's sexual and party politics.

The

play is set in Lisbon to emphasize the lack of freedom of
the female leads and to provide a safe enough distance to
comment on the status of women in England without seeming
to do so.17

The storyline centers around the plight of

17It is interesting to note that Behn's The R o v e r .
Pix's The Spanish W i v e s , and Centlivre's The Wonder are all
set in "Spanish" locales.
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Violante and Isabella,

whose tyrannous fathers have very

self-interested plans for their futures.
of Violante,

father

plans for her to go to a nunnery so that he

can gain control of her money,
Isabella,

Don Pedro,

and Don Lopez,

father of

has arranged her marriage to the wealthy,

old Don

Guzman so that he can pay off debts incurred in the war.
There is a clear parallel in the play between the despotic
fathers and rulers.
The only way that the women can gain their freedom is
through the use of secrets from the men.

Secrets are

constructed through the imagary of "veiling"

in language

and through the actual use of the veil on stage.

Centlivre

uses secrets in three different ways in the play:

first,

to

demonstrate the dichotomy between the external world of men
and the internal world of women;

second,

stereotypes of women;

to display the dual

and third,

to explore

qualities of language to deceive and to reveal the truth.
The world of men is defined as public and figured
through external tropes: violence,

physicality,

money,

and

social class are constant reminders of the way in which men
wield power.

This external world is sharply contrasted

with the internal or private world of women,

whose

existence is defined by enclosure within nunneries and
locked rooms.

Women's identities are hidden by veils and

their sexuality muted by nun's habits.
progresses,

As the play

the action moves from the public world of men
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to the private world of women,
closet.

from the street to the

The power base in the play also shifts with that

inward movement,

and by the end of the play,

control the action.

the women

While the public/private dichotomy is

common for men and women,

the way that The Wonder recodes

those spaces to give the women power is unusual.
The play begins in the male world as Don Lopez and the
merchant Frederick greet each other on the street.

Their

first words are about the exile of Don Lopez's son,

Don

Felix, who has seriously wounded Antonio in a duel.

Don

Lopez fears Antonio will die and his son will be put to
death.

Their discussion is full of "mortal" wounds,

"feaver," large rewards offered for apprehension of the
fugitive,

and letters that "might be intercepted"

(1-2).

This atmosphere is remarkably sombre for a comedy.

Don

Lopez remembers Frederick's friendship with Don Felix,
noting the difference in their social class,

and

comments that

"'tis pity indeed such excellent Parts as you are Master
of,

should be eclipsed by mean Extraction"

(2).

Frederick

is actually a much more admirable character than Don Lopez,
and this irony becomes more apparent as the play progresses
and the strict caste system of Lisbon society keeps the
honest merchant from marrying the woman he l o v e s .18

18The honest, good merchant character is a reflection
of Centlivre's parliamentarian proclivities.
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When Frederick praises England as a less repressive
society than Lisbon and says that Don Felix should be happy
there if he is forced to leave the country,
ironically asserts,

"I like their

Don Lopez

[the English]

Principles;

who does not wish for Freedom in all Degrees of Life?

Tho'

common Prudence sometimes makes us act against it, as I am
now obliged to do,
Guzman"

(3).

for I intend to marry m y Daughter to Don

Don Lopez's comments separate his sexual

politics from his political convictions:
permitted for men, but not for women.

freedom is

Frederick is

horrified to hear about this unsuitable match,

but when he

questions whether Isabella has any "inclination" for her
father's choice,

Don Lopez responds,

"it is a Secret,

which

I never had the Curiosity to enquire into, nor I believe
ever shall"

(3-4) .

Don Lopez exploits the idea of women's

secrets to silence his daughter's voice in the matter.
While the one holding the secret usually wields the power,
in this case,

Don Lopez has control because he will not

give his daughter permission to express her desires.
Violante's father also uses secrecy to control his
daughter,

but in this case,

his daughter's.

the secret is his rather than

Although her grandfather left her his

money to come to her either at her maturity or her
marriage,

her father has told her that the money will not

come to her unless she becomes a nun.

Don Pedro then plans

to give her a small portion of the money and pocket the
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rest for himself.

Even the Alguazil

(police)

will keep

secrets for money--when Don Felix is accidentally
discovered in hiding,

his father is able to bribe the

police into keeping quiet about his whereabouts.
Another aspect of the external world of the men is
their physicality.
Colonel Briton,

The most obvious example of this is

who is a modified characterization of the

Restoration rake.

His desire for women is frequently

couched in metaphors of eating.
his old friend Frederick,

When he first meets with

he complains about the number of

women in Lisbon nunneries:

"Why Faith Frederick,

a Man

might pass his Time agreeably enough with Inside of a
Nunnery;

but to behold such Troops of soft,

melting,

wishing,

Grate,

plump,

nay willing Girls too thro'

tender

a damn'd

gives us Brittons strong Temptation to Plunder"

(6).

The Colonel also thinks of women in terms of money--the
priest use them to "inflame Accompts,

that they may

purchase Pardons at a dearer Rate," and he swears that he
"shall never be able to swallow the Matrimonial Pill,
be not well Gilded"

if it

(6, 7).

After the introduction to the public nature of the
male world,

the play moves to the private,

of the women.

interior world

Rather than focusing on the body,

and Violante discuss the mind and the soul,
are hidden from their male counterparts.

Isabella

things which

In Act I, scene
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ii,

Isabella is immured in her father's house,

discussing

wit h her maid her unwanted match with Don Guzman:
What pleasant Lives Women lead in England, where
Duty wears no Fetter but Inclination: The Custom
of our Country inslaves us from our very Cradles,
first to our Parents, next to our Husbands; and
when Heaven is so kind to rid us of both these,
our Brothers still usurp Authority, and expect a
blind Obedience from us, so that Maids, Wives, or
Widows, we are little better than Slaves to the
Tyrant M a n .
(8)
Isabella decides to try to speak to her father about his
decision,

but before she can even begin,

Objections against the Marriage,
thou hast to say"
her actions,

(9).

he tells her,

and I will hear whatever

He controls her speech,

continues to talk,

anyway,

Isabella

and begins an impassioned speech

while kneeling before her father.

Her first statement,

her knees she claims the "Privilege of Flesh and

B l o o d , "he turns into a bawdy joke

about her having "an Arm

full of Flesh and Blood" on her wedding night
she continues to plead,
"Puh, p u h ! you Lye,

you Lye"

turn'd into blank Verse,

(10).

When

he dismisses her feelings with
(10).

But she persists,

he then accuses her of acting a part,

(10).

as well as

and reinforces his earlier implication that

women's inclinations are better kept a secret.

that upon

"No

and

which "if it were

it would serve for a Tragedy"

His dismissal of her three times brings her to

despair,

and she finally tells him that she will die before

she marries Don Guzman.

Her father then draws his sword

and offers it to her saying,

"Say you so,

I'll try that
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presently

. . . Here let me see with what Dexterity you can

breath a Vein now

. . . .

The Point is pretty sharp,

do your Business I warrant you"

(11).

He then laughs and

asks if Isabella is frightened.

She replies,

am startled at your Morals,

(11).

Sir"

that Isabella had better take the man,
hurt her less than the sword
"Death has many Doors,
Pleasure,
aid"

(11).

'twill

"I confess I

When he suggests
for he is bound to

[phallus], she replies that

and when I can live no longer with

I shall find one to let him in at without your
At this,

Don Lopez says he fears she is

"lunatic," and he locks her in her room.
The male/public world meets the female/private when
Isabella,

in an attempt to escape her father leaps out of

the window and lands in the Colonel's arms.19
moves outward into his world,
back into hers,

she immediately brings him

for he seeks shelter for her in the house

of Don Pedro and Violante.
world of men,

When she

Although the p l a y begins in the

its movement from this point on is inward,

away from the streets and toward the world of the women and
their secrets.

While the Colonel is literally having his

fate thrust upon him, Violante is trying to figure out how
to escape hers.

Although her father has arranged for her

19Her action is somewhat ambiguous, allowing for both
the comic and tragic possibilities to exist.
Was she
trying to commit suicide by leaping out of the window?
If
she was, the improbability that she would land in someone's
arms softens the harshness of her situation.
This is a
comedy after all, but a comedy with dark undertones.
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to go to a nunnery,

she is in love with the exiled Don

Felix and hopes to be married to him.

At the beginning of

Act II, she has received a letter from him,

saying he will

try to come back to town secretly to see her that night.
While she is reading Felix's letter,

the Colonel rushes in

with the prostrate Isabella in his arms.

He leaves quickly

after learning Violante's name, but without knowing the
name of the woman he saved,

and he promises to return.

At this point the play begins to deconstruct the
stereotype that women can not keep a secret.
awakens,

When Isabella

and asks where she is, Violante responds,

"With

one as sensible of thy Pain as thou thy self canst be"
(18).

Rather than just indicating her physical locale,

Violante's response indicates a sense of solidarity with
her friend.
Isabella,

Violante asks what she can do to help

and when she asks her to conceal her for several

days, Violante's response is unqualified:
House and Secrecy"

(20).

While they are speaking,

Colonel returns and taps on the window.
brother Felix,

the

Thinking it is her

Isabella begs Violante not to reveal that

she is hidden there.
responds,

"You command my

When Violante asks why,

"Art thou born in Lisbon,

Isabella

and ask that Question?

He'll think his Honour blemish'd by my Disobedience,

and

wou'd restore me to my Father,

Her

claim is not exaggerated,

or kill me"

(19-20) .

for when Felix finds out later in

the play that his sister has run away,

he exclaims,

"Ha, my
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Sister gone!

Oh Scandal to our Blood"

reassures her,

(34).

"Depend upon my Friendship,

draw thy Secret from these Lips,
the Hazard of his love"

nothing shall

not even Felix,

tho'

at

(22).

Violante is immediately tested,
hides Isabella,

Violante

Felix enters.

for as soon as she

Felix's character is an

important aspect of the breakdown of female stereotypes in
the play because he embodies many of the qualities
frequently attributed to women.
rash,

and emotional.

He is extremely jealous,

His propensity to make hasty

judgments gets him into trouble and several times threatens
both his relationship with Violante and the secret that
saves his sister's life.

As soon as Violante and Felix

begin their tender reuinion,

Felix begins to ask her if her

thoughts have wandered from him while he was away.
Violante replies that she is "all Truth,
Faith,

and know[s]

no jealous Fears"

all Love,

(22).

their reunion is interrupted by the Colonel,
the window.

all

Unfortunately,
who taps on

Felix immediately assumes it is a signal from

a secret lover,

and when Violante says it is just someone

accidentally hitting the window,

the Colonel begins to call

her name aloud.

Felix dryly remarks,

by Accident too,

do they Madam?"

"They use your Name

(23).

convince Felix that the man is mistaken,

Violante tries to
while at the same

time giving the Colonel the signal that he should return
later to see Isabella.

Felix becomes very angry and is
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convinced that Violante has another lover.
she is not false to him and pleads

Violante swears

"there is a cause which

I must not reveal--Oh think how far Honour can oblige your
Sex--Then allow a Woman may be bound by the same Rule to
keep a Secret"

(25).

Felix is unable to conceive of that

kind of honor in a woman,

and he leaves.

of women in terms of stereotypes,
name Woman,

He still thinks

when he says,

and forget Inconstancy!"

(32).

"who can

Violante is

left alone on stage to speak the closing couplet:
exquisite Tryal of m y Friendship!

Yet not even this,

draw the Secret from me, That I'll preserve,
frown,

or smile,/And trust to Love,

"Oh
shall

let Fortune

my Love to reconcile"

(26) .
From this point on, the play uses the device of
secrecy to demonstrate how language serves both to deceive
and reveal the truth.

Many of the comical scenes in the

play come from Felix overhearing conversations which he
interprets to mean one thing when they really mean
something else.

The men are deceived by language,

particularly because they hear the language through their
own prejudices.

When Don Pedro talks with Violante about

her going to a nunnery,

she speaks a double language that

appears to be obedient,

but is actually subversive.

When

he tells her about Isabella running away and adds that he
is glad his house is not plagued with suitors,
ironically remarks,

she

"This is the first Word I ever heard of
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it"

(55).

Don Pedro thinks the "it" refers to Isabella's

running away,

when actually "it" refers to the house not

being plagued with suitors.

When he says she will go to

the nunnery next week, Violante replies,
Obedience,
(56).

Sir,

Again,

"I am all

I care not how soon I change my Condition"

she is referring to marriage,

her referring to entering the convent.

while he hears

Violante's

linguistic mastery is a refutation of the charge that women
are "out of their sphere" when it comes to literacy.
The Colonel is also baffled by the language the women
speak.

When Isabella meets him, veiled,

on the plaza,

he

continues to think of her in physical terms, while she
speaks in spiritual and intellectual metaphors.
urges her to accompany him to his lodgings,

When he

she insists

that they must have the help of the lawyer or the parson
first.

He asks her,

"Why hast thou then trappan'd me out

of my warm Bed this Morning for nothing!
showing a Man half famish'd,

this is

a well furnish'd Larder,

clapping a Padlock on the Door,
(42).

Why,

till you Starve him quite"

To encourage her to uncover her face,

he jokes,

love to see m y Meat before I give Thanks, Madam,
uncover thy Face"

(42).

then

"I

therefore

Isabella then makes his honor

contingent upon allowing her to keep her identity secret:
"As you ever hope to see me more,

suspend your Curiosity

now; one Step farther looses me for ever--Show your self a
Man of Honour,

and you shall find me a Woman of Honour"
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(42).

The Colonel is confused by her refusal to play the

intrigue role,
identity,

and although he promises not to learn her

he sends his man,

where she lives.

Gibby,

after her to find out

After she leaves,

"Methinks these Intrigues,

he muses to himself,

which relate to the Mind,

are

v ery insipid--The Conversation of Bodys is much more
diverting"

(42).

The play resists male constructions of

women as simply physical beings.
Act IV features the turning point in the play:
Violante takes action to make the women's desires realized.
Isabella recognizes that despite the Colonel's rakish
demeanor,

she loves him, and she enlists Violante's help in

discovering how he truly feels about her.

Violante is

upset because she believes that Felix thinks she is false,
and because she questions his fidelity,
w itnessed a woman
Felix's servant)
from the room.

having just

(her own maid who has had a liaison with
springing out of Felix's closet and racing

When Isabella hears that there is a rift

between Felix and Violante,

she says,

"then I am most

unhappy; my Brother was the only Pledge of Faith betwixt
us,

if he has forfeited your Favour,

your Friendship"

(47).

I have no Title to

Her fears reflect the reality of

their lives as commodities exchanged among men,

who only

maintain value as long as they are desired by the men.
Violante's response brings their friendship above that
realm:

"You wrong my Friendship,

Isabella," she tells her;
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"Your own Merit intitles you to every thing within my
P o w e r ” (4 7) .
In order to assist Isabella,
of veil

(the habit of the nun)

Violante trades one kind

for another

her to transgress gender b o u n d a r i e s ) .

(one that allows

Violante

appropriates the veil in Act IV to help Isabella protect
her secret and to further her romance with the Colonel by
getting him to speak the truth.

Violante's rejection of

false language is made clear early in the play when she
calls Petrarchan language
best Eloquence in a Lover"
Colonel,

"Bombast," and says
(12).

"Truth is the

Isabella sends for the

and when he first arrives at Violante's house and

sees her in the veil,

he assumes she is the unknown woman

who he spoke with earlier in the day.
situation,
with money.

Misreading the

at first he tries to tempt her into the bedroom
When she mentions the law,

he begins to see

what she is driving at, and she slowly leads him into
admitting the truth:
Vio. did you never see a Woman, in all your Travels,
that you cou'd like for a Wife?
Col. A very odd Question--Do you really expect that I
shou'd speak Truth now?
Vio. I do, if you expect to be so dealt with, Colonel.
Col. W h y then--Yes.
(4 9)
She leads him through a series of questions about where the
lady lives and what her name is, but he begins to try to
flatter her again,

and she responds,

"Come Colonel,

for

once be Sincere--Perhaps you may not repent it," and then a
few lines later,

"I prefer Truth before Compliment in this
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Affair"

(50).

He finally drops his rakish front and

responds sincerely,

"Why then to be plain with you, Madam,

a Lady last Night wounded my Heart by a Fall from a Window,
whose Person I cou'd be contented to take,
took my Mother,

till Death us doth part:--but who she is,

or how distinguish'd,
inform you,

as my Father

whether Maid, Wife,

perhaps you are she"

(50).

or Widow I can't

Once he admits the

truth, Violante tells him who Isabella is,
him for Isabella,

and proposes to

which he accepts with enthusiasm.

proposing to the Colonel,

In

Violante takes on the male

prerogative as broker in the exchange of women.
They are interrupted by the unexpected arrival of
Felix, who has come to tell Violante who she saw running
from his closet and why.
Don Pedro,

They,

in turn,

and Flora the maid who,

use of the veil,

are interrupted by

in a comic twist on the

quickly grabs a nearby riding cloak and

dresses Felix in it to pretend he is her mother.

Although

Don Pedro is impressed by the size of the hooded figure
("By St. Anthony she's a strapper"),

Flora is able to help

Felix escape without also revealing the presence of the
Colonel in the bedroom.

Once Felix and Don Pedro are gone,

Isabella tells Violante,

"I know not how to express my

Thanks Woman--for what you suffer'd for my Sake,

my

grateful Acknowledgements shall ever wait you; and to the
World proclaim the Faith,

Truth,

and Honour of a Woman"
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(59).

Violante sets up a time for Isabella and the Colonel

to meet on the plaza and be married.
All appears to be going well until Act V, when Felix
once again hears a conversation which he misconstrues to
relate to himself.

The Colonel is telling Frederick about

his meeting with the veiled figure,

and Felix assumes that

the Colonel is in love with Violante.
her house,

He rushes back to

and the most famous scene in the play ensues.

The natural language and the detailed depiction of a
lovers'

quarrel earned this scene high praise from

eighteenth-century audiences.20
coming,

When Violante hears Felix

she hides Isabella in her closet.

throws himself down into a chair,
indifference to Violante.
the cause of his anger,

Felix enters and

at first pretending

She laughs at him, not knowing

and then he begins to chide her,

saying "I'll convince the World your Chains are not so hard
to break as your Vanity would tempt you to believe"
They exchange jibes until Felix says,

(68).

"'Tis no Business of

mine if you are exposed among all the Foot-Men in T o w n .-Nay,

if they Ballad you,

and cry you about at a half-Penny

a piece.--They may without my Leave"

(69).

Violante begins

to cry in anger and hurt at the slight to her reputation
and honor,

and when he sees her tears,

Felix begins to

20The preface in the printed edition of the play
includes Centlivre's praise of the actors Wilks and
Oldfield, who played the parts of Felix and Violante during
her lifetime.
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regret his words.

Violante tells him

the Colonel on the plaza that
any more questions.
asks him to leave.

that she did not meet

day and begs him not to ask

Then she sits down across
Don Felix

the room and

says to himself, "Now wou'd I

give one of my Eyes to be Friends with her,
whispers to my Soul she is not guilty"

for something

(70).

shift here from external to internal evidence.

Felix makes a
The stage

directions show him making a physical move that corresponds
with the inward movement of the play:

Vio.
Fel.
Vio.
Fel.

Suddenly,

(He pauses, then pulls a Chair, and sits b y her
at a little distance, looking at h e r for some
time without speaking--Then draws a little nearer
to h e r ) . Give me your Hand at parting however
Violante, won't you, (Here he lays his open upon
her Knee several times.) won't you--won't you-w o n 't y o u ?
(Half regarding him.) Won't I do what?
You know what I wou'd have, Violante, Oh my
Heart!
(Smiling.) I thought my Chains were easily broke.
(Lays her Hand into his.)
(Draws his Chair close to her, and kisses her
H an d in a Raptu r e . ) Too well thou knowest thy
S t rength.--Oh my charming Angel, my Heart is all
thy own, forgive my hasty Passion, 'tis the
transport of a Love sincere!
(71)
their reconciliation is disrupted by the

unexpected return of Don Pedro,
to the closet to hide inside.

and Felix leaps up and runs
Isabelle,

hiding inside the closet all this while,
door from inside to keep Felix out,
that someone is hiding inside,

who has been
has locked the

and when Felix realizes

he forgets about the

immediate danger and insists that Violante open the closet.
As he struggles to open the door, Violante tries to get him
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to listen to her.
says,

"tho'

She insists that he has no rival and

I were sure the refusing what you ask would

separate us for ever, by all that's powerful You should not
enter here,

either You do love me, or You do not,

me by Your Obedience"

(71).

convince

Felix is already caught up in

his struggle with the door and replies,

"That's not the

Matter in debate--I will know who is in this Closet,
the Consequence be what it will"

let

(71).

This scene is the climactic moment in the play,

for it

appears that all Violante's efforts to keep her friend's
secret will be lost because of Felix's jealousy.

When Don

Pedro enters and sees Felix with his sword drawn,

Violante

thinks quickly and begins to weave a story about a veiled
y oung woman bursting in, pursued by this drunken ruffian
(Felix).

Felix is amazed at what she is saying,

and at

first thinks she is trying to have him arrested so that she
can help her lover escape.
of language in this scene,

Violante displays her mastery
literally assuming male

prerogative and becoming the narrator of their actions.
Violante keeps repeating that Felix is drunk,
finally decides to pla y along with her,
to see who is in the closet.
voice,

"come forth Madam,

but only in order

Violante says in a loud

none shall dare to touch your

V a i l - - I '11 convey You out with Safety,
hope she understands me

and he

(Aside.)

(73).

or loose my Life--I
This scene has

echoes of the statue scene in The Winter's T a l e , when

Paulina brings the "statue" of Hermione to life.
Leontes'

eyes,

a curtain,

Paulina unveils her mistress:

Before

"Paulina draws

and discovers Hermione standing like a statue"

(Shakespeare 1602).

In the same way, Violante reveals the

veiled Isabella from behind the closet doors.

Just as

Paulina saved Hermione's life from the tyrant Leontes,
Violante has saved Isabella's life from the tyrannical Don
Lopez.

Violante orchestrates this important scene and

conducts Isabella,
Pedro and Felix.
door,

veiled,

across the stage in front of Don

As Violante escorts Isabella out the

she instructs Felix in a whisper to meet her at the

plaza "where all Mistakes shall be rectifyed"

(73).

On the

plaza, Violante will draw back the curtain from the
previous events of the play and reveal the secret to Felix.
Felix escapes and joins Violante,
Colonel,

Isabella and the

and the couples are are married on the plaza,

to the consternation of their fathers.

much

The play ends with

the fathers bitterly arguing about money and the couples
enjoying a country dance.

Felix asks pardon of his sister

and the Colonel and says that "love has taught me to know,
that every Man's Happiness consists in chusing for himself"
(79).

Felix gets the last word in the play,

is praise of Violante.

He tells her,

but that word

"Now my Violante,

shall Proclaim thy Vertues to the World.

No more,

I

let us

T hy Sex's Conduct blame,/Since thou'rt a Proof to their
eternal Fame,/That Ma n has no Advantage but the Name"

(79).

Felix's last words indicate a shift in his point of
view;

he has stopped viewing Violante through the public

gaze,

and has come to see her from the perspective of her

world--the world of women.
unveiling on two levels:

His words also reflect an

First,

the fact that Violante's

true virtue is not constructed through gender stereotypes.
She is a woman of honor who will keep a secret to save the
life of another woman,
to herself.
actions:

regardless of the ill consequences

The secret of the title is revealed in her

"But here,

the Wond'rous Secret you discover;/A

Lady ventures for a Friend,

--a Lover"

(epilogue

[80]) .

The second unveiling in Felix's closing words is his
discovery of the arbitrary nature of language and the fact
that the advantages given to men are based solely on the
word "man",

rather than any inherent superiority.

Felix is

able to come to this discovery and declare it to the
audience because of Violante's remarkable actions in the
play,

and particularly because of her manipulation of the

veil in Act V, which makes this happy ending possible.

Garrick and "Veiling"
Veiling became important again in the history of The
Wonder and in Centlivre's reputation when David Garrick
revived the play in 1756.

Shortly before Garrick revived

The W o n d e r , an attack on Centlivre appeared in John
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Duncombe's The Feminiad

(1754), which reiterated the topos

of the v e i l :
The modest Muse a veil with pity throws
O'er Vice's friends and Virtue's foes;
Abash'd she views the bold, unblushing mien
Of modern *Manley, Centlivre, and Behn;
And grieves to see One nobly born disgrace
Her modest sex, and her illustrious race.
Tho' harmony thro' all their numbers flow'd,
And genuine wit its ev'ry grace bestow'd,
Nor genuine wit nor harmony excuse
The dang'rous sallies of a wanton Muse
*The first of these wrote the scandalous memoirs
call'd Atalantis, and the other two are notorious
for the indecency of their plays.
(quoted in Bowyer 246-47)
Duncombe's attack repeats the idea that women who write are
immodest and unnatural,

regardless of their wit.

The poem

personifies the Muse as an abashed woman who must throw a
veil over the indecency of Behn,

Manley,

and Centlivre.

The veil represents censorship of these female playwrights'
"dang'rous sallies" or plays.
Garrick's theory of theater management clearly aligns
him with Duncombe's imperative to "veil" or censor
indecencies to protect the audience and the theater
company.

In this context,

it is particularly significant

that Garrick came to London in March of 1737,

only three

months before the Licensing Act went into effect.
he became an actor at Drury Lane,

In 1742

and in 174 7 he bought a

half share in the Drury Lane management.21 Garrick took

21The Collier controversy was still thriving by the
time Garrick became manager.
Harry Pedicord notes that
"from 1698 to 1800 over fifty diatribes against playhouses
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his responsibility as moral arbiter to the audience very
seriously,

and to that end, all Garrick's biographers

characterize him as sensitive to criticism and anxious to
be held beyond reproach.

His biographer Kendall notes,

"Garrick always had to answer criticism,

and anything that

touched his reputation was always replied to swiftly and
exhaustively"

(144).

His letters are filled with attempts

to defend his actions or words from criticism.22
At the opening of Drury Lane on September 15,

1747,

G arrick read a prologue that outlined the position he would
take for the rest of his career:
The stage but echoes back the public voice;
The drama's laws, the drama's patrons give,
For we that live to please, must please, to live.
Garrick indicates that he will suit his performances to
please the public taste of the period,

and compares the

theater of the mid-eighteenth century with the theater of
the Restoration:
The wits of Charles found easier ways to fame,
Nor wish'd for Jonson's art, or Shakespeare's
flame,
Themselves they studied--as they felt they writ;
Intrigue was plot, obscenity was wit.
Vice always found a sympathetic friend;
They pleas'd their age, and did not aim to mend.
( [Garrick] P r o l o g u e )
In aiming to "mend" the Restoration authors for the m i d 
eighteenth century audience,

were published,
(40) .

Garrick cut and amended the

more than twenty appearing after 1747"

22See Little,

The L e t t e r s .
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earlier plays.

Drury Lane produced sixty-four altered

plays from 1747 to 1776

(Pedicord 64).

Garrick's changes

"veiled" elements of plot and character that had been
acceptable to Renaissance and Restoration audiences.23
Garrick's most well known changes are to the plays of
Shakespeare,24 but he also made alterations to plays by
Jonson,
Dryden.

Fletcher,

Southerne,

Shirley,

Wycherley,

and

Harry Pedicord has analysed Garrick's changes to

these early playwrights,

and surmised that the most

frequent changes involved deletions of material that could
be considered obscene and additions of material written by
Garrick himself that makes the plays more "sentimental."
Garrick's efforts to reform the stage were so successful
that in 1750 a "student of Oxford" wrote,

"Since Mr.

Garrick's management the stage is become the school of

23There were two prompters at Drury Lane during
Garrick's years as manager there.
Richard Cross, who had
marked the promptbook for Behn's The Rover in the 1740
production at Covent Garden, was prompter at Drury Lane
from 1741 to 1760.
In 1660 William Hopkins took over from
Cross and remained prompter until 1780.
While they marked
m any of the prompt copies, Garrick was clearly responsible
for what was represented on stage, and prompt copies often
bear his hand.
24For King Lear Garrick restored some of the original
text but also kept the love scenes between Edgar and
Cordelia and the happy ending based on Nahum Tate's
version, and for Hamlet Garrick deleted the grave digger
scene and rewrote the ending so that Laertes and Gertrude
remain alive (Smith 39).
Garrick also re-wrote Taming of
the Shrew as Catharine and Petruchio and The Winter's Tale
as Florizel and P e r d i t a , and changed Romeo and Juliet to
omit Rosaline because he thought it best that "Romeo had
only the one love" (Kendall 61).
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manners and morality;
longer tolerated"

ribaldry and prophaneness are no

(15).

Garrick and The Wonder
During the eighteenth century,

The Wonder became

Centlivre's third most popular play,
Unlike her other plays,

with 232 productions.

The Wonder had most of its

performances in the latter part of the eighteenth century,
and in fact,

over forty-two percent of its performances

were in a relatively brief time span--its revival at Drury
Lane by David Garrick from 1756 to 1770.

Many critics

attribute the play's success during this period to
Garrick's performance as Don Felix,
of the original text.

Along with Garrick's Felix,

frequent Violante was Miss Macklin,
Flora.

and to his adaptations

and Mrs.

the most

Clive played

Garrick played Don Felix seventy-one times

(his

twelfth most performed p a r t ) , and he chose the role of Don
Felix for his farewell to the stage in 1776.

Richard

Frushell describes how Garrick's involvement with the play
was

"about as complete as one could i m a g i n e " : "As manager

he not only cast parts,

directed rehearsals,

it with varying actors in his company,
and even danced in it himself.
and epilogues for it.

but he also acted
he spoke prologues

As writer and dramatist he adapted,

for stage effectiveness,
("Introduction" l i i i ) .

...

and produced

a sequence in the fifth act"
It is this sequence in the fifth
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act that is of most interest in terms of Garrick's
censorship of the play.
There are two sources that demonstrate the changes
Garrick made to The W o n d e r .

One is a manuscript fragment

of his part as Don Felix in Act V,
y.d.

149).

scene ii

(Folger Ms.

The other source is the 1776 edition of The

W o n d e r , which is described on the title page
at the Theatre Royal in Drury Lane.
Prompt-Book,
Prompter."25
incomplete,

"as Performed

Regulated from the

by Permission of the Managers,

by Mr. Hopkins,

Because the Folger manuscript is
one must use it in conjunction with the 1776

edition to understand the overall effect of the changes.
Most of the changes are relatively minor cuts to remove
p o s sibly offensive language or additions to facilitate
stage business.

The most important change occurs in Act V,

scene ii of the play,

right after Violante has rescued the

veiled Isabella from the closet,
with Don Pedro.

and Felix is left behind

In Centlivre's first edition

(1714),

the

rest of the scene is b r i e f :
Ped.

Come Sir, you and I will take a Pipe and a
Bottle together.
Fel. Damn your Pipe Sir, I won't smoak--I hate
Tobacco--Nor I, I, I, I won't drink Sir--No nor I
won't stay neither, and how will you help your
self?
Ped. As to smoaking, or drinking, you have your
Liberty, but you shall stay Sir.
(Gets between

25After checking the 1757, 1758, 1766, and 1770
editions of The W o n d e r . Richard Frushell found that
Centlivre's original fifth-act passage was intact until
this 1776 edition (Frushell, "Introduction" l v i ) .
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him and the Door, Felix strikes up his Heels and
E x i t .)
Fel. Shall I so Sir--But I tell you old Gentleman I am
in haste to be married--And so God be with you.
Ped. Go to the Devil--In haste to be married quotha,
thou art in a fine Condition to be married truly!
(73-74)
In Centlivre's original,

Felix seems nervous and confused.

He stutters out his answer and beats a hasty retreat.
responses to Don Pedro are brief and fairly polite:
calls him "Sir" and "old Gentleman."

His

he

While Don Pedro tries

to block his exit to keep him from following the veiled
woman,

he also seems to desire Felix's companionship for a

pipe and bottle.

Felix does not seem personally averse to

Don Pedro except that he has just heard Violante's
whispered instructions to meet her and is anxious to leave.
The Folger manuscript of Garrick's changes to this
scene just includes his changes and is transcribed thus:
-- a pipe & bottle togeather -Damn yr. Pipe Sir, I won't smoke, & I hate tobacco & I
won't drink, & how will you help yrself then Old
Whiskers.
-- but you shall stay -But I tell you I won't stay -- I don't like your
Company, & so yr. S e r v t . old Gentleman [going,
- - n o , no.
I shan't part with you so -Did you ever see now such an obstinate old Devil -- I
tell you I must go -- I have very particular
business -- I am going to be married, you
-- You are drunk Felix -Why you don't think I would be married if I was
sober -- what a silly head you have upon yr.
soldrers -- but drunk or sober I must be marry'd,
& if you won't believe me you old
infidel, I
will shew you the Contract -In this manuscript,

Felix is more assertive and more

hostile to Don Pedro.

Garrick removes the stuttering and
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has Felix address Don Pedro less politely,
Whiskers,"

calling him "Old

"obstinate old Devil," and "old infidel."

tells Don Pedro that he does not like his company,
he is silly.

Felix

and that

Garrick also has Felix adopts the pose of a

rakish character who could not face marriage without being
drunk.

Garrick's manuscript ends with Felix's assertion

that he will show a marriage contract,

but the rest of the

changes are no longer with this manuscript.
To see how Garrick completed his transformation of
this scene,
Wonder.

one must turn to the 1776 edition of The

The first section is similar to Garrick's

manuscript,
Ped.
Fel.

Ped.
Fel.

Ped.
Fel.
Ped.
Fel.

Ped.
Fel.

with a few changes:

. . . Come, Sir, you and I will take a pipe and
bottle together.
Damn your pipe, and damn your bottle, I hate
drinking and smoaking, and how will you help
yourself, old wiskers?
As to smoaking or drinking, you have your
liberty; but you shall stay, Sir.
But I won't stay--for I don't like your company;
besides, I have the best reason in the world for
my not staying.
Ay! --What's that?
Why,I am going to be married, and so good bye.
To be married!
it can't be!
Why you are drunk,
Felix!
Drunk! A y to be stire.
You don't think I'd go to
be married if I was sober--But drunk or sober I
am going to be married for all that; and if you
won't believe me, to convince you, I'll shew you
the contract, old gentleman.
Aye,
do; come, let's see this contract then.
Yes,
yes, I'll shew you the contract -- I'll
shew you the contract -- Here, Sir, -- here's the
contract.
[Draws a p i s t o l .

Once Felix pulls the pistol,
situation.

he

takes control

The 1776 edition then continues:

of the
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Ped.
Fel.
Ped.
Fel.
Ped.
Fel.

[Starting.] Well, well, I'm convinc'd; go, go -pray go and be married, Sir.
Yes, yes, I'll go -- I'll go and be married; but
shan't we take a bottle first?
No, no -- pray, dear Sir, go and be married.
Very well, very well; [Going.] but I insist upon
your taking one glass, t h o ' .
No, not now -- some other time -- Consider the
lady waits.
What a cross old fool!
First he will, and then
he won't; and then he will, and then he won't.
[Exit Felix.

Garrick's additions are humorous,

and they leave the

audience with the impression of Felix as a clever,

witty

character who has just outwitted the father of his beloved.
By adding this layer of text over Centlivre's version,
Garrick veils her original scene with another level of male
discourse,

in effect silencing her original portrayal in

which Violante directs this scene,

and replacing it with a

version in which Felix controls the show.
changes censor Centlivre,

Garrick's

even after her death.

Conclusion/Unveiling the secret
Ironically,

Garrick's changes to The Wonder had both

positive and negative consequences.
likeable character and therefore,
his own comic talents,

By making Felix a more

providing a vehicle for

Garrick brought the play back into

the repertory and insured its place in the theatrical
canon.

Unfortunately,

a form of censorship,

the changes he made also constituted
for they created a veil over the

original version of the play and diverted attention away
from the women's issues Centlivre originally presented.

By
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examining the way Garrick changed Centlivre's play,

modern

critics can gain a better understanding of the way gender
issues informed censorship of early modern women writers
and can use this new understanding to unveil the secrets of
their plays.

VII .
CONCLUSION

As this dissertation demonstrates,

censorship was as

important for early women dramatists as it was for their
male peers,

and studies of early dramatic censorship that

exclude women do a disservice to our understanding of the
early modern theater.

Pressure from the audience and the

government caused the Master of Revels and the company
manager and prompter to censor from women's plays material
that might cause offense for political,
moral reasons.

religious,

and

While censorship in the first two areas was

relatively the same for men and women,

the moral realm

often contained a double standard because of gender
stereotypes.

Seventeenth and eighteenth-century beliefs

about gender roles created a difficult situation for women
writers,
silence.

for ideas of female virtue were frequently tied to
Thus, when a woman wrote for the public,

her

"vertue vanish'd," and she became the target of attacks
against her personal and professional life.
The four women in this study dealt with attempts to
silence them with varying degrees of success.
earliest of these writers,
Falkland,

For the

Elizabeth Cary, Viscountess

censorship created a conflict between "being and

se e m i n g , " or demonstrating her personal beliefs in a public
manner

(such as w r i t i n g ) .

Both her life and her play,

M a r i a m , illustrate her struggle with self-censorship and
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censorship imposed by her society.
playwrights,

Of the four

Cary most frequently adopted strategies of

self-censorship to make her work acceptable in a time when
few women writers existed.

Mariam demonstrates self-

censorship in its publication background,
page bore only the initials E.C.,

for its title

and Cary delayed printing

the play for half a dozen years after she wrote it.

Cary's

choice of the closet drama genre and a religious topic both
indicate an attempt to write in ways that Renaissance
society might find more acceptable for a woman.

There are

also silences and gaps in the text of the play and passages
where female characters are urged to conform their inner
"being" to outer conventions

("seeming").

Despite Cary's self-censorship,

and the efforts of

others to censor her works after her death,

the overall

effect of Mariam is subversive to the idea that women
should be silent.
source,

While the play is based on a religious

J o s e p h u s . it compresses the time frame of the

original to emphasize the hastiness of Herod's actions
against Mariam and the tyranny of his domestic and
political reign.

Mariam also provides a much more complex

and realistic portrayal of its female characters than the
original J o s e p h u s , and narrates the events from Mariam's
perspective,
position.

placing her in the subject rather than object

Most importantly,

Mariam is subversive through
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its exploration of issues of women's

"seeming" and "being,"

and the importance of possibilities for female expression.
The political and social atmosphere of the Restoration
gave the next playwright,

Aphra Behn,

the opportunity to

write about women's issues in a way that was u n p r e c i d e n t e d .
Although Behn was a popular and successful playwright
during her lifetime,

the shifting sensibilities of the

early and mid-eighteenth century forced her out of favor
and caused her personal reputation to eclipse her
professional one.

While Behn's work was censored for

political commentary during her lifetime,

it was much more

heavily censored for moral content after her death.
When Behn's p lay The Rover was revived by Covent
Garden in 1740,

the prompter Richard Cross made substantial

changes in the content,

changes which caused one of the

primary female characters, Angellica Bianca,

to "turn

shadow," and practically disappear from the production.
While Cross made a similar number of cuts to Edward
R a v e n s c r o f t 's The London Cuckolds during this period,

a

comparison of the two promptbooks demonstrates the
importance of gender as a factor in censorship.
R a v e n s c r o f t 's play is a sexual farce that relies heavily on
stage business
stage,

(ie slapstick,

quick movement on and off the

and humorous situations),

comedy of intrigue,

whereas Behn's play is a

built around the interactions among

several complex characters.

Cross's deletions from The
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Rover silence much of the female discourse in the play and
conform the characters to less morally-ambiguous types for
the eighteenth-century audience.
Half a dozen years after the death of Aphra Behn,
three new female playwrights,
Manley,

and Mary Pix,

women's writing,

Catharine Trotter,

Delarivier

experienced renewed efforts to censor

particularly through the movement to

reform the theater.

The satire The Female Wits lampooned

the three women as unnatural,
by their literary efforts,

or "thrown out of their Kind"

reinforcing the gender code of

w riting as a male prerogative.

The women reacted

differently to the satire and other attacks; Trotter and
Manley moved away from the public arena of the stage into
other areas of writing,

but Pix persevered and continued to

be a successful playwright through the early eighteenth
century.
The key to Pix's success is apparent in her play The
Spanish W i v e s , which was revived in 1707/08 for a Smock
Alley production.

The promptbook for the revival shows

v ery little censorship,

particularly of women's lines.

The censor found little to remove in The Spanish Wives
because Pix had already begun to recognize the gender
stereotypes that were used to suppress women's writing and
had learned to skillfully manipulate them to make her work
more acceptable while still presenting plays that advocated
women's freedom from different kinds of oppression.

The
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Spanish Wives presents negative female stereotypes and then
undermines them as the play progresses by role reversal or
deconstructing icons such as the masked prostitute.
Of the four female dramatists,
enjoyed the most success,

Susanna Centlivre

and ironically also experienced

the most frequent attempts to censor her plays.

Centlivre

was particularly outspoken about her Whiggish politics,
which caused the Lord Chamberlain to censor several of her
works during her lifetime.

The Whig emphasis on personal

freedom and opposition to tyranny is extended in
Centlivre's works to include her sexual politics,
particularly in relation to women's personal freedom of
choice and physical mobility.

Centlivre's outspoken party

and sexual politics sometime created friction in the
theatrical company performing her works,

and led to a form

of censorship by the actors themselves when they refused to
read a part or participate in a rehearsal.
When David Garrick revived The W o n d e r : A Woman Keeps a
S e c r e t . one of Centlivre's most popular plays,
after its original staging,
the play,

four decades

he censored certain aspects of

particularly the character of Don Felix

portrayed).

(whom he

The veiled figure of a woman plays an

important role in The W o n d e r , and it is significant that in
both Centlivre's life and works,

the veil recurs as a

frequent image and. functions as a trope for the wa y she
transforms potentially oppressive situations into
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empowering ones.

While Garrick's censorship of her play

was a kind of "veiling," the content of the play transcends
that censorship and "draws the veil" back.
Cary, Behn,

Pix,

and Centlivre provide twentieth-

century theatre scholars with important evidence of early
censorship.

While their works were censored for political

and religious content,
contemporaries,

as were the works of their male

they were also subjected to a double

standard when it came to censorship of moral elements.
This distinction partially explains the disappearance of
the women playwrights from the canon of dramatic works and
opens a new field of study for literary criticism.
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APPENDIX:
OFFICIALS RESPONSIBLE FOR CENSORSHIP OF ENGLISH DRAMA

1544-1559

Sir Thomas Cawarden (Magister Iocorum,
Revelorum, et Mascorum omnium et singulorum
nostrorum, vulgariter nuncupatorum Revelles
and Maskes)

1559-1572

Sir Thomas Benger

1572-1578

Thomas Blagrove

*1578-1610

Edmund Tilney

*1610-1622

Sir George Buc

*1622-1623

Sir John Astley

1623-1642

Sir Henry Herbert

1642-1660

Civil War closes theatres

1660-1673

Sir Henry Herbert

1673-1677

Thomas Killigrew

1677-1725

Charles Killigrew

(Master of Revels)

1725-1737

Charles Henry Lee

(Master of Revels)

1737

Licensing Act establishes the Examiner's
Office

1738-1778

W illiam Chetwynd

1778-1824

John Larpent

*Dates from Dutton,

(Master of Revels)

(Master of Revels)

(Master of Revels)
(Master of Revels)
(Master of Revels)
(Master of Revels)

(Master of Revels)
(Master of Revels)

(Examiner)

(Examiner)

Mastering the Revels
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